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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING 
AIRCRAFT NOISE AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS 
Alan H. Marsh 
DyTec Engineering, Inc. 
Huntington Beach, California 92649 
SUMMARY 
Experimental values of aircraft flyover noise levels (and associated 
parameters) are required to satisfy various needs of the NASA Aircraft 
Noise Prediction Program. Specific recommendations are made for tes
t 
criteria, instrumentation performance requirements, data-acquisition 
procedures, and test operations. The recommendations are based o
n 
state-of-the-art measurement capabilities available in 1976 and are 
consistent with the. measurement objectives of the NASA Aircraft Noise 
Prediction Program. The recommendations are applicable to measurem
ents 
of the noise produced by an airplane flying subsonically over (or past) micro-
phones located near the surface of the ground. Aircraft types covered 
by 
the recommendations are fixed-wing airplanes powered by turbojet or 
turbofan engines and using conventional aerodynamic means for takeoff 
and 
landing. Recommendations for data processing, analysis, and reportin
g are 
not included in the report. Various assumptions with respect to subseq
uent 
data processing and analysis were made (and are described) and the recom-
mended measurement procedures are compatible with the assumptions. 
Some areas where additional research is needed relative to aircraft fly
over 
noise-measurement techniques are also discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1974, the NASA Aircraft Noise Prediction Office (ANOPO) 
commissioned an initial series of Key Technology Documents (KTD) describ-
ing methodci to predict the strength and directivity of various aircraft n
oise 
sources; a KTD describillg dLlllOtipilt'ric propagation effects was also pr
e-
pared (see refs. 1 and 2). Furthermore, as part of an interim noise-
prediction capability, ANOPO acquired methods ann the corresponding 
data 
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bases for computing noise exposure contours around airports, specifically 
the NOISE MAP program developed by Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBI': I 
for the United States Air Force (USAF) (refs. 3 and 4), and the Noise Expo-
sure Forecast (NEF) contour calculation method developed by Wyle 
Laboratories for the United States Department of Transportation (ref. 5). 
ANOPO also has available the extensive data base of noise and airplane-
performance information prepared by The Boeing Company, McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation, and Lockheed Aircraft Corporation for the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA; for current jet-powered air-carrier airplanes 
(refs. 6 to 8). 
The empirical data now used by ANOPO as part of the interim noise-
prediction capability were obtained by various organizations employing a 
wide range of data-acquisition and data-processing procedures for lab-
oratory tests, full-scale static engine tests, and airplane flyover noise tests. 
The methods used to acquire the aircraft flyover noise data probably have 
the most variability because of the evolving state-of-the-art in flyover noise 
measurement technology and because of the proprietary aspects of flyover 
noise test programs oriented toward engineering research or aircraft noise 
certification. 
As part of the ANOPO plan for review and updating the documentation 
of various technical aspects of the NASA i\ircraft Noise Prediction Program 
(ANOPP), NASA initiated preparation of several Round II KTDs in 1976. 
Because of the variety of test procedures used to obtain the existing aircraft 
noise data base and be<;:ause of a need to define test procedures to be used in 
future NASA programs for .(;btaining additional test data to verify models 
for the prediction and propagation of aircraft noise. one of the first efforts 
in the Round II activity was preparation of a document establishing recom-
mended state-of-the-art procedures for aircraft flyover noise measurements. 
This report recommends procedures to be used when conducting future 
aircraft flyover noise tests in support of ANOPO objectives. The report 
begins with a statement of the intended use of the test results, reviews IllOSt 
of the relevant documented measurement procedures, and describes the 
assumptions that were made lor subsequent data processing and analysis. 
The purpose, scope, applicability, and measurement objectives for the 
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report are explicitly stated. The main part of the report covers four topics: 
test criteria, instrumentation performance requirements, data-acquisition 
procedures, and test operations. Recommendations for areas of additional 
needed research with respect to aircraft flyover noise measurements and a 
list of symbols are given in Appendixes A and D, respectively. 
ANOPO REQUIREMENTS FOR FLYOVER NOISE TESTS 
Results of aircraft flyover noise tests conducted using the procedures 
recommended herein are intended to be used for the research purposes of 
developing and validating the aircraft noise prediction methods of ANOPO. 
ANOPO has several different requirements for flyover noise test data. 
These requirements include, but are not necessarily limited to: (1) devel-
opment of a consistent and accurate base of noise and aircraft-performance 
information for use in generating noise-level and noise-exposure contours 
around airports, (2) evaluation of forward-motion and ground-reflection 
effects predicted for various aircraft noise sources, (3) validation of 
individual component-noise-source prediction methods as well as proposed 
methods for combining the component predictions into a prediction of the 
total noise produced by an airplane during actual takeoff or landing opera-
tions, (4) validation and improvement of analytical models for predicting 
propagation effects along the sound path from an aircraft to a location under 
or to the side of the flight path, and (5) verification of various noise-
reduction prediction techniques. The noise-reduction techniques include 
jet noise suppression systems and acoustically absorptive linings in inlets 
and exhaust ducts. References I and 2 provide further details on ANOPO 
requirements for flyover noise test data. 
EXISTING MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES 
Flyover noise tests are conducted for one of five purposes: research, 
development, certification, surveys, and monitoring. Aircraft noise cert-
ification tests are highly structured with detailed rules published in various 
documents. Surveys of noise levels around airports are performed for a 
variety of reasons using test procedures that are highly variable. Airport 
noise monitoring is performed by various organizations and usually for 
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local airport proprietors for nonscientific objectives with test procedures 
appropriate t:> the local airport situation. 
Research and development flyover noise testing falls into two classifi-
cations: uncontrolled and controlled. Uncontrolled testing may haVE ,;cientific 
objectives, but atmospheric conditions, engine power settings, aircraft con-
figurations, and flight paths are usually not coordinated with or controlled by 
acoustical test personnel. Controlled tests are conducted only for a scientific 
or engineering purpose and have close coordination among acoustical test 
personnel, meteorologists, aircraft tracking crew, and the flight crew. 
The distinction between research tests and development tests is that 
flyover noise research tests are conducted by aircraft manufacturers or 
government agencies for various scientific or engineering objectives under 
either uncontrolled or controlled conditions. Flyover noise development tests, 
however, are conducted by aircraft manufacturers prior to aircraft noise 
certification tests to evaluate the acoustical performance of various alternative 
configurations of noise reduction systems. Development tests are usually 
conducted under controlled conditions. 
The subject of this report is data acquisition for controlled research 
tests. There is little published documentation on procedures currently used 
for controlled researc.h tests conducted either by government agencies or by 
industry. Most of the existing documents describ~ng aircraft flyover noise 
test procedures were developed for noise certification tests or to acquire 
general measurements of aircraft noise or general acoustical data base 
information. Moreover, most of the existing documents were in the process 
of being revised at the time of preparing this report. 
References 9 and 10 describe procedures used in 1969 for flyover noise 
research tests. Reference 11 reviews the 1969 tests conducted by The Boeing 
Company and also some tests conducted in 1970 using a 747 aircraft. 
Reference 12 describes flyover noise research tests conducted by Douglas 
Aircraft Company with refanned JT8D engines on a DC-9-3I airplane in 
January "-nd February 1975. The procedures recommended in this report are 
consistent with the state of th" art as described in reference q to 12 and with 
procedures used by the NASA and the FAA in conducting flyover noise research 
':'sts. 
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There are at least nine existing documents prescribing methods to be 
used for measuring aircraft flyover noise. The procedures in reference 13 
were developed by Committee A-21 of the Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) in 1964, but are now inadequa.te and obsolete. At the time of preparing 
this report, a subcommittee of Committee A-21 was in the process of develop-
ing a revised version of reference 13 to incorporate more sp"cific details 
and to reflect more current practices of the aircraft industry. In 1964 and 
1965, the International Standards Organization (ISO) developed a document 
that was subsequently issued in October 1966 and then revised and reissued 
in June 1970 (ref. 14) describing test procedures applicable to obtaining a 
description of noise levels around in airport. A companion ISO document 
was also issued in 1970 (ref. 15) to describe procedures for monitoring of 
noise during takeoff and landing operations. A Working Group under Sub-
committee 1 of ISO Technical Committee 43 for Acoustics has been working 
since 1973 on another revision combining references 14 and 15 and has pro-
duced a Draft International Standard (ref. 16). 
The concept of federal certification of the noise produced bv an aircraft 
of a given design became a part of the design requirements for U. S. transport 
aircraft when Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR 36) was 
promulgated by the FAA in December 1969 (ref. 17). The FAR 36 require-
ments contain specific procedures and limitations for flyover noise tests to 
be conducted to demonstrate compliance with maximum noise levels allowed 
under specific conditions. Essentially these same procedures and require-
ments were adopted in April 1971 by the International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation (ICAO) and incorporated as International Standards and Recommended 
Practices in Annex 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 
(ref. 18). 
At a meeting in Montreal, Quebec in January and February 1975, the 
ICAO Committee on Aircraft Noise recognized the need to consider various 
technical changes to ICAO Annex 16 as well as changes to the conditions and 
the stringency of the requirements (ref. 19). 
In support of the ICAO Annex 16 revision activities and the work of the 
ISO subcommittee preparing rE':2rence 16, a technical committee of the 
International Electrotechnical Commission prepared a document describing 
electroacoustical performance requirements for instruments used for 
measuring aircraft £lyover noise (ref. 20). 
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The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed 
and published several proposed new aircraft noise regulations. 1n conjunction 
with the development of these regulations, the EPA contracted with BBN to 
apply methods developed for the USAF (refs. 21 and 22) and to develoD a data 
base for civil airc raft (ref. 23). The data base incorporated judgments 
derived from BBN's experience in the measurement and analysis of the noise 
produced by various kinds of aircraft and differs from the corresponding data. 
base produced by the aircraft manufacturers (refs. 6 to 8). EPA also con-
tracted with BBN to review the technical aspects of Appendixes A, B, and C 
of FAR 36 and to recommend appropriate modifications (ref. 24). 
The USAF is involved in a comprehensive program to acquire flyover 
noise data on operational and future military aircraft. The procedures used 
to acquire the flyover noise data are described in reference 25. These pro-
cedures are similar to those used for aircraft noise certification testing, but 
modified to be consistent with USAF requirements for predicting airport 
community noise levels. 
The recommended procedures contained in this report were developed 
considering current practice and the material contained in the above-mentioned 
national and international documents. 
ASSUMPTIONS FOR DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
The stl'ucture of a test plan for data acquisition depends in large 
measure on the data-processing procedures that will be used, the data-analysis 
techniques that will be employed, and the data-reporting requirements; that is, 
on the total test objectives and the procedures for data handling and analyzing. 
It was assumed for the purposes of this report that the data-acquisition and 
data-processing systems would be planned to function together as a single 
entity (thoug1o. rather elaborate and sophisticated). The major assumptions 
are described below. 
Test Site and Flight Paths 
It was assumed that the tc ::: ·,-;~uld be conducted in the vicinity of a 
runway of suitable length and equipped with appropriate tracking, meteoro-
logical, and navigation aids. It was assumed that the tests would be conducted 
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with straight (or essentially straight) flight tracks for the duration of each 
flyover noise recording. It was assumed that it would not be a purpos" of an 
ANOPO test program to evaluate ac·oustical "ffects associated with curved or 
banking maneuvers during takeoff or approach. It was also assumed th;,1. it 
woald not be a test purpose during any given £lyover noise recording to "valuate 
the acoustical effects of changing engine power setting or aircraft configuration. 
Thus, although the test criteria, instrumentation, and many of the recom-
mended procedures would still be applicable, the test operations would have 
to be modified to accommodate thrust cutbacks during c1imbout and £lap-
management schedules and two-segment glide slopes during landing approach. 
The study of noise produced during transient engine operations may well be 
a legitimate research objective for NASA, but is not felt to be within the scope 
of flyover noise tests conducted for ANOPO. 
Data-Processing Equipment 
It was assumed that processing of the information acquired in the field 
would be accomplished in a specially equipped laboratory. Data reduction 
would be performed using automatic (or semiautomatic) procedures. The 
services of a qualified calibration laboratury would be available to support 
the total effort of data acquiSition and data processing. 
A large-memory, high-speed digital computer was assumed to be avail-
able to perform all the required calculations and to determine statistical 
measures of the validity of the result~. 
No direct data links between a field station and a data-processing 
laboratory and no on-line data processing were considered to be required for 
the purposes of ANOPO test programs. A strip-chart level recorder and 
other suitable instruments should be available in -the field, however, for 
monitoring the aircraft noise signals and the ambient noise levels and to 
determine the cutoff times for the acoustic data recordings. 
Basic Noise Data 
It was assumed that the data to be produced would consist of 1/3-octave-
band sound pressure levels as a function of frequency and time, as measured 
at each microphone location, throughout the duration of each aircraft flyover. 
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It was assUlued that all sound pressure lcv"ls would be cor"ectecl Lor deviations 
from nonflat frequency response and for the presence of interfering ambient 
noise. "Duration" here was assumed to n1ean from the time the aircraft no':'se 
signal first reached an ambient threshold level (i. e., Some finite amo'mt, say 
by 5 dB. above the ambient noise level) to the time of final decrease oj the signal 
to the ambient threshold. This definition would apply to every l/3-octave 
band with geometric mean frequencies from 50 to 10 000 hertz (Hz). The 
longest duration will generally be associated with one of the 1/3-octave bands 
below 500 Hz. 
The sound pressure levels would need to be known at regular, discrete 
instants of time throughout the duration. The time interval between data 
samples was assumed to be on the order of 0.5 seconds. It was assumed that 
the total test system would be planned with a required accuracy of + J. 0 dB, 
or less, for the measured sound pressure level data, and with a required 
accuracy of + 0.01 second, or less, for the corresponding time identification. 
Associated Parameters 
The basic sound pressure level data were assumed to be accompanied 
at every instant of time by appropriate information on airplane location 
(in x, y, and z coordinates of a reference point on the airplane, given the 
x, y, and z coordinates of each microphone and the location of Some bench-
ITlark on the ground for reference). Coordinates x and y would be in the 
ground plane (a plane containing the ground reference benchmark) v"ith the x 
direction in the direction of the extended runway centerline, the y direction 
perpendicular to the extended runway centerline. The z coordinate indicates 
height above the extended runway centerline. The required accuracy of the 
measurements of the distance between each microphone and the airplane 
reference point was assumed to be .± 10 percent, or less. In adBition to the 
aircraft position data, it was assumed that the basic sound pressure level 
data would be accompanied by information on airplane configuration (flap 
setting, location of high-lift devices, and position of landing gear), on airplane 
flight status (true airspeed, fuselage attitude, and weight), and on the power 
setting of the engine(s) as well as a description of their acotlstjrq] C"onfiguration. 
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It was assumed also that the basic sound pressure level data would be 
accompanied by titne-correlated measureInents of appropriate meteorological 
data. The meteorological data would be required for determining adjustments 
between test-day (as measured) conditions and some established reference 
meteorological conditions. The adjustments would be applied to the basic 
measured sound pressure levels and to the strength of the engine's noise 
sources. The sound pressure level adjustments would account for differences 
in atmospheric absorption along appropriate acoustic propagation paths as 
".;ell as ground reflection effects, for each 1/3-octave band and at each instant 
of time, taking into consideration acoustic propagation times along the paths 
and Doppler frequency shifts. 
Antidpated Reference Conditions 
In addition to data adjustments for the effects of nonreference meteoro-
logical conditions, it was expected that adjustments would be required to 
normalize the basic data to a reference flight path, reference airspeed, 
reference engine power setting, and reference aircraft configu:t'l.tion. Except 
for the meteorological data, all of the reference conditio:ls woulG have to be 
selected appropriate for the aircraft anc engine being tested. T!,e reference 
parameters for the basic noise data were assumed to be refe:,red net thrust 
(F /8 ) and referred fan speed (N1/ J B t2)' where 6 is the r"t;o of the n am am 
ambient pressure around the aircraft to the standard atmospheric pressure 
of 1.01325 x 105 N.m- 2 (2116lb.ft- 2 ) and Bt2 is the ratio of the total tempera-
ture at the inlet to the fan (of a turbofan engine) to the standard air temperature 
of 288.15 0 kelvin. 
Meteorological reference conditions appropriate for processing all air-
craft flyover noise data would be established before conducting any tests. 
Establishment of reference meteorological conditions would be required to 
plan the flyover noise tests. The test criteria would then be selected so as 
to minimize the magnitude of the resulting data adjustments due to deviations 
from reference meteorological conditions. 
For purposes of test planning, it was assumed that the reference 
conditions would be: 
(1) no wind 
(2) runway at sea level 
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(3) atlnospheric pressure at the surface equal to 1. 01325 x 105 N .m2 
(or one standal'd atmosphere, ref. 26) 
(4) air temperature at the surface equal to 298.15 0 kelvin (25° celsius 
or 770 fahrenheit 
(5) standard temperature lapse rate with height above the surfac" 
(see ref. 26) 
(6) relative humidity of the air at the surface equal to 70 percent 
(7) standard lapse rate for the relative humidity with height above 
the surface (see ref. 27) 
It was assumed that the reference surface was at a height of 10 meters 
(10 m) above ground level. 
Although not exactly a reference condition, the assumption was made 
also that the te sts would be conducted in an environment with minimal ambient 
noise using equipment having minimal background electrical noise. 
Derived Noise Measures 
The basic noise data would be adjusted for the presence of interfering 
ambient noise levels, nonflat free-field frequency response, and the effect of 
the windscreens. It was then assumed that the adjusted data would be used to 
calculate various summary-type noise measures, such as A-weighted sound 
pressure level, tone-corrected A-weighted sound pressure level, perceived 
noise level, tone-corrected perceived noise level, and effective perceived 
noise level. The tone corrections would apply·only to true tonal components 
of the received sound signal and not to spectral irregularities introduced Li 
ground reflection effects or atmospheric absorption. (Current algorithms for 
computing tone-correction penalties, for example those in reference 17, can 
assign tone-corrections to spectra having sharply falling high-frequency 
sound pressure levels caused by atmospheric absorption effects.) 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of the report is to describe recommended data-acquisition 
test procedures for mea5\.~:..-ilib ~ilcraft flyover noise levels and associated 
parameters for various types of airplanes in various geographical locations. 
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SCOPE 
The scope of the report is liInited to recommended procedures for 
acquisition of test data. The end result of following the recommended pro-
cedures are records that can be used in subsequent data processing and 
engineering analysis efforts. 
APPLICABILITY 
The recommended data-acquisition procedures are applicable to measure-
ments of the noise produced by an airplane Hying subsonically over (or past) a 
microphone (or several microphones) located outdoors and above the surface 
of the ground. The procedures are applicable to fixed-wing airplanes (regard-
less of weight) powered by turbojet or turbofan engines (regardless of bypass 
ratio) and using conventional aerodynamic means for takeoff and landing, but 
. without afterburning (or duct burning) in the engine's exhaust nozzles. The 
procedures include those for measurement of the noise produced by an air-
plane's engines, but not the noise produced by the motion of an airplane through 
the air with the engines not operating (that is, by nonpropulsive noise sources). 
The procedures are not applicable to measurements of the noise produced by 
an airplane on the ground (e. g., noise produced at the start of or during takeoff, 
noise. produced by reverse-thrust operations during landing, . or noise produced 
during ground runup). 
MEASUREMENT OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the tests is to determine 1/3-octave-band sound pressure 
levels as a function of time as the aircraft flies over (or past) the micro-. 
phone(s). The nominal geometric mean frequencies (center frequencies) of 
the 1/3-octave bands range from 50 to 10 000 Hz with nominal center 
frequency.values as specified in reference 28. Sound pressure levels are in 
decibels (dB) with a reference acoustical pressure of 20 micropascals 
(20 ttPa) (ref. 29). 
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OVER VIEW OF RECOMMENDED TEST PROCEDURES 
The recommended test procedures described below were developed in 
consideration of the stated objectives of the NASA Aircraft Noise Preuiction 
Program, the intended uses of the test results, and the various assumptions 
that were made regarding data processing and data analysis. It was apparent 
that acquisition of acoustical data in the field would require recording on an 
instrumentation-grade multiple-channel magnetic tape recorder. The ratio 
of the level of the flyover noise signal to the level of the electrical back-
ground noise in the total data-gathering system would have to be high. The 
dynamic range of the recording system must be capable of handling a wide 
range of signal levels. The ambient noise level should be as low as feasible. 
Furthermore, the sound pressure levels should be recorded in an environment 
where ground reflection effects do not introduce significant spectral irregulari-
ties at any frequency in the range of interest, L e., such that the sound pres-
sure levels are a uniform 3 dB above the corresponding free field values. 
It was felt that the tests should yield free-field sound pressure levels 
because all the source noise-prediction schemes developed to date (see list 
in refel'ence 2) provide estimates of free-field sound pressure levels. 
Measurement of free-field sound pressure levels would also avoid the highly 
variable ground plane absorption and reflection effects and would eliminate 
the need to account for reflection-induced pseudotones in subsequent data 
analysis. 
The test procedures recommended here involve a series of nominally 
level flights over an array of microphones. The microphones are placed 
under and to each side of the nombal flight path. The microphones are 
installed on supporting stands at a height above the ground that is large 
enough to ensure that ground-reflection effects occur at frequencies below 
the frequency range of the 50-Hz 1/3-octave-band filter throughout most of 
the flyover noise recording. 
The test airplane flies a predetermined flight path with preselected 
airspeed, configuration, weight, engine power setting, and height above 
ground level. The tests are repeated a number of times to obtain data for a 
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range of heights, airspeeds, engine power settings, and configurations. 
Airplane position, meteorological data (at the surface and aloft), airplane 
data, and engine data are all measured and time-synchronized with the sound 
pressure level recordings. 
The next four sections set out specific recommendations for test criteria, 
instrumentation performance requirements, data-acquisition procedures, and 
test operations. 
RECOMMENDED TEST CRITERIA 
While it may be technically feasible to conduct flyover noise tests at 
Inany different locations and under whatever meteorological conditions that 
might exist at any given time, it is necessary to place certain restrictions on 
the test site and weather conditions in order to assure the intercomparability, 
accuracy, and reproducibility of the test results. Moreover, at the present, 
there are no reliable methods to account for some phenomena that occur 
during the generation and propagation of sound from an aircraft to a micro-
phone located near the ground. Thus, it is necessary to restrict the range of 
certain conditions so that the tests are conducted under conditions that permit 
the subsequent data analyses to account for those propagation effects that are 
considered to be understood· (e. g., inverse-square dimir.uition of the sound 
pressure with distance in the far field of acoustic sources and atmospheric 
absorption of sound energy during propagation through a still, homogeneous 
atmosphere ). 
The test criteria described here are for three factors considered most 
critical for successful flyover noise test programs: namely, characteristics 
of the test site, ambient noise levels, and meteorological conditions. The 
recommended test criteria reflect the state of the art in measuring aircraft 
flyover noise. Improved test criteria will require additional research, 
especially in the areas of atmospheric attenuation, propagation at long 
distances and in directions other than directly below the flight path, and 
ground reflections, as described in items 1 to 4 of Appendix A. 
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Test Site Characteristics 
Measurement of aircraft flyover noise levels for engineering research 
and development purposes began in the early 1950s. For many years, 
relatively little concern was given to the characteristics of the test site since 
most tests were conducted with "target-of-opportunity" airplanes. Some tests 
were even conducted over water with a microphone installed on a boat. 
Since the mid-1960s, more and more attention has been given to the 
selection of a test site, especially for noise certification tests conducted 
since 1970. In order to improve the intercomparability of test reslllts, test 
site requirements have become more restrictive and an area of controversy 
because the cost of conducting tests increases rapidly as the specifications 
become more restrictive. 
An ideal test site might be one with a long, level runway with a sea-level 
elevation and surrounded by smooth, flat, treeless, unvarying terrain for 
several kilometers in any direction. There would be no interfering air traffic 
(or very little) and no restrictions on airplane maneuvering or operations. 
The test site would be usable 24 hours per day and any day of the year. 
The winds would be generally calm. There would be little or no precipitation 
of any kind, and no fog or low clouds. The pressure, temperature, and 
humidity would always be close to the reference values. 
Vegetation, if any, in the region of the site would be quite sparse arid 
would not exhibit marked changes during different seasons of the year. 
Access to the microphone locations would not require any special 
vehicles or need any special permissions from local land owners (or land 
users l. 
Ambient noise levels would be minimal, with no interfering noise from 
other airplanes, highways, farming equipment, or even animals, birds, or 
insects. 
In practice, of course, the selection of a test site is a compromise 
among the above considerations. The chief factors 'involved in the decision 
are the temperature and humidity- of the air (and their vertical distributions) 
and the wind. Ambient noise levels can usually be accommodated or a run 
can be repeated if some unusual sound was recorded. Other factors (such as 
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servicing, airplane traffic, flight pattern restrictions, distance from a home 
location, access, weather fronts, storms, and airport neighbors) can usually 
be overcome with an impact on test schedule ann program cost. 
The effects of the terrain and ground cover on measurements of the 
noise levels and weather parameters can be substantial. If a microphonei.s 
located only a short distance above ground level (say 1.2 m), then the noise 
levels in much of the lower part of the frequency range of interest will have 
contributions from both the direct signal from the airplane and a signal 
reflected off the surface of the ground. The magnitude and phase of the 
reflected signal depend on the nature of the terrain, i. e., on its acoustical 
impedance. Different reflection effects will be obtained if the surface is 
hard and quite reflective (e. g., concrete, asphalt, or dry, sun-baked adobe 
clay), or absorptive (e. g., grass with the absorptivity depending on the length 
of the grass, season of the year, and whether the soil and grass are dry or 
damp; or dirt that has been rototilled, freshly plowed, spaded, or is loose 
sand). The magnitude of the reflection differences between hard and absorp-
tive surfaces has not been quantified for 1/ 3-octave-band sound pressure 
levels from aircraft noise. 
Placing the microphone on, or flush with, the surface (say on an asphalt 
or plywood surface) effectively eliminates spectral irregularities caused by 
reflection effects, but introduces variability in the resulting data caused by 
temperature gradients and turbulence near the surface, especially for fre-
quencies above 1000 Hz. For surface or flush installations it is difficult 
also to determine proper micorphone frequency-response corrections for 
different angles of incidence (at different times during a flyover); incorporation 
of a windscreen over a surface-mounted microphone further aggravates the 
problem of determining proper frequency response corrections for various 
angles of incidence. 
Placing the microphone on a stand or support at a considerable distance 
above the ground has several advantages. Snectral irregularities caused by 
ground reflection effects occur at. frequencies below the frequency region of 
interest for most incidence angles. Variations caused by different types of 
terrain or ground cover are eliminated, thereby increasing the numbe~' of 
options for a suitable test site since terrain and ground cover would no longer 
be important factors. The main disadvantage of locating the microphones at 
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large heights to measure sound pressure lev(,19 that are ess<onti<llly 3 dB 
higher than comparable free-field values is til,· J·cguirement [., 1',>;,. some t~,··", 
of portable tower (rather than a simple t:dp"d) I" ~,-.p;,"rt the ,"1[,'·"1'ho11e, 
pl"eamplifier, and cable. ExtTa effort is 11t-~pdl"'ci t'.J ;...:;,...t up tht; In!( J"l)pho!J";'s 
and to calibrate and check out the data-acquisitinn system. 
in improved data reliability and test site flexibility should outweigh lhe 
disadvantages. 
Thus, it is recommended that the test site have the following 
cha.acteristics: 
General location. ~ The test site should be at an airport equipped --vith 
na"igation aids and an air tra·ffic controller. The airport should have as 
little local traffic as possible. The airport should have at least one runway 
suitable for takeoff and landing operations at the heaviest operational weights 
applicable to the test airplane. The runway should be as level as possible 
with ? slope of no rnore than 3 m in a length of 2 kn"l. The runway elevation 
should bl" no more than 600 m above nlean sea levei, and preferably no more 
than 300 m. (Item~. in Appendix A discusses the need fo,- 2:.!ditic r ",-! stue1), to 
evaluate the effects of runway elevation. ) 
"Terrain. - The terrain on both sides and off both ends of \",. r"st run.,.,,,,y 
should not have mountains or hills that would interfere with til<! "".al1euvering 
of the :,i:::-p1ane or produce refleetions in the aircraft noise reccrdngs, Th" 
terrain around the n1.icrophones· should be approximately flat 2U::G 10\ ei with 
the runway with a slope of no more than.:t 30 m in 1 km (2 degree:s) in any 
direction £01' a distance of at least 2 km. There should be no large bodie2 of 
water (ponds, lakes, reservoirs, or oceans) near the microphone locations. 
The nature of the ground cov.ex a round the microphones is not important so 
long as it is not too unusual (e, g., extensive shrubs and bushes; fresh and 
deeply plowed groun.d; fiel4s pi tall grasses such as wheat, alfalfa, or corn; 
orchards; vineyards; and vegetable fields should all be avoided). The nloist-
iJ;re content o£thesoil a,'oundthe microphones is also not too IJ1:l.portant so 
long as the microphol1es ahd surface weathe.r stations are nlounted at the 
recotnn:'lended height. 
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Ob!!tructiclns. - Obstructions and large reflecting objects or structures 
must not be present behind the microphones or between the aircraft's flight 
path and the line-of-sight to the microphones. Obstructions between the air-
craft and the microphones can cause shadowing and spectral distortions in 
the received sound signal. Reflections from objects behind the microphones 
can also introduce unwanted spectral effects. 
Items that can act as obstructions or refleoting objects consist of trees, 
buildings, water storage tanks or towers, hills, large trucks or vans, and 
other similar objects. Personnel involved in the test also constitute reflect-
ing objects and should not be near the microphones when the aircraft noise 
signal is being recorded. 
In addition to the requirement to have an essentially free acoustic field 
for the sound to propagate through to each microphone throughout the duration 
of each noise recording for each test flight, it is also necessary for the 
airplane-tracking crew to be able to track the test airplane as it enters and 
departs the test area. An obstruction-free zont: is recommended that extends 
horizontally Hl km in any direction from the test site and from the vertical 
down to 10 deg above the ground plane at the location of the airplane tracking 
facility. 
Weacther. - In addition to the physical constraints described above, it is 
mandatory to consider average diurnal and seasonal weather conditions eXist-
ing at potential test sites. In this regard, experience has shown that it is 
desirable to have alternative test sites in addition to a primary test site so 
that test operations can be Ylloved if necessary to a site forecast as able to 
Il1eet the meteorological requirements. 
Sites should be avoided that have many days with rain, !Jnow, sleet, or 
hail, or that ~ve many days with poor visibility because of fog or low clouds. 
Sites should also be avoided where the atmospheric conditions are stable for 
lelis than a few days at a time due to the periodic passage of weather fronts. 
Sites should also be avoided that have reg-glar and strong inversions of the 
normal temperature-height profile that persist for several hours for many 
days each year. 
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Sites located near large bodies of water have regular daily patterns of 
on-shore and off-shore breezes. The on-shore winds increase in strength 
frOIn the morning to the afternoon as the earth is heated by the sun; off-shol c 
winds occur in the evening as the land cools. Winds (and atmospheric turbu-
lence) usually occur before, and especially after, the passage of a frontal 
system thl'ough the test area. 
Winds (at the surface and aloft) cause special problems in the measure-
ment of aircraft flyover noise. Wind-induced turbulence can cause 
large fluctuations in the amplitude of the received sound signal. Winds and 
turbulence also make it difficult for the pilot to fly along the desired flight 
path 010 to maintain the desired flight speed (within the specified tolerance 
limits). Winds can also cause significant variations in both the horizontal 
and vertical distributions of temperature and humidity. Special attention 
therefare should be given to choosing test sites that can satisfy the desired 
wind limitations, for at least several hours a day far most of the days during 
the year, when the site also satisfies the temperature and humidity constraints. 
Ambient Noise Levels 
Ambient noise level is the noise level indicated by the data-acquisition/ 
data-pracessing system in the absence of any aircraft noise signal. This 
definition includes electrical background noise. 
Once a test is underway there is little that can be done to reduce the 
ambient noise levels. Therefore, it is l'ecommended that sound level surveys 
be made, prior to conducting any tests, in the area around candidate test 
sites to assess the prevailing level of intermittent and steady-state ambient 
noise at differe·nt tilnes of the day an various days of the year. A precision 
sound-level metel' (ane meeting the Type I specifications of reference 30) 
should be used for the surveys. Measurements should be rn.ade with the 
rn.icrophone 1. 5 to 2 rn. above the ground. Values should be obtained for both 
linear (na frequency weighting) and A-weighted sound pressure levels. 
It is recommended that the linear sound pressure levels be no more 
than 70 dB (preferably no more than 60 dB) and that the A-weighted sound 
pressure levels be na more than 55 dB (and preferably no more than 4.5 d13). 
There should be at least a 15-413 difference between the linear and the 
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A-weighted sound pressure levels. All measurements should be taken with 
high meter damping (slow scale) and averaged over several seconds to obtain 
the average of the maximum and minimum sound levels present at the time 
in accordance with the recommended procedures in section 8 of reference 31. 
The values of linear and A-weighted sound pressure levels are consistent 
with those noted in previous flyover noise tests, refs. 9 and 32. The recom-
mended values for A-weighted sound pressure levels are also consistent with 
those reported in reference 33 for rural areas with little or no traffic noise 
and during daytime hours. Somewhat lower values would be expected at 
night, perhaps a mean value of 40 dB in a rural area away from traffic. 
There should be no discrete-frequency tones audible to the person 
making the measurement (assuming he has normal hearing acuity). In 
particular, there should be no tones at 60 Hz, or higher harmonics, radiated 
from nearby electrical power transformers and no audible tones due to wind-
induced vortices shed from electrical power lines or telephone wires. 
H ambient noise level surveys show that the candidate test site meets 
the recommended criteria, and if the ambient noise levels during a test do 
not exceed the maximum recommended values, then there should be few 
problems with ambient noise interference throughout the range of engine 
power settings and microphone-to-airplane distances envisioned here for air-
craft for which the recommended procedures are applicable. 
Meteorological Conditions 
More controversial than the specification of criteria for the character-
istics of the test site is the specification of criteria for meteorological 
conditior9, and for good reasons. Atmospheric propagation effects are com-
plex ~nd important. The understanding of the physical phenomena is not 
complete. 
Atmospheric factors cause large fluctuations in the amplitude of the 
sound pressure, at a given point in space between the source and the receiver, 
and also cause large reductions "in the mean acoustic energy carried by a 
sound vva.ve as it propagates, especially at the higher frequencies. Propagation 
loss.es are a func·tion of frequency, distance traveled, temperature, humidity. 
and pressure. Since most aircraft noise has a rather broadband spectrum 
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and is analyzed v.-:'th censtant-percentage-bandwidth filters, thc' spectral 
slepe of the noise and the frequency-response characteristic,; of the filters 
must also be taken into account because they ,,(feet the apparc·nt magnitude 
of the propagatien loss. 
Atmospheric absorption mechanisms have been studied for many years. 
The aceustical energy carried by a seund wave is reduced by so-called 
classical precesses and by molecular resenance effects. Classical losses 
are a function, principally, of the viscosity and heat conductivity of the 
medium. Molecular lesses are due mainly to vibratienal resenances of 
oxygen, nitrogen, and water rnelecules. 
As a result of a need to have a uniferm methed e! adjusting measured 
aircraft flyever neise levels to cemmen meteerelogical cenditions, the 
SAE A-21 Cemmittee organized an effert in 1962 te develop a precedure. 
An SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice was subsequently issued on 
31 August 1964. 
This document (SAE ARP 866) has been incerperateu directly in various 
natienal and international regulations and standards (refs. 14, 16, 17, and 18) 
as the basis fer defining thEo procedure fer adjusting from test to reference 
cenditions. The 1964 document was issued as a revised docwnent in 1975 to 
provide equatiens for calculating atmospheric absorption coefficients, and to 
impreve the quality ef the figures (ref. 34). The current interim NASA 
ANOPP method ef acceunting for atmespheric abserption lesses (ref. 35) is 
based en the revised SAE document (SAE ARP 866A). 
With aU the background and decumentatien, is there any reason to be 
concerned about the atmospheric absorption component ef prepagation losses? 
The answer to this question appears to be yes. 
In 1911, Werking Group Sl-57 of the Sl Standards Cemmittee en 
Aceustics of the American National Stangards Institute (ANSI) was fermed 
under the sponsorship of the Acoustical Society of America to look into the 
question of producing an American Natienal Standard on. atmospheric absorp-
tion. This effort was con.sidered to be required because additional laboratory 
experimental data obtained since 1962 showed that the abserption ceefficients 
predicted by the SAl!: procedure were not cOrrect. Furthermore, the pre-
cedures recommended by the SAE tnethod for determining the less ever a 
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propagation path and the method of accounting for the loss in a band of noise 
(knowing the loss coefficients for pure tones) were considered inappropriate. 
Although Working Group 51-57 has produced several draft documents, no 
ANSI Standard was published on atmospheric attenuation of sound in 1976. 
This discussion does not mean that the procedures of SAE: ARF' ab6A 
should be discarded. On the contrary, all previous attempts to apply the 
recommended procedures of ARP a66A to test data have shown that, on the 
average, the methods of ARP a66A work reasonably well. Most of these 
judgments, however, have r~lied on summary data (e. g., maximum per-
ceived noise level or effective perceived noise level) and. used only "surface" 
measurements of air temperature and humidity to represent conditions along 
the "propagation path". For more detailed studies, it is necessary ta define 
metearological conditions alaIt and to be more specific abaut the definition 
of acoustic propagation path for each 1/3-octave band in t",-e frequency range 
of interest, for each instant of time of interest. 
A study reported by FAA personnel (ref. 36) used anly the saund 
spectrum at the time of maxim~ tone-.carrected perceived noise level 
(according to the rules of ref. 17). It showed that spectral adjustments from 
test to reference canditions were rrlo're reasonable for the cases examt:-:.c:d 
when done using a "layered atmosphere" approach rather than by assuming 
the surface conditions applied throughout the propagation path. Thus, 
ignoring inverse-square prapagation spreading losses, the adjustments were 
based on 
1. ., 
p, adj L .. 'p,rrleas 
j 
+r: 
i=l 
instea!i of the FAR 36 method with 
1. = L p, adj p., meas 
(a. ~ a f) d. 
1 re 1 
(1 ) 
(2) 
where l..p, adj and Lp, meas are the adjusted ancil measured sound pressure 
levels in decibels at the surface (in any 1/3-octave band), a, a., and a .. f 
'-- 'h . b ·t·· f'~" t' d"" -l d t . d l f 1/3re. are a."".osp. er1<l a· sarp ·lon coe ,1Clens 1n . ",' m . eermme o'r . -octave 
. 
bands from SAE ARF' ab6A!0·r test and reference conditions, 
the propagation path length in meters • 
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For equation (1), the propagation path is broken into j segments with 
each segment occurring in a horizontal layer that is 30 m, or less, thick. 
For equation (2), there is only one absorption coefficient for the' one prop-
agation path length. The value of a in equation (2) would be determined 
from measurements of temperature and relative humidity at a height of 10 ITl 
at a location near the microphones, or at a nearby airport fadlity approved 
by the FAA and also usually at a height of 10 m above ground level. 
The recommendation of the ANSI Working Group Sl-57 for computing 
adjustments between measured and reference meteorological conditions for 
propagation losses of bands of noise under nonhomogeneous atmospheric 
conditions is shown in equations (3) and (4) for levels at a receiver location: 
(3 ) 
where 
~L ....c.L B, meas . B, ref = 10 logiO ((' .~ ••• OJ , (f" 
eXp (_2 
\ 
(4) 
The process indicated by equations (3) and (4) is equivalent to adjusting 
the received sound s.pectrum, in each frequency band for each instant of time, 
back to a source point (under measured meteorological conditions) and then 
computing the atmospheric absorption loss that the source sound spectrum 
would have encountered in propagating back along the same path to the 
receiver point (under reference meteorolagical conditions). Nume1'ical 
integratian techniquesar:e required to evaluate equation (4). IIlverse-/lquare 
lQsses are ignored. 
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In equation (4), ~LB and ~LB f are the band propagation 
. • meas -. re 
losses, in decibels, under measured and reference meteorological conditions, 
respectively; pZ' (f) is the power spectral density of the measured mean 
meas -Z 2 
square sound pressure at the receiver, in (N' m ); T (f) is the nondimensional 
power transmissibility ·function fo·r the frequency response of the actual filters 
used to obtain the band levels of the received sound spectrum; fl and fZ are 
the lower and upper frequencies, respectively, defining the significant trans-
mission of the filter for the received sound spectrum, in Hz; a and 
meas 
a
ref are the pure-tone atmospheric sound attenuation constants,. in nepers 
for the measured and reference conditions, respectively; and t r and ~s are 
the coordinates, in meters, of the receiver and source points, respectively. 
The atmospheric sound attenuation constant is a complex funEtion of fre-
quency, te.mperature, humidity, and press\lre and would be determined, for 
a given frequency, for measured or the reference conditions along each 
propagation path. 
If the atmosphere were homogeneous along the sound propagation path, 
then a and a would be constants for a given frequency, and the 
meas ref ' . . 
integrals in the exponential terms Eould be replaced by exp (2 a ~ ) and 
. .. . meas 
-1 
m 
exp (-Z Ck
re
.f ~ ) and combined as exp [2 (a-meas - Ckref)~] where ~ is the 
length of the propagation path at each instant of time for which there are data. 
It should be noted that SAE ARP 866 was developed with the best theo-
retical guidance and laboratory e:x>perim.ents available at the time and was 
confirmed in 1963, and reconfirm.ed in 1969. by an ad hOE subcom.mittee of the 
SAE A-Zl Committee with best-available m.easurernents of flyover noise 
levels and me.teorological data. The data that were exam.ined were the 
results of test,. conducted by several organizations in different parts of the 
world. 
The studies reported in references II, 37, and 38 lj.lso e:x>amined 
various flyover noille ·measure.m.ents to extract atmospheric absorption 
coefficients. These studies aU concluded that there was good agreement 
between e:x>perimentally deriver:! absorption losses and thOse Eomputed by the 
method of SAE ARP 866A. though severe signal-to-noise-ratio (dynamk 
range) proble:ms in the higher frequeneies limited the scope of the comparisons. 
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When the new proeedures are approved by ANSI and evaluated in actual 
use, they should provide an improved method of determining pure-tone 
atmospheric absorption losses based on fundamental physieal principles. 
Absorption losses for bands of noise will be determined differently than now 
done by the Hlethods of SAE ARP 866A. The biggest difference will be in the 
procedure.s for deterHlining the loss in a band of noise over a given pr.opaga-
tion distance and adjusting from test to reference conditions. The eonsequence 
will be different proeedures for analyzing the test results and different 
meteorologieal test eriteria. A greater flexibility in the choiee of test site 
and in the test operations should also derive from the new ANSI procedures • 
. Eventually, it may be feasible to conduet tests at any convenient loeation 
under any existing eonditions for temperature, humidity, and pressure 
(assuming negligible effects of wind arid turbulence). 
Unfortunately, the new proeedures are not available and have not been 
exposed to any trial use. The procedures of SAE ARP 866A should.be retained, 
therefore. until additional researeh has been eondueted to evaluate improved 
proeedures. (see item 1 of Appendix A. ) 
Tem1".erature/hgmidity. - Figure 1 traces the historical development of .) 
temperatlilre and relative humidity limits. Figure 1 (a) shows the 1969 limits 
from refs. 17. 18, and 25, exeept that Annex 16, reference 18, permits tests 
to temperatures of 20 C (instead of SO C as in FAR 36 or the BBN recom-
mendation to AMRL). The temperatures and humidities in figure 1 (a) are 
measured at a height of 10 In above ground level. There is no reqlilirement 
for measuring meteorological data abo.ve 10m, except for the caveat that 
there is to be no temperatlilre inversion that would signifieantly affect the 
noise level of the aireraft. 
The rati(l)nale for choosing the temperature/humidity limits of figure 1 (a) 
was. first, the assumption that data Hleasured at a height .of 10m would be 
representative of eonditions along the s.ound propagation paths and, seeond, 
the desire to avoid those eonditions where SAE ARP 866 predicted excessive 
atmospheric absorption lossesa·nd henee excessive adjustments to reference 
conditions (i. e., primarily at relative humidities less than 30 percent at low 
temperatures). The upper relative hlilmidity limit of 90 perc"nt was chosen 
to avoid humidity probleHls with the data-ae!-luisition insti'uHlents (prbnarily 
arc:ingproblems with the widely used air-dieleetric capacitor microphones) ) 
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Figure 1. -Temperature /humidity limits. 
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100 
and to help ensure that there would be no precipitation during th .. tests. The 
low temperatlilre limit was also chosen to avoid instrumentation I"·oble:rns 
that have been noted at lower temperatures, as well as the hlillnaJl and oper-
ational problems acco:rnpanying below-freezing temperatures. The hiqh-
temperature limit was selected mootly to avoid the loss in engine takeoff 
performance (and consequent reduction in airplane climp capability) occurring 
when the temperature el(ceeds ~Oo C. These consideri:l;tions are relevant still 
to tests conducted for ANOPO objectives. 
Figure 1 (b) shows the temperature/humidity limits adopted in 1914 by 
the Working Group preparing the draft ISO meafrurement standard for ICAO 
in support of the revision-of ICAO Annex 16. The rationale here was to 
limit the magnitude of the absorption coefficient (determined by the method 
of SU ARP 866A) to some vallile in a critical band. Since the higher fre-
quency bands always have the largest absorption losses, it seemed reasonable 
to choose the band centered at 8 kHz becalilse a kHz was the highest center 
frequency in the frequency range of interest for both an octave and a 1/3-octave 
band. A limitation of 10 dB. (100 m)-l WI:i.S selected to define the temperature 
and humidity linlits. Given a .derence atrrlospheric absorption coefficient 
of 4. 9 dB' (100 m)-l at ~5° C and 10 percent relative hlilrrlidity in the 8 kHz 
band and assuming equation (2) is valid, then the restrictions of figure I (b) 
permit a ;!0.4 dB maximum adjustment in the 8~kH2: band for a propagatiQn 
distance of 600 m, a typical over\1ead distance for takeoff noise tests. 
The new £eatlilres of ftglilre 1 (b) were the inclusiQn of cold, dry conditions 
(lower left-hand part of the figure) and the requirement that the t¢mperatlilre 
and humidity were to be in the acceptable regi!1)ns everywhere along all sound 
propagatiQn paths between the aircraft and the microphone. This second 
reqlilirement :meant that meteorological measurements wtlre reqlilirec:l to 
heights at least equal to the aircraft's height in order to assure compliance. 
Also note that the practical limits on temperatlilre or relative humidity in 
figure l(a) were not inqluded. 
Figure l(c) shows the compromise expanded proposal made by the USA 
delegation to the Fourth Meeting of the lCAO Committee on Aircraft Noise 
(CAN 4) in January and February 1975. This prQPQsal adQpted the upper 
boundary line from DIS 3891, figure 1 (b), but added additional restrictions 
on temper~ture and relative humidity. 
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The upper temperature limit was increased to 35° C (95" F) from 
30° C (86° F) of figure 1 (a). The lower temp.'rature limit was reduced to 
2.2° C (36° F) from 5° C (41° ,F). The UPPl''' .. dative humidity limit was 
inereased to 95 percent from 90 percent. TIll' lower relative humidity limi
t 
was kept at 30 percent except where limited by the criterion of 10 dB· (100 rn)-l 
in the 8 kHz band. 
In addition to the new limits, the proposal required sampling of upper 
atmospheric meteorological conditions. The new limits, like those for 
fig!1re l(b), were intended to apply everywhere along, all sound propagation 
paths from the test airplane'to the' microphones. If there were inversions o
f 
the normal lapEle gradients for air temperature and relative humidity, then
 
a layered-atmosphere analysis, equation (2), must be performed using layers 
that were no thicker than 30 m. Testing would be permitted with temperatu
re 
inversions of as much as 9° C in 300 m (5 ° F in 1000 ft). Meteorological 
data, however, have to be measured from a height of 10 roto at leilst the 
height of the test airplane and at least as often. as ev:ery O. 5 h during the tes
t 
and must be interpolated to the actual time of the fiyover nois,e recording. 
Local inversions can exceed the rate of 9°C in 300 m provided the 1ayered-
atmosphere analysis uses layers that are locally less than 30 m thick. Co
m-
pared to the original FAR 36 requirement, the requirements and interpretat
ions 
accompanying figure l(c) add a cost burden, but probably provide more-
representative sound pressure levels. 
The omission of the option to test under cold, dry conditions is probably 
realistic as shown by the climatological data in figure 1 (d). These data from 
reference 39 represent typi.cal maximum and minimum values for the month
s 
of January and July for a sample of 22 cities in the USA, including Fairban
ks, 
Ala,ska and Honolulu, Hawilii (see table 1). The only data omitted from 
figure Hd) were the minimum. January data for Fairbanks (-29. 7·Cat 68 per-
cent) and lnternational Falls, (-22.3° C at 73 percent) ,and the maximum July 
data for Phoenix and Yuma, Arizona (40.3° Cat 20 percent and 41. 6° Cat 
23 percent). All data represent surface measurements and probably are £or 
a height of about 1.5 m above the ground. (Note that the data in figure 1 (d) 
rep,resent typical maximum and m.inimum rather than extreme conditions; 
there were hotter and colder, and moister and drier days in reference 39). 
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TABLE 1. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATlIIU':S 
AND ASSOCIATED RELATIVE J. UMIDITIES IN 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS DUlliNG 1972 
JANUARY JULY 
DAILY TEMP (oCI REL HUMIDITY ('41 DAILY TEMP (oCI REL HUMIDITY 1%1 
LOCATION MAX MIN MAXT MINT MAX MIN MAXT MINT 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 0.3 -7.9 66 73 28.1 15.9 53 81 
DETROIT. MICHIGAN 0.7 -7.2 69 78 28.8 16.1 I 53 82 
INT. FALL,MINNESOTA -9.9 -22.3 68 73 25.8 11.6 57 87 
PHDEN IX. AR IZONA 17.8 1.8 30 66 40.3 23.9 20 47 
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 14.6 3.0 64 86 33.8 22.1 60 93 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 24.3 14.4 50 84 31.6 23.7 64 86 
SAN OIEGO, CALIFORNIA 18.1 7.4 5.4 69 24.9 17.4 67 82 
HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 1.5 -8.2 57 72 29.4 16.6 51 50 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 1.9 -6.9 69 75 28.0 16.3 57 82 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 8.4 0.6 76 81 24.2 12.3 49 84 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 11.1 2.9 60 79 3D.6 21.5 64 90 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISANA 18.0 7.1 67 86 32.6 22.6 66 91 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 17.3 4.2 64 87 34.2 21.8 57 93 
YUMA, ARIZONA 19.3 4.4 26 55 41 .6 25.9 23 49 
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 18.5 4.9 50 72 27 .8 16.2 52 82 
PORTLAND. OREGON 6.5 0.6 77 86 25.9 13.2 45 83 
OENVER . COLORADO 5.6 -9.6 44 62 31.3 14.1 36 73 
WICHITA, KANSAS 5.3 -5.4 63 74 33.6 20.8 46 79 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 2.7 -5.0 58 67 27.7 18.6 56 73 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 0.2 -8.8 68 76 28.9 16.3 58 82 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA -18.2 -29.7 67 68 22.1 B.7 50 78 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 26.2 lB.8 64 79 29.2 22.8 51 67 
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The data and the envelope shown in figure 1 (d) are consistent with the 
summary of 10-y surfac:e meteorological data given in reference 40 foT. 
11 different sites in the 48 co~tiguous states (,I the USA, exc:ept for the 
extremely cold winter c:onditions noted for Caribou, Maine; Glasgow, Mont
ana; 
Green Bay, Wisc:ansin; and Columbia, Missouri. 
The point to be noted here is that the amission af the cold, dry region 
of allowable temperature/humidity combinations in the lower left part of 
figure l(b), below the bottom 10 dB' (100 m)-l boundary c:urve from the pro-
posed criterion in figure l(c), is compatible with conditions likely to be 
encountered in a real situation. Extremely cold and dry conditions might b
e 
encountered in Antarctica ar on the plateau of the Greenland ice cap, but 
not at many airports that are current c:andidates for aircraft £1yover noise 
tests. Note also that, on the average, the extremely hot and extremely hum
id 
c:ondUions af the upper right-hand corner of figure 1 (d) are just not found in 
the USA. 
The vertical distributions or profiles of humidity and temperature must 
be considered along with the limiting values in a complete specification. 
,Actual profiles are highly variable and trend lines representing average co
n-
ditions are diffic:ult to establish espedally fo·r humidity. 
A fundamental measure of moisture content used by meteorologists is 
the mixing ratio or the dimensionless ratio of the mass of water vapor con
-
tained in a given sample of moist air to the mass of dry air with which the 
water vapor is associated in the sample of moist air. A vertical prafile of
 
the middle-latitude mean annual mixing ratia is given in table 3-25 in 
referenc:e Z7 il.nd is shawn as the salid line in figure Zeal for heights up to 
5 10m above a sqrflLce at Sea level elevation. The curves are plotted in the 
usual meteoralogical format with height on the ,ordinate and meteorological
 
para'meters on the absdssa. 
For information, figure Zeal also shows the ctorresponding variation of 
1 b 1 t h 'd't 'k ~3 d' . 1 t mean anima a, soue . um1· ~ y, lng' m , an, mean <!;nnual inoar wa er 
vapor concentration, in percent. Absolute humidity is the r<!;tio of the mas
s 
of water vapo,r in a givE!n sample of moist ail' to the total volume occupied b
y 
the sample of moist air at a specified pressure and temperature. Molar 
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humidity and temperature. 
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, 
concentration (or mole fraction) for a given volume of moist air at a given 
temperature and pressure is the ratio of the number of moles of water vapor 
to the number of moles of water vapor and dry air. Absolute humidity is the 
basic :measure of humidity used in the method of SAE ARP 8bbA. Molar water 
vapor concentration is the basic humidity measure used in the methods being 
developed by ANSI Working Group 51-57. 
The mean annual curves shown in figure 2(a) re.present the average of 
data with a very wide range of variability. According to reference 27, 90 per-
cent of the actual midlatitude humidity data will range within plus or minus 
one order of magnitude of the mean annual line. 
The mean annual variation of the midlatitude relative humidity and air 
temperature is shown in figure 2(b). The temperature variation is that for 
a U. S. Standard Atmosphere, reference 2b, and represents dry air of standard 
composition at middle latitudes. The mean relative humidity is shown as a 
function of height above the surfaee with a gradient in the first 4 km of 
-b.5 percent per kilometer. The gradient of the mean temperature profile is 
-b. 50 C per kilometer and, according to reference 2b this gradient exists to 
a height of 10 km. 
While the gradients of the temperature and relative humidity profiles in 
figure 2(b) may be representative of average gradients in the atmosphere above 
airports where aircraft flyover noise tests might be conducted, the absolute 
values of temperature and relative hum.idity m.ay not be appropriate. The 
45-deg-north middle-latitude is aetually rather north of most likely candidate 
test sites sinee it is at the latitutde of cities such as Bangor, Maine; 
Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Salem, Oregon. 
Reference 41 contains additional informatiQ.Il on the standard variation 
of meteorological parameters with height to supplement the g",ta in the 19b2 
standard atmosphere in referenee Zb. The data in table 2.1 of reference 41 
describe seasonal effeets on tem.perature and humidity at latitudes of HON, 
JOoN, 45 0 N, bOON, and 75 0 N. Seasonal effects are described by data for the 
months of January and July. 
The data for 300 N (ddined a~ subtropical and representative of locations 
such as Jacksonville, Florida; New Orleans, LOl!isiana; and Houston and 
San Antonio, Texas) and for 45 0 N are shown in figure 3. 
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Some observations about the data in figure 3 are that, for 45 0 N latitude, 
the relative humidity decreases as the temperature increases from January 
to July, and. for 300 N latitude, the relative humidity remains roughly con-
stant below 1. 5 km and increases substantially above 1. 5 km between January 
and July. We also see the expected trend that there is less seasonal variation 
in temperature nearer to the equator at the 300 N latitude than at the 45 0 N 
latitude. 
The temperature profiles are steeper (approaching isothermal) below a 
breakpoint in January than in July. Above the breakpoint. the gradient is 
appronmately the standard grandient of figure Z(b) of .6.50 C per krn. The 
height of the breakpoint decreases between January and July. 
The mean 45 0 N relative humidity profile of figure Z(b) is quite close to 
the January 450 N profile of figure 3(a). 
The standard 15° C surface temperature for 450 N latidue is 4° C greater 
than the mean of the January and July surface temperatures. From figure 3(b). 
however, it does appear that a 150 C surface temperature represents a 
re ... sonable overall mean value for the continental USA. A corresponding value 
for surface relative humidity would Seem to be about 77 percent. The 75 per-
cent value of figure Z(b) is probably a reasonably representative number. 
The combination of ZSO C and 70 percent relative humidity selected for 
reference conditions for noise-type certification do nat represent cOITlmonly 
occurring surface conditions (and were not meant to). 
Finally. we note that there are no inversions (increasing temperature 
o.r humidity with increasing height) for any of the average data in figures 3(a) 
or 3(b). There are kinks. and discontinuities, but no inversions. 
Inversions,especially below I km, are relatively common in the early 
morning until the sun has heated the surface of the land and there has been 
some turbulent Inixing of the atmosphere near the surface with the upper 
atmosphere. The morning hours after sunrise, however, are usu ... lly the 
most calm and may provide the best times for conducting flyover noise tests. 
Thus, while desirable not to, it may be necessary to conduct so.me flyover 
noille tests with temperature and l-.=idity inversions. 
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Based on the above discussions, the following temperature and relative 
humidity limitations are recommended as part of the test criteria. If con-
ditions change during a test sO as to fall outside the lilnits. the test should be 
terminated and rescheduled. 
(1) Air temperature and relative humidity should be inside the allowable 
region described in figure 4 throughout the test and from a height 
above ground level of 10m to a height at least equal to the maximum 
height of the test airplane occurring during the duration of any flyover 
noise recordings. (Note that figure 4 is the same as figure 1(c), 
but with the lower te111perature limit extended from 2.2' C to 0' C. 
and with no lower lbnit on relative humidity except that provided 
-1 by the 10 dB' (100 m) boundary. This extension was considered 
reasonable since. without ·inversions. the temperature aloft will 
usually be colder than the 10-Hl surface temperature. The require-
ment that the conditions throughout the range of heights be within 
the envelope will therefore usually me&.n that the surface tempera-
ture will not be below 50 to 8 0 C. The elimination in fig ure 4 of the 
30-percent lower limit for reiative humidity in Iig"re l(c) was con-
sidered reasonable because of the requirement that conditions aloft 
along all sound propagation paths had to be within the envelof>e 
in figure 4 and because of the assumf>tion that absorption effects 
occurring IiInder nonreference meteorological conditions would 
be accounted for during data analysis. 
(2) Air teR'lperatare and relative humi<lity measurements should be 
made at oae, ar mare, statianary lacatiaas. at a height a£ 10m 
withia the array of micraphanes, and as a flil'nction af height abave-
the-ground-surface by suitable airbarne instrl>rrlents. If the data 
fro111 the statianary tawer aNd the weather-aloft data at a height e.f 
10111 differ by mare than ±O. 50 C in temperat>ue ar ±1. 5 percentage 
poiats ia relative humidity. the reasoi1 shallid be determined and 
the dHfere,nces resalved before the test proceeds. 
(3) Tests may be conductecl with inversians in the temf>erature and 
relative humiclity profiles. but candtHans mu·st alwa~ •• be within 
the allawable regian of figure 4 thra"ghaut the range of heights 
and throughout the duration of all flyover noise recardiags. ) 
) 
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Figure 4. -Region of allowable temperatures and humidities for NASA/ANOPO 
flvover noi .. tests. 
The height interval between meteerelagical data samples must 
be fine enaugh ta resolve the extent af the inversion, preferably 
ne mare than every 20 m for strang lacal inversians. 
(4) The air temperature and relative humidity at the IO-In height 
shauid be as €lase to the reference values as pes sible. 
(5) The harizontal extent of the region of the atmesphere ta which these 
restrictians are meant to apply is intended te be such that the 
we,.ther-alaf;t data are applicable to the longest saund prepagatian 
paths at the beginning ·and end of each flyever naise recording, 
as well as the shertest sound prapagatien paths. 
Winds. - Winds and wind gradients create special problems far eutdear 
neise measurements. 1£ the receiver is upwind af the naise source, the 
receiver could be in a wind-created shadow zone and measure abnormally 
low SOund pressure levels. Conversely, increased sound pressure levels 
could be noted at the location of a receiver downwind of a noise source. 
Winds also increase the level of the ambient noise. 
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Wind gradients and wind shears aloft ·may also cause the sound waves 
to be refracted from the path they would have followed in an atmosphere with-
out wind gradients. Wind shf'ar is defined here as the change in the horizontal 
wind occurring in a given height interval, i. e., the vertical wind shear. 
Wind gradients and wind shears also affect the operation of the test 
airplane (and weather airplane if one is used) and may make it difficult to 
maintain heading, airspeed, and height. Winds not aligned with the aircraft's 
heading (crosswinds) may also affect the operation of the engines, perhaps 
causing unusual or increased noise levels or require spedal flying techniques 
that produce unusual cJirectivity of duration patterns. 
Pressure fluctuations caused by wind flowing around a microphone 
produce spurious noises in the recorded signal and increase the effective 
ambient noise level. Windscreens can· reduce these spurioas noises although 
the windscreen will affect the frequency response of the microphone (by 
different amounts at differe·nt angles of inddence). Furthermore, the 
reduction in wind noise provided by the wimlscreen varies with frequency 
and decreases (usually) as the wind speed increases. 
Frie.-ton caused by the wind blowing over the surface of the land 
produces turbllience. The strength of the turbulence varies greatly in time 
and extent, both horizontally and vertic:ally (ref. 27), Frictional effects 
depend on surface roughness and thermal stratification. Turbule·nce is also 
associated with wind gradients and wind shears. Inhomogeneities in wind 
velodty associated with 'blobs' or 'eddies' of atmospheric turbulence can 
reflect and scatter sound waves and result in very large (+10 dB), short~ 
. - -
duration amplitude £lllc:tuations at particular locations in the sound field. 
The priIlc:ipal atmospheric: turbulence quantities of c:oncern to sound 
propagation are thought to be temperature and velocity (wind) fluctuations. 
Temperature fluctuations cause fluc:.tuations in the speed·o! sound. Velocity 
fluctu"tions call distart the path af the sound rays alld hence the wavefrallt. 
The resalt tnay be ·s catte ring af the saund waves and, at a given paillt in the 
direction of propagation, fluctuations in the amplitude alld phase af the sound 
wave. The net result may be a reductian in the saund pressure level at a 
micra.phane lacated in the original pl'apagation direction because some af the 
originally incident salli1d energy has been scattered away ta anather direction. 
) 
Failure to recognize ray-path bends that might have occurred during prapa
ga-
tian may mean that prapagation carreGtians may not be applied properly an
d 
that acoustic emission angles fram a source, or saurces, of sound may no
t 
be properly identified. 
The influences of atmospheric turbulence on sound propagation are not 
yet quantified (ref. 42) although one study has indicated potentially large 
effects (ref. 43). At the present time there does nat appear to be any good 
:method far quantitatively evaluating the effect of turbulence on sound 
prapagatian althaugh airbarne and graund-located systems arc available fo
r 
measuring quantities propartional ta the turbulent temperature and velocity
 
fluctuatians. Until praven measurement and an~lysis procedures are avail-
able ta accaunt for turbulence effeGts, the best approach appears ta be ta 
permit tests anly with calm-ta-maderate steady winds and few gusts ~ 
throughout the test regian and nat just at the 10-m surface measurement 
lacatian. (Item 5 in Appendix A describes requirements fo·r additianal 
research ta understand the effects af atmospheric turbulence an saund 
prapagation. ) 
Three af the published wind ",riteria for aircraft flyover noise tes,s 
(refs. 17. 18, and 25) require that the airpart" reparted wind speed not be 
greater than 10 knots and that the crosswind campanent be nat greater than
 
5 knats at 10 m: abave the graund. Potential problems with this wording are 
that the airport's wind- m·easuring instrument may be a 10l'lg distan",e from 
the mieraphanes and thereLare not eapable of providing represel'ltative wind
 
data, that the wind speed at the microphol'le lacations may be substantially 
dHferent than the airpart reported wil'ld speed, that the wind speed il'l the 
vidnity af the aircraft's flight path may be considerably different thal'l the 
airport" reported wind speed, and tbst there is no requirement ta mer.sure 
winc:ls alaft. Specification of a maximum !i-knot CNlSSWUld companent at 
a height of 10 m is useful, but not complete. The locatial'l of the 10-m tow
er 
for the crosswind me"surement is not stated and presumably is at, or near
, 
the faCility used to provide the airport- reported wind. 
The praposal in reference 16 was simply th"t the wind speed at a 
height af 10 In abave the ground si.aii not be greater than 5 m· S -1 (10 knots) • 
. Pres.umably. this requi~ement was to be met everywhere in the test area, 
but .na specific mention was made of where the 10 m tower(s) was to be 
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lacated. Alsa, there was na iildicatian whether the magnitude was that of a 
peak ar an average value. 
In additian ta the constancy ol the wind speed, there is the need to 
consider constancy ol wind directian. When the wind speed is low (1 to 
4 m' s-I) and there are relatively lew prablems with wind-induced noise an 
the micraphane and light, or na. atmospheric turbulence, there may still 
be problems becaulle the wind direction may be canstantly shilting. Varia-
bility in wind direction affects the propagation of the sound waves and pro-
duces variations in the amplitude af the received saund signal. Daily 
changes in direction and speed caused by land and sea breezes are a related 
prablem Iar certain airports. 
Wind gusts can ailia be a majar source aI variability. The prablems 
caused by gusts are similar ta th",se caused by atmaspheric turbulence. 
Gusts can be very high amplitude and shart duratian. The periad between 
gusts will be highly variable, as will be the amplitude and duratian al 
individual gusts. It is wise ta avaid testing whfiln the amplitude al the gusts 
-1 . 
exceeds 8 m. s (15 knats). 
In light af the abave discus siaa, the fallawiag wi nd restrictions are 
recommended. If the wiad speed increases abave the limits duriag a test, 
the test should be termiaated aad rescheduled. 
(1; The steady, average wind speed should aat exceed 5 m. s -1, aad 
wiad gusts should nat exceed 8 m· s -1 fram a height above 
grouad level of 10 m to a height at least eq,ual to the maximum 
height of the test airplane that occurs duriag the duration ",l 
any flyaver naise recarding. 
(2) The steady, average wind directioa shal;1ld be within HOD 
alone of the runway headings and the magnitl;1de ol the cross-
-1 
wiad campanent shauid nat exceed 3m. s· aveT the same 
ranges al hfilight and time specilied llbove. 
(3) Measurements aI wind speed and wind directian shauid be mea-
sured at a staUanary location, at a heightoI 10 m within the 
array of rnicl'ophaaes. and above the ground surface by sl;1it-
able airbarne instruments. Any discrepancies in wind speed 
between measurements f1"am the 10m statianary locations 
) 
) 
) 
and the weather-aloft instruments of more than 3 m. s-1 should 
be resolved before the test proceeds. 
(4) The horizontal extent of the region ,,{ the atmosphere to whiah 
the wind restrictions are meant to apply is intended to be such 
that weather-aloft data are appliaable to the longest Bound 
propagatian paths at the beginning and end of each flyaver 
naise reaording, as well as the shortest sound propagation 
paths. 
Pr~cipltatian. - Precipitatian, in any farm, during the flyover noise 
recordings is nndesirable because of the noise produced, the impact on test 
operations, the ~eleterious effect on the instruments, and the inability to 
remove preci.pitation-related effects from the naise recordings in subs·e-
quent analysis. 
All published test criteria prohibit testing during rain.or oth",r 
pr.ecipitat>on. 
The recommended criterian far precipitation is simply that there be 
no measurable preCipitation in any farm in the regian af the test site during 
any of the Hyover naise recardings. 
Pressure. _ Atmospheric presllure will be a parameter aI minar 
importance if the suggested ariteria "re fallowed. Atmaspherk pressure, 
at a aonvenient height, shauld be measured periadically throughout the test 
in the vicinity af the mic1.'aphones. 
The atmaspherLc pressure will prabably nat be a great deal different 
than the standard atmaspheric pressure, nor will there be much variation 
in pressure in the hO.rizantal or vertkal directions (Iar the heights involved 
in these te sts); 
The value of the pressure existing at the time af the tests should be 
measured, however, £01' use during data pracessing (the autput af acoustic 
calibratars is a fu·nctianaf the atmospheric pressure) and data analysiS 
(the atmasphe·ric pl'essure is a pa1.'ameter in determining atmaspheric 
absorptian lasses and the ability af the engin~s ta ."chieve sea~level 
takea.ff- rated thrust). 
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R]l;COMMENDED INSTRUMENTATION PERFORMANCE REUUIREMENTS 
Befare discussing instrumentatian performance, consider,dinn must 
be given ta the two potentially conflicting requirements for a nnisc:-
measurement program. One requirement can be described by saying tha
t 
at all times the very best possible indication should be pravided of the tru
e 
sound pressure at a pOint in a sound field. The other requirement can be
 
described by saying that a reasonable job shauld always be done af trying to 
measure the true sound pressure "t any given time, but th"t more- impo)."t"nt 
con.siderations 1'-re repeat"bility, reproduCibility, "nd cansistency. 
To satisfy the fir!5t requirement, the usu"l approac::h is to start by 
assuming that the tatal data-acquisition/data-pr.acessIng system shauld 
add the least possible c::aloratian, distortian, or modification t.o the origin
al 
waveshape of the incident free-field pressure. All relevant instrument 
performance requirements are assumed to be understood in detail for the
 
best total measurement system that can achieve the objective af yielding 
an accurate, faithful replica 0£ the original saund pressure signal. Instru
-
mentatian performance requirem.ents (ac::oustica,!, electric!al, mechanic ... l, 
and environmental) are then written and it is assumed that anyane can put 
t0gether a measurement system that will always achieve the abjective sa 
10ng as the perfarmance requirements are satisfied. 
There are at least twa prablems involved in an attempt ta specify 
instrumentatian perfarmance requirements for a best t0tal measurement 
system. First, the be,st tatal measurement system cann0t be clefined in a
ny 
absalute sense that will be "best" not only now, but in the future. Sec and
, 
if tatal relianc::e is plac.ed an performance requirements alone, then different
 
organizations will undoubtedly assembly measurement systems meeting th
e 
requirements, but using dHfer.;nt instruments. Subtle differences in the 
deilign of the instrumente .. r.:>"'pled with different test pr0cedures, can pro
-
duce differing results even thaugh tests are conducted on the· same airplan
e, 
at the same engine power setting, with the same flight path, meteorologi
cal 
conditions, test procedures, ... "d data-proc::essing or data-an;ilyzlng pro-
sedures. The differences, WhlCn may hI! small, will be blamed on the 
instruments until it is realized that additional or different performance 
parameters, additianal details ·oI the components af the tatal measut'emen
t J 
system. and the details of the test proc('!Qures must be specified to reduce 
the variability. 
The magnitude of the numerical differences attributabl .. to the use of 
different instruments and equipment may be slllall but i,mportant. espe.ciaUy 
in competitive situations, or where one is attempting to demonstrate com-
pliance with maximum noise level limits. Fer ANOPP purposes. it will be 
important. but perhaps not as critical as for a neise certification test. te 
consider the effects introduced by varying measurement systems all cemply-
ing with the same performance requir'3ments. Tests to validate and refine 
ANO!"!" neise-prediction procedures may be performed by various govern-
ment and indu,stry organizations. At any given time the instruments will 
not be il>11 identical. Tests conducted in the future will surely us e different 
instruments than tests conducted today. 
Finally. any set of practical performance requirements (incluc.ing 
tolerances) will be based on the characteristics of the best-performing 
cemponents available for general use at the time the list of requirements 
is prepared. 
In contrast to the listing of performance requirements to gaarantee the 
bes,t possible data. there is the alternative of selecting a particular system. 
with particular components. and writLng down performance requirements 
con,sistent with the selected components. The consequence of this choice 
is the creation of a set of state-of-the-art performance requirements with 
the result that measurement systems complying with the requirements may 
all have the same instruments. This alternative helps assure uniformity. 
conSistency. and intercotnparability of test results. The clisaclvantage of 
the approach is that it is diffic~lt. but not impossible. to introcluce new 
instruments or components beca.use of the real possibility that such changes 
will yielclresults different from the last test of the same configuration or 
clifferent from a similar test conclueted by another organization. For example. 
adoption of improved microphones having flatter freCjuency response charac-
teristics over a wider ril>nge of angles of incidence. or more sensitivity with 
the same external dimensionll. may be postponed because the test reSUlts 
could be different (probably by auly a small amount). even though corrections 
for difference!! in frequency response and sensitivity are made as carefully 
olS pOSSible. 
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The approach that was adopted was to develop instrume .. l ation per-
formance requirements compatible with the best technically qualified instru-
ments available at the time. A data-acquisition measuremer,\ system was 
defined based on these instruments that was also consistent with anticipated 
test procedures and data-processing/data~analysis methods. It was assamed 
that the data-acquisition system should result in the best possible measure-
ment of sound pressures using available instruments. It was not considered 
necessary to be concerned about possibly ir::cl)Osistent results obtained in 
the future using different instruments. It was also assumed that the problems 
of equipment obsolesence and economic burden were negligible compared to 
ANOPO program objectives. 
A remaining consideration was whether or not to specify certain per-
formance requiremen,ts by simple reference to published national or inter-
national documents. Because experience has' shown that it is difficult to 
ensure clarity of meani"g and unambiguous understanding of the intent of 
the reference, and because many (if not most) of the relevant documents 
were in the process of being revised, the approach adopted was to spell 
out the .recommended performaace requireme"ts ia as much detail as seemed 
to be required. 
Geaeral 1"erformance Requirements 
All compo"e"ts of a field data- acquisition system should meet certai" 
ge"eral requireme"ts, i"cludiag electrical! elettroaic,mechanical. desiga, 
aad ecoaorriic. A listiag (not all iac1usive) might include fhe fol1owiag items, 
not in order of priority: 
• operate reliably over the parameter range of interest 
• be compatible with the expected range of ambie,,! atmospheric 
co"ditions (temperature, humidity, pres sure) 
• over the parameter raage of interest, have performance require-
me"ts compatible with the needs of the test program, includiag: 
- high accuracy 
- high se"sitivity and low background aoise in order to yield an 
adequate rael" ui ~igllal-lo-background noise 
- adequate resolution 
- wide. flat amplitude/frequency characteristic 
- good linearity between output and input 
- fast response time 
- low starting threshold (for winds) 
- no hysteresis 
- repeatable measurements 
• either measure by a primary technique such that no calibration is 
required or provide an accurate method for laboratory calibration 
and field checking of calibration 
• have no drift in calibration or characteristics with time (good long-
term stability) 
• be insensitive to changes in ambient conditione or power supply 
• be directly compatible (electrically and mechanically) with all other 
components of the total measurement system, including data 
process,ng 
• have a rugged, simple design 
• for stationary and balle,on-borne insbmnents, be powered by low-
voltage batteries and require only a small current drain 
• be of durable construction and be made of inert materials as much 
as possible so as not to react to or be carraded by any of the com-
mon atmospheric pOllutants such as chemicals. aerosols, and salt 
• have a useful lifetime, before technical obsolescence, of at least 
five years 
.' have low weight and compact size 
• be reasonable in price 
• be unaffected by dust or dirt particles 
• be tinaflected by dew, rain, snow, or ice 
• be easy to maintain 
• have spare parts readily available 
• £01' balloon.-borne instruments, the instrument package should be 
recoverable and reusable, 
All of these general requirements should be considered when «ssembl-
ing a data-acquisitioll system. The performance requiremellts and illstru-
ments discussed in the followillg sections are compatible with the general 
requirements outlined above. 
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Data- Acquisition System 
The recommended data-acquisition system has six major components, 
as indicated schematically in figure 5. The stlbsystems that record the 
aircraftt s noise level and position, and the aircraft and engine paramete
rs, 
are syt1chronized closely in time by the time correlation subsystem. Tim
e 
is also used to correlate the rxoeasurement of meteorological parameters
, 
but the synchronization is indirect because the time rate of change of the
 
meteoTological parameters is slow compared to the time rate of change o
f 
the acoustic and aircTaft parameters. At the bottom is the two· way radi
o 
communication system needed to coordinate test opeTations among the va
rious 
field test personnel, aircTaft flight crew, and air traffic control personn
el 
at the airport. 
The mext sectioms specify the majoT ideal amd actual performamce 
parameters of the six subsystem components of figure S. 
ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AIRCR
AFT SPACE 
RECORDING POSIT
ION RECORDING 
L . J 
J 
TIME CORRELATION 
1 _______ ~~-, 
. 1 .. i 
AIRCRAFT ANI!) M~TEOROLOGICAL PARAMETER 
ENGINE PARAMETER 
RECORDING 
RECORI!)ING 
. 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
d
l 
HIGH·SAMPLE·RATE LINK .......... - .... - bOW·SAMPLE·RATE 
LINK 
Figu.e 5. -System components for ai.eraft fly"Y.' noise data acquisition. 
) 
) Acoustical 
The Tecommended test plan includes provisions for several acoustical 
data-recording channels at fixed locations under and to the side of the 
aircraft's night path. Although it is possible to use a single- channel (or 
two-channel) battery-powered tHrect-recording magnetic tape recorder 
(along with a qualified operator) at each noise measurement location, 
experience has shown. that, for controlled engineering research testing, 
more consistent, more accurate, and more reliable results can be obtained 
using a centrally located multiple-channel magnetic tape recorder rather 
than several separate single-channel recorders. Multiple-channel tape 
recorders typically have 14 chann.els of information recorded an 2S. 4-= 
(1 inch)-wide magnetic recarding tape. 
The recommended system compon.ents far recording of acaustical data 
are shown. in figure 6. The microphone system for each data-recording 
channel eilCtends from the windscreen to the input ta the recording system. 
Data recordin.g in the field is done on a multiple-channel magnetic tape 
recarder. 
I----------=~- MICROPHONE SYSTEM -~~_-~------_I 
p 
W M R 
I I E 
N C A POWER 
D R M J;XTEN510N SUPPLY S 0 P FOR 
C ....... P ~ L MICROPHONE 
---R H I CABLE 
. ~ 
AND E 0 F PREAMPLIFIER E N I 
N E E I R 
I 
- - - - INDICA'"; ~ SY~TP.· ~01\~~0"·,!f"r!"~ REPEATElD 
FOR cn 'CR I'lATA RECORDING CHANNELS . 
LINE- SIGNAL 
DRIVING 
AMPLIFIER CABLE 
I 
I 
Figure 6. -Components of microphone and data·recording systems. 
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Microphone system. - The microphone system shown i r, figure 6 is 
based oa the use of high-quality air-dielectric capal ilor micr"ph""es and
 
associated preamplifiers. This choice was basl!d OIJ Ihe follr,wing 
consid~l' otlons: 
• relatively flat frequency response 
• wide dynamic range 
• good sensitivity 
• stnall variation in sensitivity with angle of incidence 
• low iaterllal background noise 
• good loag-term stability 
• relatively insensitive to environmental factors 
• availability of documeated electroacoustical characteristics 
• availability of calibratioa equipment 
• good reliability 
Ideally, a microphone system should have flat amplitude/frequency 
respoase extending well below and well above the aominal frequeacy rang
e 
of iaterest. This flat frequeacy response should be independent of angle 
of 
iacidence from. 0" to 180" (true ornnidiredionality). The interaal'background 
electrical noise should be so low, aad the amplitude of the sound pressur
e 
whea the waveshape starts to become distorted should be so high, that th
e 
dynamic range easily encompasses the iulll'ange of signal amplitudes to 
be 
recGrded. "the performance of the microphone should be independent of 
envirorunental factors such as hurnidity, temperature, Flressure, vibratio
n, 
magnetic fields, and solar radiation. The microphone's characteristics 
should be riletermined at the factory at time of manufacture and should no
t 
change with time. The sensitivity of the microphone should be high and t
he 
output imped",nce low so that there is no problem driving long signal tran
s-
=ission cables; the signal level at the tape recorder should always be ad
e-
quate. The di=ension~ of the microphone should be small enough that the 
microphone causes only negligible disbll'bance of the sound field. Appro
priate 
calibration eqUipment should be available for easily checking the microph
one's 
performance in the fielril and for accurate calibrations in a laboratory. T
he 
reliability of all compon"",,· ul the system should be high because of basi
c 
design and several years of manufacturing experience. Replacement par
ts, 
if needed, should be readily available. 
) The lZ. 7-mm-diameter air-capacitor microphone, and asseciated pre-
amplifier, seemed te be the most reasonable choice for satisfying the set of 
ideal requirements. Calibration accesseries and replacement microphones 
are readily available. The dimensions are small enuugh that high-frequency 
interference and diffraction effects oecur mainly above 10 kHz. The output 
impedance of the preamplif'er is low. A line-driving amplifier is needed, 
however,. as indicated in fi!;~ .. e 6, to handle the wide range of Signal ampli-
tudes and the r~sistive and capacitive loading of long runs of cable between 
the power supply and the tape recorder. When exposed to moderate temper-
atures (ZOO to Z5 0 C) the microphone design is very stable, with a measured 
change in sensitivity (due to aging) equivalent to 1 dB in no less than 300 years. 
Except for humidity and wind, the recommended microphone system 
should be relatively unaffected by enviromnental factors likely to be encoun-
tered in testing of aircraft flyover nobe. There shoald be no influence of 
temperature on the operation of the microphone and preamplifier in the range 
from -IGo to MOoC, which is more than the range of temperatures allowed in 
figure 4. The effects of normal variations in atmospheric pressare are 
negligible. Vibration, magnetic fields, and solar radiation effects also are 
negligible, inc1ading vibration indaced by the aircraft noise signal itself. 
Since, by figare 4, tests are permitted in quite humid atrrlOspheres, 
there is a pot<mtial problem with hamidity. If condensation occurs in the air 
between the two charged plates of the capacitor (i. e., between the diaphragm 
and the backing plate), then electrical arcs will strike lDetween the plates. 
The intermittent arCing usaally does not caase physical damage but does 
generate equivalent short-duration popping or frying noises in the recordings. 
To avoid hamidity problems. the F>reamplifie r should contain a baHt-in heat-
ing device to keep the microphone warm. Condensation will not eccur if the 
temperature inside the microphene is kept <l.])ove the local dew-point temF>er-
atare. If the heating device i~ not adequate to prevent condensatien. a 
dessicant system is available to supplement the heater. 
To minimize wind-induced noise (occurring at wind speeds below the 
recommended limit) the microphone should be enclosed by a windscreen at 
all times during a test. 
) The recommended windscreen is one made from open-cell uncom-
pressed polyurethane foam. A spherical shaF>e is preferred with a small hole 
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for insertion of the microphone. The dianwter of the windbc 1""'1\ shuuld
 be 
at least 0.09 m; larger windscreens will provide more reduct j,," or wind 
noise. The reduction of the wideband wind-induced noise Ie",',·j should be at 
- 1 
least 10 dB for a steady wind speed of 10 l,l'S • The ",ffeet ',f til" wind-
screen on the free-field sensitivity of the lnicrophone (in the absPl1ce of wind I 
should not exceed ± 1. 0 dB. relative to the sensitivity at 250 Hz, over t
he 
range of frequencies from 45 to 11 200 Hz for any angle of incidence fro
m 
o to 1800 • 
The output impedance of the preamplifier should be low enough so that 
the preamplifier and the power supply can be separated by as much as 1
2 m 
of cable with negligible impact on frequency response for freq\lencies be
tween 
45 and 11 200 lIz. 
For a given stiffness and mass of the diaphragm. the frequency respons
e 
of a microphone and preamplifier combination is a function of the amoun
t of 
internal damping and the angle at which an incident sound wave impinges
 on the 
diaphragm. As described below ander Recommended Data-Acquisition 
Procedures. microphones will be oriented so that the noise from the air
craft 
impinges on the microphones at approximately grazing incidence at all t
inles 
thro\lghout the recordings. The rec01nmended frequency-response cilar
acter-
istics. therefore. are primarily directed at ensuring reasonably flat re
sponse 
for grazing incidence. Grazing incidence means in the plane of the 
diaphrag-m or 900 from the axis of the microphone normal to the plane o
f the 
diaphrag-m. 
The recommended requiretnents for the free-field frequency response 
of the combination of microphone and microphone preamplifier (no windscreen) 
are as follows: 
(1) The variation in seRsitivity in the plane of the diaphragm (i. e •• for 
grazing incidence) should not exceed ± 0.5 dB. relative to the 
sensitivity at 250 Hz. over the frequency range fro·m 45 to 
11 200 Hz 
(2) The variatioR iR sensitivity sho\lld not exc.eed ± 2 dB. rel~tive to the 
sensitivity at 250 lIz. within the angles of 60
0 to 1200 from the 
axis nornaal to the diaphragm (± 30
0 
abou.t grazing incidence) 
over the Irequ.ency range from. 45 to 11 200 Hz. 
0}{lGINAL PAGE IS 
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) 
) 
S.1nsitivity here is defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square (rms) 
voltage at the output of the power supply to the rms acoustic pressure that 
would exist at the positien of the diaphragm in th(· absence ef the mkrophone 
(i. e., the free-field aceustic pressure). 
The dynamic range of the cOrrlbination of the micrephone and tnicrophene 
preatnplifier sheuld be at least 100 dB. Dynamic range is defined here as the 
difference between the level of high-atnplitude seund pressure C'ausing a tetal 
harmenic distertion ef 3 percent and the level of the wide band electrical back-
ground noise. Tetal harmonic distertien of the signal at the eutput ef the 
pewer supply, fer a pure sinuseidal acousti<: signal ef any frequency between 
4.5 and 11 200 Hz at the input te the microphone, is the ratio, in percent, of 
the rms amplitUde ef all the harmenics of the fundatnental signal frequency 
to the rms amplitude of the fundamental signal frequency. 
The electrical backgreund noise is determined with the· microphone 
replaced by an equivalent electrical impedance. The veltage (or equivalent 
background neise level) is measured at the eutput ef the pewer supply with a 
wideband voltmeter (a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 200 kHz is recommended). The 
wideband or linear backgraund noise level shoul.d net exceed 35 dB, re 20 l"1"a. 
The cmrresponding A-weighted electrical background noise level sheuld net 
exceed 20 dB. An appreximate check ef the high-frequency (abeve abeut 
1000 Hz) electrical background neise can be ebtained by placing an aceustical 
calibrater over the micrmpheRe with the calibrater turned efi. Fer many 
tests it is only high-frequency backgreund noise that causeS interference 
preblems and this methed ef shielding the microphone may be adequate to 
evaluate the eIIect of high-frequency backgreund neise. Hewever, it is mere 
accurate and provides data en the complete spectrum e1 electrical backgreund 
noise to replace the micrephene by an equivalent electrical impedance and, 
theret'ere, the use ef a dummy microphone is recemmended. 
The power supply sho"lld be battery oper<1ted and should supply all the 
voltages needed te operate the microphone and tnicrophene. preamplifier, 
including the direct-current (dc) pelarizing voltages for the tnicrephene and 
the dc veltage needed for the heating eletnent in the preamplifier. The power 
supply should be design"," e~ ~:::'.~ th~ batteries canpre'id" lh" r,tCt~sary 
eledrical pewer for at lea~t 10 h of centinueus operatisn at any temp"rature 
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o 0 in the range from -10 to +40 C, Since the sensitivity of tlh" microphone 
depends on the value of the polarizing voltage, the polarizing voltage mu.t 
re.main practically constant. The maxbnun1 allowable drift in I "e value of the 
nominal polarizing voltage i.s T 1. 0 percent in a 10-h period of (-(Jnstant oper-
ation in tCTrlperatures ranging from _100 to +400 C and for any battery voltage 
likely to be encountered in the same period as a result of normal battery 
drain. The output hnpedance of the power supply should not exceed 100 ohtns. 
If there is a choice in polarization voltage, choose the nominal polariz-
ing voltage that gives the greatest sensitivity with least electrical background 
noise. This choice will be correct for m.08t flyover noise tests unless the 
expected maximum sound pressure levels are so high (say more than 130 dB) 
that the output voltage from the m.icrophone exceeds the maximur,n rated out-
put voltage (i. e., the output voltage is above the distortion limit). If there 
is danger ef clipping the output signal (introducing large amounts of distortion), 
then choose a lower polarization VOltage to reduce the sensitivity of the 
microphone (or use a less sensitive microphone with the higher polarization 
voltage) and keep the output voltage below the maximum rated value. The use 
of a less sensitive microphone with the higher polarizing voltage should not 
mean that there is any degradation in the microphone's frequency response. 
Signal cables between the power supply and the central magnetic tape 
recorder could be as long as 3000 m. The poWer supply is essentially a 
unity gain device; therefore, the signal current available {rem the micro-
phone preamplifier, and hence the signal current at the output of the power 
supply, is not likely te be enough to drive 3000 m of cable without an intoler-
able reduction in amplitude. The reductien is due to resistive losses in the 
cable and substantial rolloff of the high-frequency content of the signal due 
to capacitive loading. The line-driving amplifier shown after the power 
supply in figure 6 is required primarily te increase the signal current at 
the input to the leng extension cables. The line-driving amplifier sheuld be 
a battery-pewered eperational amplifiel' with very h-igh input imp.edance, 
and amaxhnum rms eutput current capacity on the order of 20 milliamps 
(mA). Such amplifiers are cemmercially available • 
. Because neither the mierephone power supply nor the line-driving 
amplifier may be. qualified for long-duration outdoor applicatiens, it is 
- _._------ -----------
) recommended that they both be enclosed in a vented container to provide 
. protection from environmental effects and vandals. Enviromnental facto
rs 
include rain, dust .. nd dirt, insects, and small and large animals. The c
on-
tainer should also offer reasonable protection from n1alicioas vandalism 
and 
theft. 
The cable between the line-driving amplifier and the tape recorder 
should have the following characterhtics: 
• low resistance and low capacitance per unit length to minimize 
signal los ses: 
• tough insulation to discourage rodents from chewing on, or through, 
the cable and to allow a vehicle to drive over the cable several 
times without abrading the insulation: 
• high tensile strength so that the cable can be stretched Olit and 
pulled without bre.aking, yet not so stiff that it cannot be readily 
recoiled; 
• low eost per unit length; and' 
• low salvage value sa that it ean be considered expendable if necessary 
ang so that theft d the eable Will be discouraged. 
Lt is not necessary to use eleetrically shielded cable. Cable consisting 
of an unshielded twistecl pair of insulated wires is adequate. A core of p
ure 
copper wires should be avoided beeause the high initial cost and high salv
age 
value encourage theft. Steel-jacketed copper wire known as "battlefield 
telephone cable" has been used with good success. Pickup of radio-frequ
ency 
interference by the eable from nearby radio broaaeasting towers, air-tra
ffie 
eontrol signals, and transm·issions frolU the test aireraft can be avoided 
by 
terminating one end of eaeh ea ble (say the tape-recorder end) in a trans-
former. The transformer isolates the eable from an electrical ground a
nd 
provides desirable voltage gain. 
The support or stand used to hold the microphone and p1"eamplifier at 
the desired loeatkm above the ground surface deserves SOTne discussion.
 
The cliTnension$ of the support (or the elements of the support) within I m of 
the microphone should not be larger than 2 cm to prevent aeoustical refle
ction 
and diffraction effects in the frequeney rang.e of interest. The orientatio
n of 
microphone diaphragm with respect to the aircraft's flight path should be
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capable of being adjusted and set to specified angles through" """ge of at 
least 90· with an accuracy of 12 •. 
To be able to achieve the desired height above the ground B'"'face and 
yet retain a reasonable degree of access to the microphone, there are 
basically two choices f0r supp0rting the microphone: a telescoping towel' or 
a hinged tower. Either of these towers could be transported on a trailer or 
pickup truck. With the crank-up telesc0ping tower, the micr0ph0ne cable 
could run down inside the tower and be attached to the structure of the t0wer 
at short regular intervals with an easy, but secure, fastener such as a strip 
of velcro tape. The hinged tower would be hinged at the base and the micro-
phone cable would be inside to prevent the, cable slapping against the tower. 
B0th t0wer designs may require guy wires or stays to ensure stability 
and vertical orientati0n. The gay wires c0uld be attached to screw-type soil 
anch0rs. The s0il anchors would be installed, prior to starting the tests, at 
preselected and surveyed 10cati0ns f0r the microph0nes. The need for gay 
wires and seil anch0rs is n0t 0bvious, however, since the tests are only 
conducted during peri0ds 0f 10w to calm winds. Thus, both t0wer designs 
c0utd be free-stal1dil1g t0wers with three outriggers near the base. 
The telescoping towers, while more c01npact, weald be m0re time 
consuming to erect al1d would require a separate trailer (and probably a 
separate vehicle) £01' each towel'. 
The hinged 0r pivoted tower design would have an 1l.dval1tage il1 that it 
sh0ald be easier al1d less titne consumil1g to erect and take down. The tower 
could be an untapered, hollow, aluminum-alloy extrusion 0f the type used for 
a sailboat mast or spar. A saitable design w0ald have a round or oval cr0SS-
section With a mass peranit length of no m0re than 4 kg. m -1 and a wall thick-
l1ess of n0 m0re thal1 4 mm. SinCe the stiffness and area m0ment of inertia 
of sach a desigl1 are quite high and since the mass of the micr0ph0ne, pre-
amplifier, and cable are qaite small, one set of guy wires or outriggers 
shoald be sufficient. PresUTIClably, the micr0phones would be taken d0wn if 
there was any dan~er 0£ exposure to hillh winds or st0rHlS. 
The design of a hinged microphone towel' should be such that one pers0n 
could raise or lower the tower. Figure 7 shows a conceptual design for a 
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Figure 7 . -Microphone tower. 
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hinged microphone tower. The tower is pinned to a sole pIa'." lJllch as the 
one shown in figure 8, made from welded alutninum plate. Th., hult through 
the sole plate and the base of the tower moves down or up in til<' s lot when t'1e 
tower is raised or lowered. The sole plate is bolted to the triang'.ilar plywood 
footing to support the tower, as indicated in figare 7. All the towers needed 
fo·r a multiple-microphone installation could be transported on a single trailer 
pulleq by a single vehicle. 1£ guy wires are used, towers probably would be 
transported with the guy wires permanently atta¢hed to the tower. The length 
af the guy wauld be adjustable to allow for nonflat terrain by using a block and 
tackle arrangement between the free end of the guy and the eye of the earth-
screw soi~ anchor. The minimum gaying angle where the gay attaches to the 
tawer is 300 , as indicated in figure 7. 
The microphone booms, braces, and clamps should be removed from 
the tower for transporting a,nd should be attached to the tower after removal 
from the trailer; The microphone extension cable is fixed to the inside of 
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Figure 8. -Sole plate for microphone tower. 
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the hollow pole with a short length of cable and the female cable connector 
proje'Cting from a grometted hole near the top of the tower; a longer length 
of cable and the male connector project from a grometted hole near the base 
of the pole for attachment to the power supply inside the enclosure strapped 
to the plywood looting board. 
Protection from lightning strikes. if ·required. could be provided by 
attaching a grounding strap to a metal rod driven into the earth near the 
base of the tower. 
Hinged microphone towers, 10 m tall, similar to those described 
above, have been used around an engine test stand in Southern California for 
a number of years 'vith good results. 
Recording system. - The data-recording system has fewer cornponents 
and, as shown in figure 9. consists essentially of a single multiple-channel 
tape recorder with appropriate termination and signal-conditioning eqaipment 
for each acoustical data channel. Signal-monitoring e"laipment snoald also 
be available for cheeking syst~m performance. determining the daration of 
the flyover noise recordings. and monitoring al'nbient noise levels. 
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Figure 9. - Components of data-recording system 
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The characteristics of the data-reco
rding system should IIO[ be eon-
sidered only by themselves. Perfor
mance requirenlents for til<" data-
acqaisition tape "('corder should be compatib
le with, and be d,·v..toped with, 
processing system. For the pw:pos
e of this report, it was assllnH'd tha
t the 
electromechanical pe dormance of th
e compoaents of the data- proce s sing
 
system would be equal to, or better 
thaa, the performance of the compo
nents 
of the data-acquisition recording sy
stem. 
All of the available documentation o
n requirements for flyover noise 
measurements (refs, 16, 17, 18, 20, and 25
) contaia some performance 
requirements for a data-acql1isition 
recording system. The requiremea
ts, 
however, are mainly appliGable to d
irect-record systems; nOne of the 
published reql1irements is Concerned
 solely with a system based oa rnode
ra 
ml1ltiple-channel FM tape recorders
, except for the magnitl1de of (1) the 
amouat by which the stalldard record
iag level should be below the maxitn
um 
recorcling level, aacl (2) the amol1at that the 
electrical background noise 
level should be below the maxbnum
 record level. The following cliscussi~n
 
coasiclers some of the cliffereaces h
etween direct ancl :FM r!'!cordiag. 
The test procedure recommended ia
 this report requ:.res a single 
l4-cha"ael tape recorcler. The ~coust
ic pressl1re signals are transnlitted to
 
the central recorder by signal cable
s. Multiple-channel tape recorders
 of 
instrumentation ql1ality, and with di
rect-record electronics, are not acc
ept-
able for recording the acoustic pres
sure signals because the signal-to-n
oise 
ratio, 10w-freql1ency response, and 
aITlplitude/£requeney response cUrve
 are 
all not as good as with FM electroni
cs. $ome one- or two-channel direct-
record tape recorders have characte
ristics c01nparable ta thase ai modern
 
14-channel FM tape .recorders in the
 audible range of frequencies, but th
ese 
smaller recarders are not relevant 
to the r.ecommended test procedure.
 
With rrmltiple-channel instrumentat
ian-grade direct recorder~, the 
low end a£ the naminal frequeney re.
sponse curve will be down 3 dEl at a 
frequency af appraxhnateiy 200 Hz. 
This limitation makes it unfeasible t
o 
abtain acaustical data to 45 FIz. The amp
litude/freq\lency respanse a£ direct 
recorders is typically only within ±] dEl ai a flat respanse at frequencie
s 
abave 200 Hz. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
With FM recording, frequency response at various levels of input 
voltage does not vary significantly. AInplitude stability variations cause
d by 
variations in the quality ef the oxide coating on different reels of tape are
 
not important because FM recording is amplitude-saturation,. 'ording a
nd 
only frequency deviations are detected, 
With FM recording, amplitude variations are recorded as deviations 
(m.odulations) of the frequency of a fixed high-frequency carrier Signal. The 
m.aximum frequency deviations are set by the tape-recorder manufacture
r, 
with ±40 percent a typical value according to standards established by the
 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group, or IRIG (ref. 44). The maximum voltage 
of an input signal in the nominal frequency range of the tape reeorder is 
set 
to correspond to ±40 percent frequency deviation. Because the recording
 
process involves frequency variations rather than amplitude variations, 
amplitude distortion introduced by the record and reproduce tape record
ers 
can be quite small with the amplitude of the third harmonic of a sinusoid
al 
signal typically being no more than 1 percent of the amplitude 0f the fund
a-
mental frequency of the wave. 
With FM recerding, four tharatteristies are uppermost in importance 
for specifying perforrnanee, These characteristics are: (1) signal-to-noise 
(SiN) ratio, (2) irequeney respo.nse. (3) speed stability. and (4) amplitude 
linearity. 
The SIN ratio is a funetion of tape speed, carrier frequency, and 
uppe:\' amplitude-response cut0!! frequency. Because o·f the large numbe
r of 
variables, standards f0'r FM tape recording were set several years ago b
y 
the IRIG organization. IRIG is principallyeoncerned with the problem of
 
recording telemetered data. Various ree0rding bands. and groups within
 
bancis, have been establisheci f0r variou.s cornbinati0ns of tape speed, cut
off 
frequency, anci carrier frequelley. The IRIG standards also eover vario
us 
electrical and mechanical charaeteristics of tape recorciers as well as 
magnetic rec0rciing tape to ensure that a :recorciing made on one manu.fac
turer's 
tape reeorder can be playeci back on another manufacturer's recorcier wi
thout 
degradation in performance (or even for the same type of recorda:\' but with 
recordings made by un" ,H" .,aul",niun and data processing by ull"cher). 
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For a given carrier frequency and a given cutoff frequency, the SIN 
ratio can be increased by increasing tape sp"",1 as shown by the following
 
typical value s: 
Carrier Cutoff 
Frequency, Frequency, Tape Speed, IRIG Band SIN Ratio. 
kHz kHz in. sol dB 
54 HI 15 Wide, Group I 48 
54 10 30 Intermediate 50 
54 10 60 Low 52 
The gain in SIN ratio in going from 30 ta 60 in· sol in tape speed 
prabably would nat be cansidered s,rlficient to justify the increase in tape con-
sumptian. IRIG law bands are rarely used by modern data-recarding sys
-
tems. Mast systems use either IRIG intermediate band or wide band, gro
up 1. 
A wide band graup II if; available with much higher cutoff frequencies for 
the 
same tape speed, but wLth an SIN ratia approximately 15 dB lower. 
Far a given IRIG band and given SIN ratio, the cutoff frequency can be 
. increases by proportionally increasing tape speed and carrier frequency
 as 
shawn belaw for !RIG intermediate bans. 
Carrier Frequency, 
kHz 
13.5 
27 
54 
108 
216 
Tape Spees, 
in· 5-1 
7.5 
J 5 
30 
60 
120 
Cutoff Frequency, 
kHz 
2.5 
5 
10 
20 
40 
-1 
Tape speeds of 60 ans 120 in. s would only be considered for recors-
ings of shart suration. The maximum practical tape speed far recording
 
several minutes af data on large reels af tape (typically 14-inch (35.56-cm) 
diameter) is 30 in. s -1. (A l4-inch-diameter reel cantains appraximately 
9200 ft of tape and provides abaut an haur of data recording time at a tape
 
speed of 30 in. s -1.) With this chaice of tape spees, the SIN ratio accompany-
ing IRIG intermediate-bans electranics is a reasanable cwmpraTIlise, aSSU
TIl-
ing the 10-kHz cuta!f frequency is adequate. The corres,:>anding carrier 
frequency then will be 54 kHz. 
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As noted above, within the constraints of the IRIG standards, the upper 
cutoff frequency can only have certain specific values. The lower cutoff 
frequency is not an iteTn of concern because frequency response with FM 
extends to d" or zero hertz. Within the nominal freq<lency range, the recorder 
can have either nominally flat amplitude/freq<lency response or nominally 
linear phase/frequen"y response. Fer flyover noise recordings, the usual 
pra"ti"e is to "hoose flat amplitude/frequency response and not worry about 
phase information·. A typical frequency response requirement for IRIG 
intermediate band with 30 in. s-l tape speed, 54 kHz "arrier frequency, and 
1 0 l<lHz "utoH frequen"y is for the response on playba"k to be within:!: O. 5 dB 
of the response at 100 Hz, throughout the range from d" to 10 kHz. Abave 
10 kHz the frequency response, per IRIG standards, is raIled aIf with a low-
pass filter having an ultimate slape of -18 dB/octave. 
In the abave discussion, SIN ratio is used as the ratio af the rIllS voltage 
af a wideband signal (say, a nOIllinal white randoIll-noise signal) at the output 
of a recorder ta the rms valtage at the output a£ the saIlle recarder an play-
back with na input signal. A typkal input valtage rar ± 40 per"ent <leviatian 
is I Vc!>lt rIns (1000 mY). Assuming the repradu"e amplifier is set up to give 
I Valt autput far I Valt at the input ta the recard aIllplifier, the output voltage 
will be 1000 mV rIllS far a 1000-IllV rIllS input signal. A typical SIN ratio, 
far the seleeted re"arding "onditians, Illight be 50 dB, meaning that the 
wideban<l eleetrkal ba"kgraun<l nc!>ise valtage is 3, a mV [50 <lB ~ 20 loglO 
(1000/3.2)l at the autput with the input signal ta the re"ar<l amplifier saorte<l 
ta graund. We nate here that a wi<leban<l eleetrical ba"kgroun<l noise of 
3.2 mV rms is abaut twa or<lers af magnitude mare than tae wi<leban<l 
eleetrkal ba"kgraun<l naise from the re"ammen<le<l microphane system. Note 
alsa that the 50-<lB ratio is <leline<l in terms of wi<leban<l rms valtages (a 
bandwi<lth, say, from Z to 200 000 Hz) an<l that larger SIN ratios will be 
obtaine<l far narrawer ranges of frequency such as 1/3-0"tave ban<ls. 
Determination of SIN ratia as a fun"tion of frequency is rec01nmende<l for 
the "c!>mplete data-re"ording/<lata-processing system. (Item 8 in Appen<lix A 
reviews requirements for larger SIN ratias than are currently available for 
14-"hannel FM tape re"or<lers. \ 
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With respect to speed stability, since flutter ann hence SIN ratio are a 
function of the constancy of the tape speed, it is necessary that the tape 
transport mechanism be designed to maintain precise tape speed throughout 
the length of a reel of tape •. Moreover, the tape speed of the data-acquisition 
recorder must be the same as that for the data-processing recorder to avoid 
frequency shifts in the test results. By com.paring the signal from a photo-
tachometer counting pulses of light reflected from a lined disc mounted on the 
capstan motor to a frequency generated by a temperature-compensated 
crystal, tape speed on a given recorder can be constant within :10 O. I percent 
of the nominal tape speed. Thus, tape speed on playback could be 0.2 per-
cent different than the tape speed during reco.rding. 
However, since it is likely that the tape recording could be played back 
on a different tape recorder then the one used in the field for recording, it is 
recom.rnended that, instead of a capstan servo-control system, a reference 
frequency of either SO or 100 kHz (meeting IRIG standards at a tape speed of 
30 in· S-l) be recorded on one of the data tracks, preferably a track near the 
center of the tape. The reproduce recorder will then use the reference 
frequency signal in a servo-controlled system. to m.ake the reproduce tape 
speed follow the record tape s'peed. With the reference frequency arrange-
m.ent, the overall long-term. stability of tape speed should not exceed :10 0.005 
percent of the nominal tape speed. 
'the amplitude of the output voltage frGlln the reproduce recorder should 
be a linear function of the amplitude of the input voltage. Typically, the peak-
to-peak deviation should be less than :10 O. S percent of a best straight line fit 
between output voltage and input voltage. over the range of output and input 
voltage for a given tape recorder or a given data system.. 
'the above discussion has described four eharacteristics of FM tape 
rec0rders: SIN ratio, frequency response, tape speed stability, and 
alnplitude linearity. The one remaining item that needs to be discus.sed is 
the standard reeord level. Standard record level is that value of wideband 
rlnS voltage at the input to the recorder above which it is not prudent to 
attempt to record d'1ot'1o. except rarely ai1d only by s1Tlall amounts. 
According to IRIG standards, the maximuln recording level for FM 
recorders is th'1ot voltage that gives ,j, 40 percent frequency devi'1otions and no 
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) more than I percent third-harmonic distortion for frequencies up to O. I times 
the nominal upper cutoff frequ.'ncy. Conunon practice is to set up a tape 
recorder to achieve the :r. 40 percent frequency deviation for a 1000 mV rms 
sinusoidal signal, or, for convenience, a 1414 mV dc signal. The dc signal 
voltage is equivalent to th<' zero-to-peak voltage of a sinusoiclal wave. Both 
t and - 1414 mV clc signals are usecl to check the + ancl - values of frequency 
deviation, with positive going voltages corresponding to increasing 
frequency. 
Since most aircraft souncls are rather ranclom in amplitucle, the 
standard record level should be set about 10 clB below the maximum sinu-
soidal record level to prevent clipping and distortion of occasional ranclom 
high-amplitude peak signals, i. e., signals with high crest factors. Thus, if 
the maximum record level is 1000 mV rms far sine waves, the standard 
recard level is about 316 m V rms far random noise [10 dB = 20 lag 1 0 
(1000/316)). One function af the signal-conditioning equipment shown in 
figure 9 is to allaw the tape-recarder input voltage to be kept in the range 
between 250 to 350 mV rms. This statement is not meant ta imply that any 
adjustment of gain or attenuator setting is allowecl while recorcling. 
the level of the input signal that is referred ta above as the standarcl 
recard level is that af the maximunl value of \videband rms noise oc,~urring 
during the cluration of a flyaver ·for any microphone channel. This nlaximum 
signal level must be predicted in aclvance either an the basis of previous 
experience ar by flying a practice run ta determine naminal gain/attenuator 
settings for all data channels. Since gain cannot be adjusted during a record-
ing, the signal level at times before and after the time of the maximum signal 
will be much less than at the time of the maximum. For some flight conditions 
on some aircraft, the value of the signal at off-peak times could be 30 to 40 dB 
below the value of the maximum signal (assuming the wide band level of the 
ambient noise was low enough to allow the low levels to be measurecl). Thus, 
if the maximum widebancl rms input signal was 316 mY, then signal levels 
of 3 ta 10 mV rms could appear at the input to the tape recarder. It may not 
be possible to recover widebancl signals as low as 3 to 10 mV rms because of 
the limitecl SIN ratio of currcl.lly available commercial FM ""I''' It;corders. 
This observation emphasizes the requirement to estimate as closely as 
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passible the maximwn value of the input signal at each mi, r"phune for each 
run in order to pravide as mueh dynamic range as possible by ,""cording the 
maximum aircraft noise signal at a rlTIS voltage near the standard record 
level. 
Referring again to figure 9, the termination equipment indicated at the 
end af each long signal-transmissian cable should include special itelTIs needed 
to minimize lasses in the strength ar frequeney cantent af the signal. No 
unique performanee specificatian is required, but consideration might be 
given ta the use of a step-up transfarmer ta is alate the cable from electrical 
ground (reducing radia-frequency pickup) and to pravide some valtage gain. 
A resistive-pad netwark might alsa be ineluded ta ensure a low electrical 
impedanee far eable termination (say, leO ohms or less) to prevent excessive 
high-frequency railoff in canjunction with the eapacitance of the cable. Other 
speda! features eauld be included that are speeifie for the particular data-
reearding system. 
Finally, we nate that neither the c __ bove discussion nor figure 9 has 
mentianed the use of pre-emphasis networks. Pre-elTIphasis networks are 
sometimes ased as part of the signal-c0nditi0ning eqaipment to provide an 
electrical b00st to the high-freqaency content of the input signal. The us e of 
pre-emphasis is specifically not recOl'I1lTIended. 
Many 0rganizatioI1s inv01ve<1 in aircraft flyover noise testing do use 
some kind of pre-elTIphasis network. Pre-emphasis is jastified because of 
the serious reduction in high-frequency signal strength that occars after 
prapagatien throagh the atmosphere. 1£, as is the case for many aircraft 
110ise signals at engine power settings near to takeeif pewer, the spectrum of 
the signal is ce-ntrelled by lew freqaencies, then the available SiN ratio may 
put the high-bequency part of the signal below the backgreund electrical 
l1eise level. The less in high-freqaeney signal may, or may not, be a 
preblem depending an the reqairements for data analysis and reporting. 
Pre-emphasis boost ean also intI-educe spurious high-amplitade signals of 
very high freqaency anless the pre-emphasis is rolled off above, say, 15 kNz, 
ar a law-pass filter is incladecl te protect the tape rec0rder. Pre-emphasis 
aggravates any pr0blem witL :.i"L-fL"eqaency ripple that may be riding on the 
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) nominally sinusoidal low-frequency signal used to check system sensitivity 
and to provide i.\ reference signal level. 
It is also necessary to ensure that the exact .converse of pre.-emphasis 
is provided for each data channel during data processing. F'inally, there is 
the question of recording high-frequency tones with a pre-emphasis network 
in the circuit. Tones in the 3150, 4000, 5000, 6300, 8000, ancil 10 OOO-Hz 
1/3-octa.ve bancils from various turbomachinery stages could be over-
emphasized (especially if near a band-ecilge frequency) with subsequent 
problems for cilata processing. 
When the aircraft noise signals are above the electrical backgrouncil 
noise of the data-acquisition system, pre-emphasil1 networks are not 
considered to be required because it is anticipatecil t~at an accurate analytical 
techniques will be available to account for atmospheric absorption effects and 
to provicile reliable aciljustments Letween test and reference concilitions. Pre-
emphasis should be considered when the high-frequency eomponents of the 
aireraft noise signal are expeetecil to be less than the level of the eleetrical 
backgrouncil noise. 
In summary, the reeommendecil performanee requirements for each 
channel of the multiple-channel FM magnetic tape recorcilers' in the cilata-
reeorciling/data-processing system are: 
(1) The signal-to-noise r1j.tio shoulcil be at least 50 cilE below tnaxhnutn 
recorcil level. 
the logarithm 
(The signal-to-noise ratio is cilefinecil as 20 times 
[base 10] of the ratio of the rms voltage of a 
wicilebancil random noise at the input to the tape recorcilet, when 
operating at the maximum design frequency deviation, to the 
wicilebancil rms voltage 1j.t the output of the S1j.me t1j.pe re.corder 
[operating 1j.S a reprociluce recorcilerJ when the input to the cilata-
acquisition recorciler is shorted. The maximum recorcil level, 
when recorciling at :40 percent of the nominal carrier frequency, 
is cilefinecil as the rrus voltage of a sinusoicilal input signal, at a 
frequency up to 0.1 thnes the notninal uppe.r cutoff frequency, 
that prociluces no more than 1 percent distortion in the third 
harmonic of the output signal. ) 
(Z) The variation in amplitude/frequency response at the stal:,dard 
record level should not exceed ±@. 5 <15, relative tfJ the response 
at Z50 Hz, OVer the frequency ran!',c from de to 10 000 Hz. (The 
standard record level is defined to h., an rrns voltage at the input 
to the tape recorder that corresponds to a voltage 10 dB below 
that £017 the maximutn reco·rd level. ), 
(3) The variation ill'tape speed throughout the duration o·f any reel of 
tape should not exceed :1:0.00$ percent of the nominal tape speed. 
(4) The l'l'lUltiple-cha·nnel tape recorder should have enough recording 
chacnnels to acccotnn'lodate' all the mic1'ophone syste1'l'ls, and a tape-
speed-control 1'eference f1'equency. Voice annotations and time 
cade signals should be reca1'ded on edge tra·cks. 
The tacpe recarder shauld be capabte af being ape rated on acc ar dc 
pawer. Operatian in the field an 115 V, 60 Hz,. acc power is preferred because 
of the probleIns with varying battery volta,ge far varic;ms ambient temperatures 
and the varying charge leve,l of the battery electrolyte for a ful1Mday's operM 
at~on·. As indicated in figure 9, the a" power ca·a be su·pplied by a small 
generator de'sigaed to operate at low speed, providing it is lightly loaded and 
is well muffled so that the noise of its opel'ation does net interfere with the 
flyover nois.; recordings. Batteries shauJd be available for USe in e=ergen-
des. Rechargeai>!e batteries are recomtnended. 
The signal-conditioning equipment at the inFlut to the taFle recorder 
should include steFl attenuators. The r'ecomrnended interv<ll between steps 
should be 5 dEl to provide enough flexibility to keep the input voltage close to 
the desired naInin<i.l value. The a""uracy of eacch 5 dEl step should be :1:0. 1 dB 
ar better. A r<i.nge of aInplifier g<i.in adjustment of <It least 50 <lEI should be 
provided for each data eJ-.' nnel. 
A wideband rms volttneter, os'ciUos"ope, frequency counter, and 
multiple-channel strip-chart h,vel r-ecorder sheuld also be provided to 
monitor signals at the input ta the tape l'ecorder •. The oscilloscope and 
freq\lency counter will be particularly useful in tnonitoring the output of the 
a(zCE>ustieal c~li-bratQr u~c~ t;.., ~rc\-ide ~ refel'enEe sound lev-elf 7hc strip ... 
chart level recorder is used ~o 1nonitar the A-weighted and wideband (linear) 
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) ambient noise levels at the microphones (checking compliance with the 
maximum recommended ambient noise levels) and to determine when to 
terminate the recordings of aircraft noise signals. The frequency response 
and meter-ballistics/detector-averaging characteristics should comply with 
those spedfied for the type I sound-level meter requirements of reference 30. 
The strip-chart level recorder should have at least six channels with each 
channel having a range of at least 20 dB, and preferably 30 dB. Different 
color inks may be required to identify the separate traces. Reference 45 
provides a. broader discussion of data-monitoring requireTnents during testing 
of airplane flyover noise. 
The tape recorder and assodated equipment should be installed in an 
appropriate vehicle such as a van. No air conditioning ·or environmental 
control is required in the van for the instruments because of the limitations 
in figure 4 on teTnperature and humidity, although hot and humid conditions 
may introduce problems with the recording tape and may cause some 
excessive head wear. Note, however, that there will be minimum drift in 
the operation of the recorder if the ambient temperature in the van is kept 
.) approximately constant. 
) 
Calibratiofi. - It is important to distinguish between calibration of a 
system (or its components) and checking performance. This section 
describes requirements for instruments. used in the field for calibr?-tion. 
Calibration is defined as t·~le determination of the behavior of a measur-
ing system to a known signal for the purpose of evaluatifig subsequent meas-
urements and .correcting for characteristics that are not ideal. A system 
check is de·fined as a verification that the behavior .of a measuring system is 
within. certain defined limits. 
An additional distinction is required between field and laboratory 
calibration. Laboratory calibration is performed for ~all relevant components 
of the microphone system (fig. 6) and the data.recording system (fig. 9). 
Laboratory calibrations include determination of the frequency response of. 
system cempenents, and the abselute sensitivity ef a micrephone (at varieus 
frequencies and angles of indc1ence). Laboratery tests are c,onducted to 
ascertain that the pedermance characteristics of a system cempenent are 
within the manufacturer's tolerance. Laboratory calibration det.,rlnines the 
effects of various temperatures, humidity, and pressure. A laboratory 
calibration procedure is required to evaluate the performance of such com-
ponents as windscreens and determine the effect of a windscreen on sensitiv-
ity over the range of frequencies and angles of incidence for winds of various 
speeds and directions relative to the microphone axis. The noise reduction 
provided by the windscreen would be determined in the laboratory as a 
function of frequency fo·r various wind speeds and wind directions relative to 
'the microphone axis. 
Although laboratory calibrations are required to support the field data 
acquisition program, specifications of performance requirements for instru-
ments for laboratory calibrations are not given here. Laboratory determin-
ations of the characteristics and absolute accuracy of the instruments used 
for field calibrations and any requirement for traceability of performance 
determinations by a national standards laboratory (e. g., the U. S. National 
Bureau of Standards) will be carried out as part of a laboratory procedure. 
With the above understanding of the differing roles of laboratory and 
field calibration, the functions of field calibration are fourfold: (1) deter1TIin-
ation of an·acoustical reference level; (2) determination of electric"l back-
ground .10ise level, (3) determination of system frequency response, attd 
(4) determination of the amount of drift, if any, in system sensitivity that 
occurs during the course of testing. Figure 10 illustrates the components 
required to acco'mplish these functions for one data-recordmg channel. 
M acoustical calibrator of the microphotte coupler type is placed over 
the microphone in such a way as to provide a tight seal around the microphone. 
By electromechattical means, the calibrator generates a known acous,tic 
pressure inside the enclosed volume over the microphone diaphragm. A 
sinusoidal signal with a frequency in the flat portion of the microphone sys-
tem's frequency response is preferred. A norninal frequency of 250 Hz is 
recommended. The sound pressure level incident on the microphone diaphragm. 
should be high enough to be well above the ambient noise level and also abtwe· 
the maximum expected val~e of the airc:raft noise signal at 250 Hz. The value 
of the incident calibration signal should loe known within a small tolerance. 
the level and the wave shape of the output of the acoustic c:alibrator shoU:ld be 
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Figura 10. -COmponents rlqUired for field calibrltion of acoustical nnlitivity. alectrlcal blClcground nol ... and system frequency fllpoftll of one dlta.,acordlng channel. 
independent of temperature and humidity over the range from _100 to +40oC 
and 20 to 95 percent relative humidity. Th.e effects of atmospheric pressure 
should be knoWn and should be minor far the range af atmaspheric pressure 
likely to be encountered. The calibrator shauld be battery-pawered aDd the 
level. frequency. and wave shape af the outputshau1d be essentially iDdepend-
ent af battery valtage until the batteries are almost unable ta supply additianal 
current. A sound pr~ssure level of 124.0 dB': O. 2 dB as a .common value far 
the level aDd accuracy af the reference saund pressure level. Driftsin 
sensitivity .are ghecked by repeating the referenG~ saund-l~ve,l test. 
While the reference saund level is established with themicraphan~ in 
place an the preamplifier (windscreen removed). calibrations af system self-
noise and system frequency response are performed with the microphone 
removed from the preamplifier. The dummy microphone mounts directly an 
the preamplifier. The anly reqllirement (ather than mechanical) is that the 
dummy microphone have the same nominal ele.ctrical impedance a.s the actual 
microphone. 
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System frequency response can be determined using sinusoidal or 
random. signals. Random signals are preferred because aircraft noise 
signals are predominantly broadband random in character. The preferred 
frequency spectrum of the random noise should be that of "pink" noise with a 
spectrum. level slope of -1 dB per 1/3-octave band (a band-level slope of 
o dB per 1/3-octave band). A pink nois'e spectl'Ulill is preferred over a "white" 
noise spectrum (spectrum level slope of 0 dB per l/3-octave band) because 
most aircraft sounds slope off at high frequencies and because a band analysis 
of pink noise is conveniently flat. 
The wideband Olltput voltage (bandwidth at least 20 to 20 000 Hz) should 
be at least 5 mV rms. Output voltages greater than 5 mY rD1S are acceptable 
if attenuators are provid,ed on the generator to reduce the voltage to approx-
imately 5 mY. The value of the rms output voltage should be known. The 
probability density function of the amplitude of the output of the pink-noise 
generator should be approximately that of a normal or Gaussian distribution 
for any 1/3-octave band with center frequency between 50 and 10000 Hz. 
A popular instrum.ent £<>1' produdng an approximate pink (or white) 
noise spectrlnn uses a shift register to generate, with feedback, a train of 
binary voltages (pulse train) occurring at almost randomly varying times. 
Transitions between voltage levels only occur at the pulse tirrles of an 
internal clock. The output of the shift register is a known sequence of binary 
ones and zeros that repeats after a fixed nUrrlber of clock periods. The 
length of the binary sequence is 21'1_ 1, where n is the m~mber of shift-register 
stages used to generate the· sequence. One instrument uses 20 shift-register 
stages giving 2n -1 =: I 048 575 clock periods. The probability density function 
of the sum of all the pseudo-random binary signals from the shift register is 
alm.ost truly Gaussian. 
The output of the shift registers is applied to a digital~to-analog con-
vj;!rter forrrling a low-pass digital filter. The cutoff frequency of the filter is 
determined by the number of shift registers used to define the length of the 
binary sequence and the freque.ney of the internal dock. For a dock frequenc:y 
of 520 kHz and 20 shi.ft registers, the 3-dB cutoff fTequency is 26 kHz, an 
adequate value for aireraft flyover noise te,;ting. 
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The 'power spectrum of the output of the digital-to-analog converter is 
flat from de to about 15 kHz, :I: 0.3 dB, i. e., an approximately white noise 
power spectrum. The spectrum is not continuous but rather consists of a 
series of elosely spaced spectral components of random phase. The spacing 
between spectral components is the ratio of the clock frequency to the length 
of the pseudo-random. binary sequence. In our exatnple, the frequency spac-
ing would be 520000/1 048 575 or about 0.5 Hz. Thus, in the lowest 1/3-
octave band of interest (centered at 50 Hz) there will be about 25 spectral 
¢oInponents. .All the other bands will have tnore components because the 
components are evenly spaced but the bandwidths increase. 
Pink noise is produced by filtering the white noise signal through a 
resistance/capacitance network. With the pink noise signal, low-frequency 
response does not extend to dc but to approximately 1 to 3 Hz. The output 
voltage indicated by the generator is a wideband rtns value consisting pTima.r-
ily of low-frequency energy with peak amplitlldes up to 3.5 times the mean 
Value. 
If available, the pink-no.ise generator should be battery-powered with a 
stable output. The output of the generator should be independent of tempera-
tllre and humidity over the range from _10 0 to t400 e and 20 to 95 percent 
relative hllm.idity. The Olltpllt of the generator should "Iso be essentially 
independent of battery voltage. If a battery-powered pink-noise generator is 
not available, it will be necessary to provide an inverter to produce the 
reqllired ac power. The inverter can be one that operates from a 1 Z V bat-
tery in a car or trllck which is driven to each microphone location. Typical 
reqUirements for the inverter win be to provide 1 Hi Vac, bO-Hz, single-
phase regulated power for a maxhnum cllrrent drain of 0.5 mA rm.s. 
As indicated in figllre 10, a special input adapter may be reqllired to 
insert the voltage frQm the pink-noise generator into the microphone pre-
amplifier. Note, however, that the system freque·ncy response calibration 
indicated in figure 10 is not an insert voltage calibration. Insert voltage 
calibrations are performed in a labo.ratory with the microphone mOUl'lted on a 
s.pecial pre"mplifier and with a voltage from an oscillator or random noise 
generator applied across a resistor in series between the capacitance of the 
ea 
nlicraphone and the preaTJlplifier. The output of the pink-noise generator for 
calibrating the system frequency response is applied directly to the tnicro-
phane prea=plifier with the microphone remaved. Thus, the pink-noise 
generator is part of a system frequency response calibratian, not an insert 
valtage calibratian. 
Airplane and Engine 
Variaus types of calibrated instru'ments are required ta measure and 
recard the airplane and engine parameters needed far subsequent data analy-
sis. The =easurements shauld be cantin~ausly recarded alang with time code 
iniarmation. 
There are many l!Ilethads available far recarding the necessary lafor-
l!Ilatian in the desired farl!Ilat. The methads inclade a cackpit phota recarder 
(l!Ilavie cal!Ilera), a special test phata recarder not lacated in the cackpit, 
devices ta record analog 'valtages fram the cackpit instruments (such as 
oscillagraphs aad magnetic tape recarders), and devices to record digital 
voltages (digital magnetic tape recorders). Digital data systeIns are pre-
ferred aver aaalog systems becal1se the digital Inagaetic tape recordiags 
caa be J!Ilade directly caInpatible with processing by ~ digital computer. It 
is desirable ta supplement the caatinuaus recordiags with periodic samplings 
by the flight crew af the readings of the cockpit instrumeats. The sl1pple-
Ineatal abservations caa be recorded on preprinted forms an a clipboard. 
A mavie caJ!Iler<l. woald be mOl1nted in the cockpit so as ta phatograph 
the iastruments af the pilet, copilot, aad, if present, the flight engineer, 
and a calibrated, synchronized clack. Two cameras may be required. The 
disadvantages o,f eaekpit cameras are that the view af some iastrl1meats may 
be distarted, partians af the flight crew's bodies caa abscure sotne ax the 
instruments, and the film record Inas,t be transcribed. Tr<l.nseriptioa af 
several parameters froIn several tests is tedial1s, tiIne-consuming, and 
expensive. FurtherInare, there is limited oppartanity for a nenmel!Ilber ex 
the flight cre'w ta manitar airplaae or engin,e perfarmance parameters. 
Far the preferred digital data system, aaalag sigaals fro,m the eockpit 
iastru,meats are caaverted ta a digital farmat and recarded aa a digital 
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) magnetic tape recorder. The digital tape recording is then read and proc-
essed under control of a digital cotnputer as part of the data~processing task. 
Data can be satnpled and recorded at a high rate such as every 0.01 to 
0.2 sec. The recording must indude time code information from a time-code 
generator that has been synchronized with the time-code generators at the 
ground recording stations. 
The airborne digital data system should be flightworthy and compatible 
with the requirements of the test aircraft. It should be capable of being 
operated from available aircraft power. There must be no interfe·rence with 
the operation of iIony of the instruments being monitored. 
No special instruments are normally required to measure airplane or 
engine parameters. Instruments normally installed in the airplane should be 
adequate to measure all the necessary parameters. All instruments, however, 
shou,ld be calibrated and checked, by procedures recommended by the air-
eraft manufact\!.rer, prior to flyover noise testing. 
Airplane parameters that should be me<icsured include: indicated air-
) speed; indicated .Mach number; gross weight; altitude (above mean sea level); 
angle of attack (if available); pitch angle; elimb gradient or rate of deseent; 
nom,inal deflection angle for trailing edge flaps; indication of deployment of 
wing leading_edge devices, spoilers or speed brakes, and landing gear; and 
the outside total temperature and ambient pressure. 
) 
Pa.rameters that should be measured f0r each engine include: sha·ft 
speeds, engine pressure rati0 (rati0 of the total pressure in the engine inlet 
to the total pressure in the gas-generator exhaust nozzle 01' down.stream of 
the last turbine stage), engine exhaust gas temperature (in the gas-generator' 
exhaust n0zzie 01' d0wnstrea:m of the last turbine stage), and fuel fl0w rate. 
F0r turb0filon engines having <ic single C0mmon mixed-fl0w exhaust n0z~le, the 
discharge or exhaust gas temperatu.re and pressure shOUld be th0se for the 
primary gas-generat0r exhaust gas bef0re mixing with the fan-discharge 
fl0W. 
Instruments installed to measure the above-named airplane and engine 
parameters should be able to pr0vide data with the usual aecuracy and resolu-
tion of aircraft instruments. Accuracies that sh0uld be aehievable for meas~ 
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urements of pressure, temperature, and shaft rotational sp""'d "re ± O. Z per-
cent of the full-scale reading, ±lo to zoe, and ~lO rpm, respectively. 
If the test objectives require measurement of .lirplane or engine 
parameters other than those listed above, it will be necessary tc, install 
special transducers and instruments to record thos(' parameters. Examples 
of such paraJneters might include: engine inlet total temperature, fan dis-
charge temperature or p.ressure, combustor exit temperature or pressure; 
and pressure drop alnoss the turbine stages. Accuracies achievable by 
the special instruments should be comparable to the accuracies available 
from the standard cockpit instruments. 
Airplane Spac::e Positioning 
Various techniques have been used over the past two decades to deter-
mine the position of an airc::raft relative to the microphones. The techniques 
have included photographing the airplane with still cameras irom each micro-
phone location (or at a representative location if the airplane could be assumed 
to fly a known flight path) at the instant ef time when the airplane was, visu-
ally, closest to the photogral"her. Ground-mounted motion-picture cameras 
have also been us ea. Distance at the time ef closest approach was then cal~ 
culatea using the laws of similar triangles knewing the foeal length of the 
camera and the actual length of some aircraft component seen in true per-
spective ana the length of the same coml"onent in the photographic image. 
Phetographic scaling techniques are net considered suitable for ANOPP fly-
over neise tests because the only iniermatien directly providea is the mini-
mum distanc::e at a single instant e.£ time. 
A photetheec;je1ite (tracking telescepe) can be used te provide infermatien 
en the time variatien 0.£ the locatien 0.£ the airc raft. The photetheoaolite 
recerds horizsntal angles (azimuth sr bearing) ana vertical angles (eleva-
tion) en msvi.e film. Range ana Festtisn information are aeterminea later by 
triangulation metheds using a calibration obtained by photegraphing an ebject 
at a known distance, azimuth, and elevation. The theoaolite must be sta-
tioned to the side of the flight path and the eperator must attempt to track a 
target on the airplane (e. g., a main landing gear) as the airplane enters ana 
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leaves the test area. If a single theodolite is used, it is not possible to 
determine lateral deviation from the nominal flight path. Multiple theodo-
lites are required to determine airplane x, y, and 2: coordinates throughout 
the duration of the noise recordings. 
The principal disadvantages of most phototheodolite systems are the 
limitation on range to S to 6 km, the lack of on-line real-time data, and the 
tedious, time-consuming, and expensive task of transcribing data from the 
film record for use in subsequent data processing. The phototheodolite also 
can only be used when the ope rator can see the airplane. At night, or in the 
evening or early morning hours, the operator could track a light on the 
airplane. 
Another tracking method that uses a motion-picture camera is 
described in reference 46. The method uses a 35-mm movie camera 
mounted on the bottom of the fuselage of an airplane and looking down. 
The camera is operated at 5 or 10 frames per second and photographs paral-
lel rows of targets on the ground below the nominal flight path. The targets 
are typically 1. Z-m square and are positioned on lines perpendicular to the 
nominal flight path. Three rOws of targets are usually used. The target 
squares are typically about 15 m apart. 
After the tests, the movie films are developed and the x and y coordi-
nates of the targets are read by a mechanical film reader along with film 
frame times encoded by lRlG time code. Height above ground" the lateral 
deviation of the aircraft from the nominal flight path, and the time of 
closest approach to each microphone are then calculated from the x, y, 
and time code data and airplane attitude data. Airplane attitude data must 
include pitch and roll angles, but not necessarily yaw angles. 
The shortcomings of the airborne movie camera system are': the 
requirement to install the downward-looking camera and associated equip-
ment in the airplane, the need to survey in and install the targets, and the 
lack of on-line airplane position data. The fiLm records, however, can be 
read mech.anically (with operator assistance), in contrast to the cockpit 
camera method, although it is still tedious and time-consumi"", The 
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camera must be able to see the targets, thus effectively rebl";.-ling the 
times when tests can be conducted to the daylight hOllrs. 
The best, but relatively expensive, method capable of IHuviding 
complete information on aircraft space position is tracking by radar or 
laser (optical radar). The transmitter can be mounted in the aircraft or in 
a tracking van on the ground. The ground location is preferred so that the 
major part Qf the system can be independent of the airplane. A laser system 
is preferred over a radar system because it can achieve better resolution 
and accuracy of range and angular coordinates than a radar system, especi-
ally for large aircraft. One technique that has worked well makes use of an 
array of retrorefiectors mounted in some convenient location on the airplane 
and a laser traaking system installed in a mobile van (refs. 32, 47, and 48). 
Leveling jacks are provided to support the van and the laser tracking pedestal 
independently of one another so that operator movements do not affect the 
accuracy of the results. 
The retrorefiectors have internal mirrors arranged to return the laser 
pulse tc the tracker with h~gh efficiency. The eaho return pulse is strong 
enough to be deteetable in bright daylight illumination. The retrorefiector 
arrays are relatively small, lightweight, and quite rugged. A variety of 
units have operated in all kinds of ai.rborne environments. 
The OUtput of the laser tracking system is a stream of digital informa-
tion at sample rates up to 100 measuretnents per second on aircraft position 
(range, azimuth, and elevation) and a synchronized time code signal. Cali-
bration of the system is provided by measuring the distance to a target at a 
known range, azimuth, and elevation. 
The main advantages of laser tracking systetns are: the high accuracy 
of the results, the ability te track the airplane at night or in the evening or 
early tneroing hours, the relative ease of setup; the independence from the 
airplane (exGept fer the retroreflecters); the elimination of the need to trans-
aribe a film reaord; and the provision of on-line data. Furthermore, unlike 
other systems, the laser tracker can operate into the direction of the sun. 
Nete also that the study repOrted in referenae 46 reaemmended a laser 
traaker fer aireraft no,ise research testing. 
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The x, y, and z coordinates of a reference point on the airplane are 
related to the coordinates of each microphone, as a function of time, during 
data processing. Airspeed can also be determined. The reference point on 
the airplane will probably not be the location of the retroreflectors, but will 
be some point (or points) more closely associated with the aircraft noise 
sources such as the center of an engine inlet or an engine exhaust plane. 
A portable, quiet generator of ac electrical power should be provided 
so that operation of the tracking' van can be independent of the acoustical and 
meteorological measurements. The tracker m~lst have the ability to auto-
matically record space position data in a format compatible with subsequent 
processing by a digital computer. The recording should be on digital mag-
netic tape and should include an IRIG time-code signal synchronized with 
the IRIG time-s,ignah being simultaneously recorded with the acoustical 
data and the airplane and engine data. Real-time analog data could also 
be provided in a suitable format. 
The tracker should be equipped with a system for manual initial 
acquisition of the retroreflector target. The operator should have a joy-
) stick to permit manual slewing of the lase,. transmitter/receiver pedestal 
while observing the airplane on a television screen. When the target is 
positioned in the central area of the field oJ view on the TV display, the 
system should then lock onto and automatically track the target until it 
) 
is out of range or until data are no longer required. 
The intenSity of the laser beam should be automatically controlled, as 
a function of target range, to enSlire that no damage occurS to anyone's eyes 
and to minimize power requirements. 
The tracking system's capabilities should include: 
• tracking ranges between 30(!) and za 000 m; 
• elevation angle cove:J:age of _50 to +450 ; 
• azimuth angle coverage of :l:lZOo ; and 
• position accuracy of :1:0. 3 m for a range of 600 m and ± 5 m for 
a range of ta (!)OO m. 
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The 300-m lower litnit on tracking range is set by the illl'-l1sity of 
the echo return. For ranges less than 300 m the intensity of I h.- I·..,turn si!,-
nal would saturate the receiver. Airplane heights of less l""ll ",DO mare 
easily tracked, howeve 1', by just displacing the tracking van to til<, side of 
the runway by 500 to 600 m. 
The l<;.ser tracker does not provide airplane attitude data (io e., angles 
of pitch, roll, and yaw). As with othe l' exte rnal tracking methods, attitude 
data must be supplied from an onboard aircraft system such as a gyro or 
inertial navigation system. Attitllde data, especially pitch and roll angles, 
are needed as a function of time to determine the coordinates of the ret1'o-
reflectors and the noise sources with respect to the microphone locations. 
Meteorological 
Instrllments for meteorological measurements fall into two categories: 
those for tneasuring atmospheric conditions at a stationary location(s) ne:3.1' 
the microphone locations, and those for measuring atmospheric conditions as 
a function of height above grollnd level. As outlined above in the description 
of test criteria, the test program will indllde meteorological measuren,ents 
both near the surface and aloft. 
The crucial questions to answer with regard to selection of instruments 
and associated performance requirements are what is to be measured, whe re, 
with what accllracy and precision, alld how of tell. The main parameters of 
interest are temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed, and wind direc-
tion. With regard to wind, it is assumed that the vertical component can be 
neglected with respect to the horizontal cotnponent. 
The properties and conditions of the atmosphere constantly have both 
small-scale and large-scale variations in temporal and spatial characteris-
tics. Tempor';'l variatiolls can be short or 1<ll1g relative to the sOllnd-
propagatio.n time betweell the aircraft and a microphone; spatial variations 
are short or long relative to the propagation path length. 
For a given test, large -scale flllctuations can be considered essentially 
independent of time and the variation with height above grollnd level can be 
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) represented by a relatively smooth profile of the mean value 
of a parameter. 
The profiles will change (relatively slowly) as a function of time during the 
day and from day to day, but they should be representative of the vertical 
variation in the region of the microphone array at any given tim". The m
ean 
values should be long-term averages, at the surface and aloft. 
. Gradients in the profiles of mean temperature, humidity, and wind will 
bend otherwise straight propagation paths between the airplane and the 
microphones, and will modify the amount of atmospheric absorption and 
inverse-square spreading loss that would otherwise have occurred. The 
sound-propagation paths are bent by refraction effects because of changes i
n 
the speed of propagation c.tused by temperature and wind variations. Bend
ing 
increases the path length and hence the atmospheric attenuation. If the 
eonditions aloft are quite different than those near the ground, the atmo-
spheric absorption losses can be quite \ different along different segments 
of the propagation paths. Note also that variation in mean conditions can b
e 
a source of variability for repeat runs. Measurements of atmospheric 
parameters at the surf<lce and aloft must be able to evaluate the acoustical 
) effects associated with changes in mean meteorolagical canditians. 
Becalse temperature, humidity. and ta a lesser degree. pressure are 
important ta subsequent data adj'ustments, their measurement shauld be made 
with very accurate instruments. Wind informaHon is used primarily far 
go/na-ge decisions and likely will nat be required in data pracessing or 
analysis ex.cept far labeling and perhaps far ratianalizing anamalaus result
s 
ar ta pravide a reason far nat using same af the data in subsequent a',lalyse
s. 
Thus, accuracy requirements an wind measurements are nat as stringent a
s 
thase far temperature and humidity. 
In all cases, far all five parameters, the autput should be pe rmanent 
recards. For the data-pracessing system envisianed, it is nat considered 
necessary ta record metearolvgical data in a format directly compatible 
with machine processing. Strip-chart recerds, made by an ink pen or 
(preferably) electrical means, are ade·quate. Throughaut each test day, 
the mean values of the atmaspheric pal"<lmeters can be manually transferre
d 
fram the paper-tl"ace. recorqs ta data logs, tabulations, or graphs for use i
n 
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subsequent analyses. In conjunction with machine data processing, meteoro-
logical data can be entered manually by various means such as punched cards. 
The instrument performance requirements described below for measur-
ing meteorological conditions near the surface apd aloft were developed in 
light of the above considerations and the earlier discussion of general 
instrument requireme nts. 
Sur(ace. Figure 11 illustrate'J the principal instruments and general 
arrangement recommended for surface meteorological measurements. Air 
temperature, humidity, wind speed, and wind direction are measured by 
instruments mounted on a tower located near the microphone array, but 
remote from the central recording van. The instruments should be about the 
same height above ground level a,s the microphones. The tower could be a 
hinged design similar to those recomrIlended for the microphones. For a 
single location, however, it would be more reasonable to consider a tower 
mounted on a trailer. 
A trailer-mounted tower has the advanta,ge of portability in case it is 
necessary or desirable to sample sarface data at different lecatiens. The 
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Figure 11. -Instruments for measurement of surface meteorological parameters. 
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) tower would be a tilt-over. crank-up. telescoping design. It could be raised 
and lowered by a hand-cranked winch and cable with a worm-gear drive 
providing mechanical advantage. The tower probably could be free -standing 
with no guy wires. Outriggers could be attached to the trail~r at the base of 
the tower. if necessary. for increased rigidity. An accessory box could be 
located at the front of the trailer in which batteries. inverter. signal-
conditioning units, and reels of signal cables could be installed and secured. 
The instruments should be mounted at or near the top of the tower on 
booms so that the sensing elements are one or two meters away from the 
tower. The booms should be sturdy and solidly attached to the tawer so 
that the instruments do not sway back and forth in the wind. Two booms would 
be required; each boom should be capable of supporting a mass of 6 kg. A 
two-section tower is preferred over a four-section tower (for a height of 
10 m) because of the greater rigidity, although the nested length will be some-
what greater with the two-section than with the fou·r-8ection tower. 
Since automatically recorded permanent records are needed, since the 
sensing elements are located in the air on a tower. and since a remote read-
) out of the instruments is desirable, the choices of instrument type and system 
) 
are somewhat limited. The system shown in figure 11 is based on the 
transmission of analog voltage signals over hardwite signal cables from the 
remote instrument tower to the central data-recording station. It is advisable 
to locate the strip-chart recorder in the c.entral data-recording station so that 
the operator can observe the development oJ trends as the basis for making 
go/no-go decisions relative to weather criteria. 
A hardwire cable system is recommended because it is more reliable 
or less expensive than alternative arrangements. One alternative arrange-
ment would be to locate battery-operated strip-chart recorders at the we~ther 
tower. Someone then could be stationed at the weather tower to monitor the 
strip-chart recordings and to relay, by two-way radio, the recordings to the 
operator of the central data-recording station. Readings would be trans-
mitted when requested, but the minimum would be prior to each flyover 
noise recording. 
A second alternative would be to use a radio telemetry system. The 
four channels of II;nalog data cO\lld be converted to four channels of digital 
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data and transmitted by a single-carrier-frequency system uHing a multiplex 
technique with subcarrier frequency modulatll~n. A telemetry receiver would 
be located at the central recording station with appropriate demodulators aad 
digital-to-analog conve rte r5 so that the four channels of analog data (CQuld be 
recorded Qn the strip charts. 
BQth of these alternatives eUminate the prQblems of laying (and picking 
up) the signal cables as well as the not insignificant cOllt of cable. The cable 
length could be 500 to 1000 m. The first alternative has the disadvantage of 
requiring another person. The Jecond alternative has the disadvantage of 
the relatively high initial cost of a telemetry system as well as the disad-
vantage of reqUiring a considerable amount of electrical power in the field. 
Moreover, since cables are being laid and retrieved for ea,ch mierophone 
location, it sheuld not be mueh more effort to layout and retrieve the cables 
for the weather tower. The same precautions should be observed with re."pect 
to rodent res,stance, tensile strength, and salvage value as for the miero-
phone cables. (We note here that for some situations it may not be feasible 
to layout several thousand meters of microphone or weather-measuring 
cable lin residential areas for example] and the whole approach of using a 
ce,ntral recording "an would have tQ be apandQned. The recommended test 
site criteria for the ANOPP tests, however, shQuld always permit the use of 
long signal cables.) 
Cables for weather data do nQt have some of the coneerns that micro-
phone eables have. The signals being traAsmitted are dc voltages. Capaci-
tanee eable loading of .he signal cOAditiQniAg amplifiers causing high-
frequeney rolloH is not too important. The voltages being transmitted are 
10 to 1000 times, o,r more, greater than the voltages from the tnierophones. 
The voltage drop across the cable will be relatively small if the cable is 
terminate'd in a high impedance. (The input impedance of strip- ehart record-
ers is on the order of Hl@ 000 ohms lor up to 10 Mil for some recorders] 
eompared to a cable resistance of 100 to 200 ohms.) 
Humidity a.nd temperature: 'the most critical instrumer,t is that for 
the measurement of humidity. One teehnique used for many years for 
meteorologieal humi<Hty n~easurements, where data are coatinuously 
recorded~ relies on ehanges in the elonga.tion of one, or two, bundles Qf 
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human hair as the humidity changes. Elongatior; changes are amplified by 
a 
system of levers and transmitted mechanically to an ink pen writing on a ro
ll 
of chart paper. The instrument (known as a hygrograph) is enclosed by a 
shelter which is open to air currents. The accuracy of the human-hair 
humidity sensvrs is on the order of :h4 to :h5 percentage points around the 
indicated percent relative humidity. Nonlinearity in the humidity/hair-
elongation relationship is partially accounted for by the mechanical linkage
. 
Although the human-hair hygrograph does produce a permanent record, it 
would have to be installed at the top of the tower and would be unavailable f
or 
monitoring and thus would not be acceptable. Furthermore, the accuracy 
and 
resolution are both poor, the practical range of relative humidities does no
t 
extend below 10 or 15 percent, and the humidity/elongation characteristics 
change with time requiring periodic recalibration. 
Another p0uibility would be to use a polymer thin-film capacitor 
installed in a pl'0l)e, This arrangement, with suitable signal-conditioning 
equipment, produces analog dc voltages that can be transmitted over a cabl
e, 
The accuracy of the thin-lilm capacitor arrangement is better than that of 
human-hair hygrographs, and is on the order oI ±2 to ±3 percentage points 
al"ound the indicated relative humidity, For outdoor meilsurements, the 
sensing element should be coated and sealed to reduce the corrosive effect 
of atmospheric pollutants, especially sulfur dioxide. The coating lengthen
s 
the us·eful lifetime, but also lengthens the instrument's response time. 
:5ecause of the long response time, a thil1-film capacit0r is n0t c0nsidered 
ildequate £0r aircraft noise research testing. 
Sens0rs known as hygristors are also available. Hygristors use a film 
coating of il conducting and hygroscopLc chemical such as a disperSion of 
carbon granules in a suitable binder. The resistance of the film varies wi
th 
the water content of the sample of air to which it is exposed. Changes in th
e 
resiStance of the film are propol"tional to changes in the relative humidity. 
Hygristors are not reliable below about 20 percent relative humidity. The 
accuracy 0f sta·ndard carbon hygristOrs is on the orde.r of ±S percentage· 
points around the indicated percent relative humidity; premium grade 
hygristors ar:e available, however, that have been specially 0 p! ected from 
a 
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given production batch such that the accur"cy is within ±2 percentage poin
ts 
aI the actual relative humidity. 
Hygristars have been used rautinely an a daily basis far more than 
25 years at meteoralogical stations around the world. Being small acd 
lightweight. they are suitable far ballaon-borne radiasande prabing of 
humidity praliles in the lower atmosphere. The sensing element must be
 
shielded fram solar radiation, and it should be aSpirated, either naturally
 
or, preferably, with a blower. Aspiratian is required to reduce the 
reepanse time to large changes in humidity (such as occur, for example, 
when entering or leaving a cloud ar fag layer); the usual procedure is ta use 
nC-tural aspiration and the response time can be quite lang. 
Consistent with their intended application, hygristors are inexpensive 
and have shart lifetimes. Same sensitivity is irretrievably lost every tim
e 
the film stretches ar cantracts in respanse ta changes in humidity. They
 ola, 
hQwever, aperate well far a single ascent as part af a radiasoncle system 
where the instrument package may nat be recoverecl, or where the hygris
tar 
element wauIcl be replacecl shoulcl the instrument package t,. recoverecl. 
Fer 
a tetherecl-ballaon system, the hygristor element can be usecl ::'0"1' several
 
ascents ancl descents until the hysteresis, ar clifference, in reaclings betw
een 
ascents ancl olescents, ar between repeatecl ascenh, becames teo large. 
'the element shaulcl then be changecl. Hygristars are nat cansiderecl suita
ble, 
however, for surface measurements af humiclity an a statianary tawer fa
r 
several hours each clay. 
The recammenclecl instrument far humiclity measurement is ane that 
separately measures bath the clew paint temperature ancl the ambient temp
era-
ture af a sample at the atmosphere. Relative humidity (or any other humidity 
measure) can then be calculateol fram the two temperature measurem·ents. 
Measurement of dew paint temperature (or dew point, far shart) must 
be accamplished in such a way that the pressure ancl temperature of the 
sample af air are nat modified, and that maisture is neither contributed t
o 
nQr absarbed fram the sample. The materials usecl in the instrument must 
be nanhygroscopic, particularly for low-humidity canclitions when the dew
 
PQint is less than -lOae. 
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The recommended technique lor measuring dew point is one that makes 
use of a fundamental or primary procedure such that no calibration is required. 
Such a technique is one in which a metallic mirror is automatically controlled 
by an optical system to maintain a constant surface reflectance. The chosen 
reflectance is a fraction of that of a clean dry mirror surfaCe. The surface 
of the mirror can be cooled (not heated) by a thermoelectric cooler using the 
Peltier effect. When the reflectance is higher than the chosen value, an 
electronic circuit activates the thermoelech'ic cooler. When the reflectance 
is lower than the chosen value, the mirror is not cooled. Thus, when the 
mirror is exposed to a flow of air containing some amount of moisture, it 
will cool until enough water is condensed out of the air stream to achieve a 
constant reduced value of reflectance of visible light from the surface of the 
mirror. The mirror surface temperature is maintained at the equilibrium 
tem.perature such that the rate of evaporation from the surface water (or ice) 
is equal to the rate of condensation. 'this equilibrium temperature is the 
dew pOint (or frost point). Even minute changes in the humidity content of 
the air stream will upset the equilibrium condition and, in time, can hle 
detected. (The dew point temperature is that temperature to whieh the air 
mast be cooled [at constant pressure and mixing ratio] saeh that it is saturated 
with respeet to water; frost point temperature is that temperature to which 
the air must be cooled sueh that it is saturated with respect to iee. The 
instrument measures frost points when the humidity is sueh that the tempera· 
ture depression causes the temperature of the mirror to fall hlelow OOC. ) 
Measurement of dew point temperature must hle aecompanied by a 
measurement of air temperature. 
tures can be made using platinum 
Aceurate measurement of these tempera-
resistanee thermometers. The oatput 
fro~ the temperature measurements is scaled hly a calihlrated signal-
conditioning aircuit to provide de voltages from 0 to 5 Vdc. The range of 
output voltages eorrespont'ls linearly to some selected temperature range, 
fo,r example, 0 to 5 Vdc can eorrespond to _50 0 to + 50 0 C, or a scale faetor 
of 50 mVdc per degree C. 
The dew point and the air temperature sensors should hle enclosee 
within a shelter or shield that is aspirated by a small, quiet fan Mower. 
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The instruments should be upstream of the fan so that they do 110\ sense any 
temperature rise or any contaminants (such as hydrocarbons from greases 
or oils) in the fan exhaust. The fan should preferably be located above the 
temperature/dew point sensors. 
The enclosures should have a low-emissivity finish and a white color so 
that the sensors are shielded from direct heating by solar radiation. 
The enclosure and all materials used in construction of the instrument 
should be inert and resistant to atmospheric pollutants (chemicals and smog) 
and salt in loeations near an ocean. 
Dirt and dust partieles can collect on the mirror and change the reflec-
tance. The instrument shouLd have a built~in capability for checking the 
design-point reflectance and determining the need to clean the mirror. The 
design should permit easy access for cleaning when required. 
Recommended key performance parameters are: 
• accuracy o[temperature measurements should be no worse than 
:to. 3 0 e over the full range of temperature; 
• dew point depression capability (below the temperature of the air) 
should be at least 55 0 C for temperatures above 25°C; 
• dew point depression capability far temperatures less than 2S o C 
should decrease no faster than O. 6 0 C for each 1. 7 0 C lowering of the 
mirror temperature below 25a C. (At an air temperature of -1 OOC, 
the dew point (or frost poiNt) depression capability should not be less 
than 43°C); 
• capability slwuld be available to measure relative humidity over the 
range from 100 percent to less than 1 perce,nt at any temperature 
within the operating range; 
• sen,sitivity of the temperature sensing elements to changes in the 
temperature of the air or the mirror should not exceed :to. 06<'>C; 
and, 
• the aspiratian air-flaw rate through the protective 501a1'- radiation 
shield/enelesure should be at least 0.03 m 3 . s-l. 
) 
The accuracy of the calculated values of relative humidity depends on the 
air temperature and the amaunt of dew point depression. When the humidity 
is low and the dewpoint depress ian is nigh, then the aceuracy af the calculated 
relative humidity will be between ±O. 3 ta ±l. 5 percentage paints far the range 
of canditions likely to be encauntered. When the humidity is high (say above 
90 percent relative humidity), then the dew paint depression will be small 
and the accuraey af the calculated relative humidity will be approximately 
±3 to ±5 percentage points. Note that if the air temperature is less than oOe, 
the saturation vapar pressure must be that over water and nat over ice, in 
accardance with the definitian of relative humldity. 
An instrument that meets these perfarmance requirements and has the 
other characteristics described above may not be battery-operated and may 
require 115 V, 60-Hz, single-phase ae pawer. If ac pawer is required, it is 
recammended that it be obtained by inverting dc power fram standard wet-
cell batteries as indicated in figure 11. A small engine-driven ac generator, 
while acceptable for use at the central recording van, is not recommended 
far use at the weather tawer because it might increase the ambient noise level 
) at the microphanes. The inverter may have ta supply on the order af 130 V A 
l,f ac power. With an allawance £01' an idle current of 9 A and assuming an 
a,·erage battery valtage of 11 V between fully charged ancl discharged, the 
battery will have to supply abaut 23 5 VA or abaut 21 A. To provide the 
capacity needed for 10 h of continllous, unattended operation, it is recom-
mended that three batteries be connected in parallel, each having a current 
capacity af approximately 90 ampere hours. The batteries can be heavy-
duty car ar truck batteries. Far temperatures lawer than IOoe, four bat-
teries may be required to make IIp for reduced battery capacity at low 
temperature. 
The batteries should be recharge<i after each test day and spare, fully 
charged batteries should be available for a series of fll11-day operations. 
A battery charger will have ta be available at a support facility. A supply of 
distilled water should alsa be available if reqllired for tapping IIp the battery 
electrolyte during the test period. 
Several Gomn1er~ial inv~TL~rs are available. A IT.ot:c: ;;h,Quld be selec-
ted that praduces regulated power with an approximately sinllsoidal waveshape 
as 
and at a naminal frequency af 60 Hz. The inverter may prod.,,'" a hum due to 
magnetastrictive farces in the laminates of a transformer. No; "" .nay also 
be praduced by a ec.aling fan used ta dissipate heat and increase operating 
lifetime. The quietest inverter meeting the requirements is prderred. It 
is also recommended that the inverter be mounted inside a vented enclosure, 
such as an accessory box an the tower trailer, to provide weather and 
security protection as well as some noise reduction. 
The batteries should be enGlosed in weather-proof enclosures and 
should be tightly strapped to the trailer ta avoid spilling electrolyte. 
Aircraft- style spill-proof batteries cauld be used. 
Wind speed and direction: Remate measurement of wind speed and wind 
direetian is nat nearly as complicated as remote measurement af temperature 
and humidity. Twa simple systems are available far measuring wind speed: 
a propeller and a eup anemometer, eaeh of whieh is mounted on a shaft to 
drive a generator or a tachometer with an autput proportional to rate of 
rotation and hence propartional to wind speed. The standard three- cup 
anemometer works well in horizontal winds; updrafts and dawndrafts give 
spurious or erratic readings. Sonic anemometers are also available that can 
yield vertical and harizantal wind companents, but they are much more 
elaborate and complex than the prapeller ar cup anemometer as well as being 
almost all arder aI magllitude more expeasive. Since wi ad data are only used 
in a qualitative fashion, the accuracy, resolution, and precision of SOllie 
anemometers are nat required far surface measurements. Wind-alaIt data 
will likely nat be as accurate or precise as the surface wind data; there is no 
need, therefare, for trying ta abtain highly accurate surface wind 
measurements. 
A lightweight aerodynamic vane is always incarparated with the prapeller 
ta keep the prapeUer faciag into the wind and to measure the directian fram 
which the wind is blawing. The vane is maunted an either an ac selsyn 
generatar ar a patentiameter. The selsyn (ar synchro) generatar is elec-
trieally linked ta a carrespanding selsyn motor such that the angular position 
af the generatar shaft correspands ta the angular position af the matal' shaft. 
The selsyn system is used LO provide a visual indicatian of wind direction 
with a needle and dial attached to the motar shaft . 
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) The potentiometer system is preferred because the varying dc voltage 
is directly suitable for transmitting a signal over a cable. 'the potentiometer 
should be of the continuous, conducting-plastic type to provide better resolu-
tion and longer lifetLme than wirewound potentiometers. A total resistance of 
1000 ohms should be adequate. The potentiometer should have two wiper arms 
to eliminate a dead region near magnetic north and to provide the capability 
for a range of wind directions from O· to 540·. This expanded capability pre-
vents painting the strip-chart recording when the wind direction is oscillating 
out of the north (swinging from O· to 360· and then back to O· with a single-
wiper O· -to-360· system). 
U a cup anemometer is us ed, the vane may be mounted separately away 
from the rotating cups or it may be mounted on a coaxial concentric shaft 
below the rotating cups. 
The choice between a cup anemometer system and a propeller system is 
on the basis of the des'ired starting threshold (how light can the wind be and 
still give reliable reilding.s?) and on consid,erations such as ruggedness and 
fragility. Costs are approximately equal. 'the accuracy of the cup ariemom-
) eter is inherently better than that of propellers. In the range of wind speeds 
from 1 to 10 m' s-l, cup anemometers have accuracies on the order of 
) 
:to. 07 m· s-l while propellers have accuracies on the order of ±O. 3 m. s-l. 
Cu·p anemometers are available with cups made from various materials, 
including metallized butyrate, polycarbonate plastic, and stainless steel, in 
order of increasing weight. Stainless steel cups are preferred because of the 
requirement to periodically put up, take down, and transport the instrument. 
The starting threshold with stainless steel cups is about 0.4 m' s -1 One 
disadvantage of cup anemometers is that they are a favorite of "target 
shooters" because they spin readily when struck by a bull'et. 
Three-blade and four-blade propeller systems are available. They are 
typically made from fiberglass- reinforced plastic and are considerably more 
rugged than cup anemometers. The threshold where full tracking of the wind 
speed is obtained is about 1. 5 m' s -1. The propeller does not offer the kind 
of target that cup anemometers do; it has a small frontal area and does not 
spin readily when struck by a bullet from the side. 
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For aircraft noise testing, the primary range of inter"111 fn .. wind speed 
-1 . - I is between 2 and 10 m· s . Wind speeds of less than 2 m· s ;ore of little 
consequence in self-noise at the microphones. Moreover, willd screens 
over the microphones should eliminate wind noise problems for low wind 
h -1 speeds. A t reshold of 1. 5 m' s should therefore be adequate. 
Thus, on the basis of its intended u~~ alld the considerations described 
above, it is recommended that wind speed and wind direction be measured 
with a combination of a propeller and tail vane. The accuracy of the wind 
o 
speed measurement s.hould be no worse than ±l . 
There are three choices for translating prepeller shaft speed to an 
electrical output signal: an ac generateI', a dc generateI', an<l a high-frequency 
tacherneter. The ac generator is a long-life brushless design, but it does 
require a rectifier and enly has an eutput voltage that increases linearly with 
wind speed abeve a minimum value en the order of 2 te 3 m. s -1. For the 
ac generateI', the starting terque has to overcome friction in the bearings 
and the drag cause<l by the tendency of the armature to want to come to a 
stop lined IIp with the pole pieces of the surrounding permanent magnet. 
The dc denerater (or magnete, since permanent magnets are used for pole 
pieces) provides a linear Olltput down te low wind spee<ls, but requires 
brushes and therefore has a sherter lifetime and a higher starting threshol<l 
than the brushless ac generator because of the torque required to overcome the 
drag of the brushes. 
The high-frequency t;>choHneter llses a notcked metal <lisc mounted on 
the propeller shaft. The disc is fixed so that it can rotate between a trans· 
mittel' and a receiver in a solid-state oscillator circuit. As each notch 
passes between the transInitter an<l receiver, a square pulse appears at the 
oscillator Olltput. The pulse height is approximate-Iy equal to the applied 
voltage, e. g., a\:-"ut 12 Vdc. The number of pulses per revolution of the 
propeller is eq~al to the number of notches on the di,;c. The oscillator 
system shoul<l be fully encapslliated to make it insensitive to moisture or <lirt 
an<l dllSt. The lifetime shoul<l be very long since th",re are no parts to wear 
out except the bearings sllpporting the propeller shaft. 
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The pulse repetition rate is directly proportional to shaft speed and 
. . -1 hence to wind speed. The threshold wind speed should be about 1.5 m· s • 
The pulse repetition rate is converted to a dc voltage by a signal-conditioning 
unit for transmission to the strip-chart recorder. 
Another tachometer system is available that uses a notched disc to chop 
a beam of visible light. The pulses of light are detected by a photoelectric 
device and appear as a pulse train at the Qlltput •. The system works well 
except that the light bulb can burn out and therefore is not as reliable as the 
aU-solid-state system. (Note, however, that some light chopper systems 
use a solid-state light source for improved reliability. ) 
It is recommended that the high-frequency solid-state tachometer system 
. be selected to sense wind speed instead of an ac or a de generator or a light 
chopper system. 
The selected instrument should be capable of all-weather operation and 
should be made from corrosion-resistant materials such as reinforced fiber-
glass and plastic. The signal-conditioning unit should use solid-state com-
ponents. The system should be capable of operating on battery power, as 
indicated in figure 11. The curren,t drain should not exceed 30 rnA from a 
lZ-Vdc supply and thus should easily be supplied within the capacity of the 
batteries used to drive the inverter for the power to operate the humidity I 
temperature system. The output of the signal-conditioning unit should have 
a dc output voltage of 0 to 5 V for both wind speed and wind directions. The 
unit should have a built-in system for self_calibrating wind speed against 
output voltage. 
Air pressure: A simple barograph is recommended for measuring and 
recording atmospheric pres.mre. The barograph can consist I'lf an aneroid 
barometer linked by levers to an ink pen writing on a roll of preprinted paper 
with appropriate scales. The aneroid element should be adjustable to permit 
operation at the elevation of the r\lnway. 
The chart can be rotated under the pen by either a spring -wound clock 
drive or a small electric motor powered by a standard 1. 5 V D-cell battery. 
Rotation rates of one rc ... obticn i" either 24 h or 7 days shoulci be provided. 
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The barograph may be mounted inside the central dat.a-recording van 
if the ambient air temperature permits a daar or window to be left open. The 
instrument may also be mounted outdoors in a simple instrument shelter b 
shield it from solar heatit.g and winds. 
The following performance para:meters are acceptable for aircraft fly-
over noise testing. It is reco:mmended that atmospheric pressure be recorded 
in millibars (mb). 
•. accuracy of :1::0.. 2 mb over a range of pressures from 
945 to 10.45 mb; 
• resolution :1::0.. 3 mb 
• sensitivity :1::0.. 3 mb 
• aperating range: sea level ta 360.0. meters 
Miscellaneaus: It will be convenient to have available two additional 
instruments. These instruments are relatively inexpensive and do not have 
the range af accuracy af the instruments described above. Also. they do not 
yield permanent recards until sameane reads them and notes the indicated 
values. 
The instruments are (1) a fan-aspirated wet-bulb/dry-bulb psychrometer. 
and (2) a small, hand-held wind meter of the venturi type. 
The fan an the psychrameter can be driven by either a wind -up spring 
or a battery-powered dc matar. A supply sf distilled water should be avail-
able for the wick an the wet bulb thermometer. 
These instruments can be used to obtain a check an the operation of the 
mare-accurate instruments an the weather tower and for emergency backup 
measurements should the tower instruments fail to operate. The psychro-
meter is only llseful for temperatures above 2 0 C and for relative humidities 
greater than 20. pel· cent. 
Aloft. - Specification of performance requirements for instruments to 
measure weather aloft is somewhat mare difficult than for surface measure-
ments. There are four systems than ean be used separately or in combina-
ations to achieve the desired results. The systems include radiosondes, 
rawinsondes, meteorological balloons. and instrumented aircraft. 
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A sonde is a device used to measure various physical or meteorological 
parameters as a function of height above the earth's surface, usually for 
atmospheric probes to heights of 150 km compa oed to heights of 1 to 3 km of 
interest to aircraft flyover testing. Sondes are usually carried aloft by a 
free balloon filled with enough helium to lift the mass of the instruments. 
The balloon rises to a height where expansion causes the balloon to burst. 
The instrument package then either falls or is parachuted to the ground where 
it is recovered, if it can be tracked, or is lost, or destroyed. 
A radiosonde is a sonde equipped with a radio transmitter and instru-
ments to measure air pressure, air temperature, and relative humidity. A 
rawinsonde is a radiosonde that is tracked by a radio direction-finding device 
so that wind speed and wind direction aloft may also be determined. Special 
radiosondes are also available that carry instruments to measure directly 
wind speed and wind direction and therefore do not require a radio direction-
finding device. 
Free-rising radiosondes or rawinsondes are not recommended for test-
ing of aircraft flyover noise. Radiosondes usually rely on some form of 
) natural aspiration for the temperature and humidity sensors, rather than 
incorporating the weight and complexity of a battery-powered fan. The use of 
natural-aspiration is acceptable fOl' upper-atmosphere probing but can cause 
problems in the lower atmosphere where there may be large temperature and 
humidity gradients. The relatively rapid ascension rate of the radiosonde or 
rawinsonde also makes it difficult to obtain long-term average values for 
height profiles of temperature. humidity, wind speed, and wind direction. 
Finally. the initial cost of the tracking /recording system is high and many of 
the radiosonde/rawmsonde instrument packages will probably not be recovered. 
thus further increasing test costs. 
) 
Tethered radiosonde systems are available that can be used to probe 
the atmosphere near the microphones. assuming permission can be obtained 
from the airport's air traffic controller and the airport proprietor to operate 
such a system. The tethered system uses an aerodynamically shaped balloon. 
an instrument package with a telemetry transmitter. a receiver and data 
recorder. and a battery-powered winch. Figure 12 shows typical components. 
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(a) Aarodynamically shipe<! balloon 
(c) Telemetry receiver and strip chart 
recorder 
(b) Instrument package and telemetry 
transmitter 
(d) Battery·powered winch and tether line 
Figure 12. -Components of a tethered radiosonde system. 
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) The height to which the instruments will rise is governed by the mass 
of the instrument package and the tether line. For example, a balloon with a 
volume of 3.2 m 3 (a length of 4. 9 m and a maximum diameter of 1. 4 m) will 
provide enough lift to carry a I-kg instrument packag~ to a height of 1000 m 
using 3 -mm braided nylon cord. (Lighter and stronger cords made from 
organic fibers are available at increased cost. Larger balloons are also 
available to provide more lift, but with higher initial cost and a requirement 
for more helium. ) 
The balloon will rise almost vertically in light winds. Indeed, the lift 
provided by the wind is necessary to achieve a reasonable ascension rate. 
Ascents, however, should not be attempted if the surface wind speed exceeds 
-1 10 m. s because of the danger of losing the balloon and the relatively 
expensive instrument package. The descent rate is governed by the torque 
available from the winch motor and the speed of the motor. Typical ascent 
and descent rates are between 50 and 100 m. min -1, meaning that two ascent/ 
descent probes can be made per hour for a height of 1000 m. 
The instruments that are carried aloft consist of a thermistor to sense 
) ambient temperature, a carbon-film hygristor to sense relative humidity, a 
heated thermistor (anemometer) to sense the horizontal component of wind 
speed, a magnetic compass and potentiometer for wind direction, and a 
) 
strain gage to sense changes in atmospheric pressure. The wind direction 
indicator relies on the fact that the aerodynamically shaped balloon always 
points into the wind. The instrument package is supported below the balloon 
in a tra"peze-like sling to prevent rotation and to maintain a fixed orientation 
with respect to the axis of the balloon. The heading of the balloon is then 
determined by ralibrating the potentiometer that surrounds the magnetic 
compass (which is free to rotate and always points to magnetic north) with 
respect to the body of the instrument package and hence to the axis of the 
balloon. As the balloon turns into the wind about the tether line, the potentio-
meter turns about the compass; the voltage across the potentiometer is 
proportional to the heading. 
The outputs from the five sensors are multiplexed and telemetered to a 
battery-powered receiver on U:e ground. The receiver records the outputs of 
the five channels of data in multiplex format as time-gated continuous 
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sequences of analog information on a strip-chart recorder. A switch-
selectable display is also available on a meter for monitoring by the operator 
as the balloon ascends or descends. 
The thermistor and the hygristor are shielded from direct solar heating 
and aspirated by a small fan to provide a continuous flow of ambient air over 
the sensing elements and to reduce the response time to sharp gradients in 
temperature and humidity. The ventilation flow rate should be on the order 
of 5 m. s-l 
Instrument accuracies should be no worse than :1:0.2 Q C for temperature, 
:!:5 percentage points for relative humidity, :!:0.2 m. s -1 for wind speed, 
:!:5 Q for wind direction, and :!:16 :m for height (at:mospheric pressure). 
All instru:ments should be powered by rechargeable batteries. Spare 
fully charged batteries should be available to assure enough capacity for a 
full day of operation. Standard C-cell nickel-cadmiu:m batteries have enough 
capacity for only about 2 h of operation on warm days, less on cold days. 
There is a significant current drain to operate the heated thermistor / 
anemometer and the strain gage/altimeter. It is also advisable to have a 
spare balloon and an adequate supply of helium. If the tests continue for 
several days, so:me provisions should be :made for storing (and transporting) 
the fully inflated balloon in order to save the time and cost of deflating and 
reinflating the balloon on a daily basis. A spare battery and a ba ttery charger 
should be available for the 12 V wet-cell battery that powers the winch motor. 
Free-rising meteorological balloons can also be used for measuring 
winds aloft. A balloon is filled with helium and then released. The azimuth 
and elevation angles of the balloon are tracked with a theodolite and coordinates 
are noted at fixed intervals of time, say every-30 s. Two theodolites are 
so:metimes used. The ascent rate of the free balloon is a function of balloon 
diameter, larger balloons having :more lift rise more rapidly than smaller 
balloons. The smallest balloons available have an ascension rate on the order 
of 200 m· min -1 arid a diameter (just before they burst at a height of about 
20 km) on the order of 1 m. The larger balloons may be more readily visible 
to the theodolite operator, but have ascenslon rates on the order of 350 to 
400 m. min -1. With tracking data available about every 30 s, the higher 
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) ascent rates of the larger balloons do not provide sufficient details for wind profiles in the height region of interest. 
Meteorological balloons for obtaining wind data are known as pilot 
balloons or pibals. Pibals have been used for many years by the National 
Weather Service and otl,er meteorologists to detertmne winds aloft. The 
balloon is assumed to rise at a constant rate. Wind speed and wind direction 
are calculated from the ascension rate and the periodic measurements of 
azimuth and elevation angles. Accuracy and reliability of the pibal method 
are reasonable and probably adequate for guidance on whether or not the winds 
aloft are too high for £lyover noise testing. Minimum measurement accuracies 
are on the order of:l: 1. 5 m. s-1 for wind speed and:l: 100 for-wind direction. 
Two types of instrumented aircraft are available for measuring meteoro-
logical conditions aloft, a radio-controlled (RC) moilel airplane and a light 
general-aviation airplane, both propeller-powereC:. The RC model airplane 
costs about the same as the tethered ra,diosonde/balloon system but can be 
£lown to greater heights. The mndel typically is a high-wing design with a 
wing span of about 2 m. The operator of the RC model airplane must be care-
) ful not to lose sight of the airplane or the airplane could get out of range of 
the transmitter and flyaway until it ran out of fuel, in which case the airplane 
and the instrument package would probably be destroyed or lost. 
) 
Wind data are not available unless some special arrangements are made 
to track the airplane. The model airplane usually only carries instruments 
to measure temperature, relative humidity, and height (atmospheric pressure). 
The exhaust from the engine must be directed away from the instrument 
package that is mounted on the bottom of the fuselage so that exhaust heat is 
not sensed by the thermistor and any exhaust water vapor is not sensed by 
the hygristor. 
The two main difficulties with the use of an instrumented RC airplane 
are cost and operations. The airplane must be tracked visually by an 
operator. Special care and training are required to be able to safely take 
off and land the airplane; to £l.y it over the desired £light path within the 
region of the atmosphere containing the sound paths; and to operate it 
properly in the presence of various headwinds, crosswinds, tailwinds, and 
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wind gradients that are likely to be encountered. With these considerations, 
the tethered balloon/radiosonde system is preferred over the instrumented 
RC model airplane. 
An instrumented, light, single -engine general-aviation airplane, how-
ever, can provide several advantages over a tethered balloon/radiosonde. 
The costs of developing, calibrating, and maintaining the airplane would 
usually be borne by a firm specializing in meteorological measurements or-
a government agency. The flyover noise measurement program would only 
pay for acquisition and reporting of the weather data. Commercial firms 
have developed such airplanes and their services or those of a meteorological 
consultant can be obtained. The Federal Aviation Administration has also 
developed an instrumented light airplane for meteorological measurements. 
Reference 49 describes the FAA airborne weather instrumentation system, 
its evolution and applications. 
As with the RC model airplane. it is not customary to attempt to 
measure winds aloft with a weather airplane, although reliable wind data can 
be obtained if an inertial navigation system is installed in the airplane. 
However, unless the inertial navigation system has been previously installed, 
the increment in cost is probably unjustifiable for flyover noise testing. Wind 
data of acceptable accuracy can be provided by either the tethered balloon/ 
radiosonde or by tracking of pibals. 
The instrumented airplane usually is required only to provide time-
correlated measurements of temperature, humidity, and height (atmospheric 
pressure). 
Using the light airplane, a qualitative measure of atmospheric turbulence 
can be provided for guidance in assessing the turbulent characteristics of the 
air. The measure of turbulence may have little direct relation to sound pro-
pagation although it is useful for judging aircraft handling. If required, instru-
ments can be installed for measuring the rapidly fluctuating components of 
temperature and velocity induced by atmospheric turbulence, but, as men-
tioned earlier, measurement of the fluctuating components of temperature 
and velocity is not recommended until further research is done to establish 
firm requirements and a corresponding procedure for using the temperature 
and velocity measurements in subsequent data analyses. 
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Atmospheric turbulence does, however, affect the stability of the test 
) airplane's speed. Airspeed during a given run not only can fluctuate about a 
steady mean value, but the mean value can also vary, both types of variations 
being caused by turbulence. 
) 
) 
The temperature sensor on the weather airplane should be installed on 
a wing away from the heat radiated from the engine and fuselage. A platinum 
resistance element in a bridge circuit is recommended because it has good 
accuracy, linearity, and response time. The sensing element should be 
shielded from solar radiation and installed in such a way as to be insensitive 
to moisture droplets. A rugged design is required to withstand the vibration 
environment and the takeoff and landing loads. The resistance of the element 
varies with the air temperature. The varying dc voltage at the output of the 
bridge circuit is fed to a signal-conditioning amplifier and then to a strip 
chart recorder in the airplane. The indicated temperature is a total tempera-
tu're, but it can also be considered approximately the ambient or static 
temperature because the weather airplane's Mach number is usually less than 
0.15. Commercial systems meeting the above requirements are available for 
measuring average temperatures in the range required for fly over noise test-
ing (_20' to +40' C) with an accuracy of :1:0. 5° C. 
The recommended system for measuring humidity is one that measures 
dew point. The humidity then is calculated knowing the air temperature. The 
preferred system is one that works on the same principle as the system 
recommended for the surface-tower humidity measurements, namely, changes 
in the reflectance of light from a stainless -steel mirror that is chilled by a 
thermoelectric cooler. The sensor should be a rugged, long-life design that 
can be mounted through the fuselage or a window away from the engine 
exhaust or one that can be installed in a duct supplying outside air to the 
cockpit. The mounting surface should be vertical to avoid pressure changes 
with changes in aircraft pitch angle. 
The airborne unit probably will not have the cooling capacity of the 
ground unit. The dew point depression capability, however, should be at 
least 36'C for ambient temperatures of 27°C or gr<:ater. The reduction in 
cooling capability for temperatures less than 27'C should still permit deter-
mination of relative humidities b~tween 10 and 100 percent for ambient 
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temperatures between _20 0 and +40°C. For dew points greater than DoC, the 
accuracy of the dew point temperature should be no worse than ±O. 3 0 C. The 
unit should have a relatively rapid response time for gradients in humidity. 
A response time of no greater than 2°C per second down to a dew point of 
DoC should be adequate. The unit should have built-in balancing and 
reflectance-standardizing features similar to those for the surface-tower 
unit. The accuracy of the relative humidity values depends on the accuracy 
of the temperature and dew point measurements and should be no worse than 
:1:3 to 4 percentage points over the temperature range of interest. Dew point 
temperatures should be continuously recorded in flight on an analog strip 
chart, suitably synchronized with the time of day. Note that, with the 
recommended system, dew point measurements are independent of airspeed. 
Airplane height data are required to determine the profiles of tempera-
ture and humidity. Essentially two systems are available: a pitot/ static 
probe for measuring total and static pressures (also used for airspeed) and 
a radio altimeter. 
The pitot/ static probe is preferred over the radio altimeter for heights 
greater than 30 m. A radio altimeter works well if the surface is smooth and ) 
flat, and if the airplane is flying approximately level. The maximum usable 
height is about 600 m where the accuracy is about ±7 percent. For heights 
less than 50 m, the accuracy is on the order of ±l to ±2 m. 
The pressure signal from the static ports of the pitot/static probe is 
fed to a pressure transducer. The output of the transducer drives a signal-
conditioning amplifier to supply a varying dc voltage to a strip chart recorder. 
Pressure-lag problems can be minimized by installing the transducer close 
to the pitot/static probe to minimize the length of the tubing. The signal-
conditioning amplifier should be capable of recording heights from ground 
level to 2000 m. The output range should be adjustable such that the elevation 
of the runway is always on the strip chart. The accuracy of the height measure-
ments is on the order of ±5 m for heights greater than 30 m. Below 30 m, 
ground effects degrade the accuracy of the static pressure measurements and 
the radio altimeter system is preferred. 
Subject to the constraints of ex;'sting air traffic, the instrumented weather 
airplane can be flown on various flight paths to sanlple upper-atmoc:phere 
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weather. Continuous strip -chart rec
ordings should be made of air tempe
rature, 
dew point temperature, height from 
the static pressure ports, and heigh
t from 
the radio altimeter. Chart recorder
s that use e' ectronic direc t-print sy
stems 
(no ink) are preferred. 
The airplane should be capable of bei
ng flown as low as 5 m above ground
 
level and to a height of at least 2000 
m. The airplane should be capable o
f safe 
operation at a relatively low airspee
d (70 to 80 knots) to accommodate the 
response time of the instruments to 
variations in mean values of air tem
pera-
ture and dew point. The airplane sho
uld have fuel capadty for at least 4 h
 of 
flying. Electrical power to operate 
the instruments will normally be sup
plied 
by onboard rechargeable wet-cell ba
tteries and an inverter for ac power.
 
The power supply for all the instrum
ents should be independent of the air
craft's 
electrical power supply. 
In summary, the recommended system
s for measuring upper-atmosphere 
wea ther parameter s include: 
• an instrumented, light general-a
viation airplane to measure 
air temperature, dew point, and heig
ht in a region of the 
atmosphere encompassing sound prop
agation paths from the 
beginning to the end of the flyover no
ise recordings for each 
test; 
• a tethered radiosonde that is car
ried aloft by an aerodynamically 
shaped balloon and that can telemete
r multiplexed signals for 
measurement of air temperature, re
lative humidity, wind speed, 
wind direction, and height; and 
• free-rising meteorological ballo
ons that are tracked by a 
theodolite to measure wind speed and
 wind direction as a 
function of height. 
Note that there is an intentional over
lap in the recommended systems. 
There will probably be only one tethe
red radiosonde and it will be located
 
somewhere to the side of the runway 
to avoid the flight path of the test air
-
plane and yet be relatively close tu th
e microphones. The instruments on
 the 
weather airplane are more a('curate than thos
e on the tethered radiosonde and 
they provide information on both hori
zontal as well as vertical values of 
the 
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meteorological parameters that the tethered radiosonde cannot provide, 
although the horizontal gradients in temperature and humidity should be small. 
The accuracy of the wind data from the meteorological balloons is not as goud 
as that from the instruments on the tethered radiosonde, but the inforluation 
from the pibals provides a relatively low-cost backup measurement as well 
as data to fill the gaps between the readings from the ascents and descents of 
the tethered radiosonde. Thus, the primary system for temperature and 
humidity profiles is the instrumented airplane with the tethered radiosonde for 
backup. The primary system for wind is the tethered radiosonde with the 
pibals for backup. 
Time Synchronization 
Time is the parameter that correlates the four measurement systems: 
acoustic, tracking, airplane/engine, and weather. The data that are recorded 
on magnetic tape (acoustic, tracking, and airplane/engine) must be correlated 
using an IRIG-B digital time-code system from a time -code generator. The 
four weather-measuring systems (surface, weather airplane, tethered radio-
sonde, and pibals) should be correlated with reasonably accurate time-of-day 
event marks from a clock reference. 
The time code in hours, lUinutes, and seconds should be displayed on a 
digital readout and should be available as binary coded decimal voltages at the 
output of the time-code generator. The time base for the code should be a 
temperature-compensated, crystal-controlled oscillator with a stability of no 
worse than :l:l part in 105 for temperatures between 0° and 60°C. The pulse-
amplitude-modulated code should be generated on a precise I-kHz carrier 
frequency. Resolution of the output time should be ±O. 00 1 s. Drift should 
not exceed 20 ms in 5 h after 2 h for warmup. The option of a coded identifi-
cation number as well as hours, minutes, and seconds in the output of the 
time-code generator is recommended for labeling purposes. (If needed for 
more precise time correlation, an IRIG-A time code based On a 10-kHz carrier 
frequency is available to give hours, minutes, seconds, and tenths of a second. ) 
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Communication 
Two crucial items for the success of the tests are careful pretest plan-
ning and good spoken communications. Communications are required to 
coordinate the field activities and synchl'onize data acquisition. Combinations 
of "ery high frequency (VHF) and FM transceivers a~e needed depending on 
range requirements, air and ground control at the airport, and the need for 
information. 
Experience has shown that it is highly desirable to have a clearly 
designated, centrally located person on the ground who is the test director. 
The test director is in charge of test operations and is responsible for 
coordinating the various test activities as the test proceeds. He also conducts 
the daily preflight and postflight meetings. 
During the test, the test director communicates with the test airplane 
and the weather airplane using two-way VHF transceivers. The frequency of 
the transceivers should be one that is specially licensed for flight testing, 
i. e., for ground-to-air and air-to-ground transmissions. The test director 
should also have receivers to monitor transmissions from airport ground 
control and air traffic control. 
Activities of the ground personnel (acoustic data recording, laser tracker, 
tethered radiosonde operator, pibal operator, and other personnel who may be 
involved in the test operations) are coordinated by the test director using two-
way FM transceivers. The frequency used for the FM transceivers should be 
a specially licensed test frequency assigned for business operations on the 
ground, i. e., for ground-to-ground transmissions only. (Citizens band radios 
are not recommended because the channels are too crowded. ) 
The mUltiple communication functions of the test director make it 
desirable to provide a separate vehicle (e. g., a van or trailer) as the central 
station for communications and test operations. The central station would 
also serve as a place to collect and review daily data logs and records and to 
perform preliminary data analyses. 
Another separate two-way FM ground-to-ground system should be 
available for the acoustic data van to communicate with an assistant when the 
acoustic measurement system is being set up, calibrated, and taken down. 
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All the communication systems not in vans should be portable and 
battery-powered. The systems in the vans can be powered by 115-Vac, 
60-Hz power since.:he vans are equipped with ac generators. Standard 
commercial communication systems that can satisfy the requirement" are 
available. The main considerations are adequate output iJower (adequate 
range) and intelligibility. The loudspeakers on the receiver should be driven 
by an adequate arnplifer such that the transmissions can be heard and under-
stood a short distance away in the presence of moderate ambient noise. 
RECOMMENDED DATA -ACQUISITION PROCEDURES 
This section describes procedures for the acquisition of acoustical, 
airplane, engine, tracking, and meteorological data. We begin by describing 
the information to be recorded. 
Information to be Recorded 
A relatively large amount of information is to be recorded. Table 2 
lists the acoustical, tracking, airplane, and engine data that, except for the 
calibrations, are to be recorded for each pass of the test airplane for each 
fly over noise recording. The acoustical calibrations are recorded twice a 
day, or more often if a system component is changed. Tracking calibration 
needs to be done only once per test setup. Special engine parameters that 
might need to be recorded include various internal engine pressures and 
temperatures as well as the position of various movable components such as 
inlet blow-in doors, fan blades, stator vanes, and variable area exhaust 
nozzles. Table 3 lists the weather data that are to be recorded periodically. 
Table 4 lists supplemental inforInation that is required for labeling and 
reporting. 
Recording of the paraIneters listed in table 2 is to be correlated by 
simultaneous recording of synchronized IRIG-B time code signals. Each of 
the primary data systeIns will have a tiTIle code generator and a receiver to 
"set the clock" by synchronizing to a time Inark signal broadcast by the 
National Bureau of Standarns over radio station WWV froIn Washington, DC 
and Boulder, Colorado. Moreover, to further reduce synchronization error, 
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TABLE 2. -ACOUSTICAL, TRACKING, AIRPLANE, AND ENGINE DATA 
Acoustical data 
IRIG-B time code 
Acoustic pressure 
Reference tape speed signal 
Gain settings 
Comments and annotations 
Calibration 
Refe "enc e level 
Pink noise voltage 
Bad'ground noise 
Tracking data 
IRIG-B time code 
Range 
Azimuth 
Elevation 
Calibration 
Airplane and engine data 
IRIG-B time code 
Airplane 
Indicated airspeed 
Ambient air pressure 
Ambient air temperature 
Altitude above mean sea 
level 
Operating gross weight 
Attitude: pitch, roll, yaw 
Flap deflection angle 
Leading edge device: 
extended/retracted 
Landing gear: extended/ 
retracted 
Air conditioning: on (no. 
of units) / off 
Speed brakes (if any): 
extended / retracted 
Angle of attack 
(if available) 
Climb gradient or rate 
of desc,ent 
Each Fngine 
Inlet total pressure 
Primary nozzle total 
pressure 
Engine pressure ratio 
(if applicable) 
Shaft rotation speed 
(each shaft) , 
Primary nozzle total 
temperature 
Fuel flow rate 
Special parameters as 
required 
TABLE 3. - WEATHER DATA 
-
Barograph Tethered Meteorological 
station Weather tower W ea ther airplane radiosonde balloons 
Titne of day Titne of day Time of day Time of day Time of day 
Air pressure Air temperature Air temperature Air temperature Wind speed 
Dew point temperature Dew point temperature Relative humidity Wind direction 
(Continuous) Wind speed Height Wind speed 
Wind direction Wind direction 
Height 
(Continuous) 
I 
(Each profile) (Each ascent and (Each ascent) 
each descent) 
TABLE "4. - SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMA TION 
.. Coordinates of each microphone location 
<1\ Plan view of test site showing runway and locations of microphones, acoustic data van, tracking van, 
weather tower, tethered radiosonde, meteorological balloons 
.. Elevation and slope of runway 
.. Description of terrain around each microphone location and weather tower 
.. Block diagrams of instruments used for acoustical, tracking, and weather data with instrument model 
and serial numbers 
III Test airplane registry number, model number, and name-plate information 
EI Model and thrust rating of test airplane's engines 
.. Description of the acoustical features of the test airplane' 5 engines: nacelle duct linings, jet noise 
suppres sor nozzle, etc. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
Dimensioned 3-view drawing of the test airplane 
Description of the weather airplane 
Black and whiTe photographs 
- Test airplane on the ground (several views) 
- Test airplane's engines and nacelles (several views) 
- Microphone installations 
- Acoustic data van: interior and exterior 
- Weather tower installation 
- Barometric pressure station 
Tracking van: interior and exterior 
- Weather airplane on ground (several views, including instruments) 
- Tethered radiosonde (several views, including i'lstruments) 
- Meteorological balloons (several views, including instruments) 
a crew member in the test airplane, at the beginning of each day's testing, 
should broadcast a synchronizing signal at the end of a countdown that is 
simultaneously recorded on all three data recorders. Another synchronizing 
signal should be broadcast at the conclusion of the day's testing to assess 
any drift in the time code generators. The accuracy' of synchronization among 
the three stations should be no worse than :I: 50 ms. 
The four weather systems (or five, counting the surface weather tower 
and the surface barometric pressure recorder as two separate items with 
respect to time synchronization) can be adequately correlated with' each other 
and with the acoustic data through a WWV time check obtained at the acoustic 
data-recording van. Time.of day should be noted on the strip-chart records 
with an event marker or another suitable means. The 24-h clock system is 
recommended for noting time of day. 
The weather data, as indicated in table 3, are to be recorded con-
tinuously for surface conditions or at a high sampling rate for the weather 
aloft. During data processing the meteorological data will b" Bynchronized 
with the flyover noise recordings by interpolating to the time of d"y given by 
the IRIG-B time code for each run. 
Acoustical Data 
Number and locations of microphones. - The choice of microphone 
locations depends on test objectives and the flight-testing procedure. As 
mentioned earlier, it is considered that ANOPO objectives can best be met 
by a series of nominally level passes over an array of ground microphones. 
Assuming that the tests are conducted in the vicinity of a long runway or 
taxiway and that the test site meets the criteria described earlier for open-
ness and flatness, the recommended microphone array is shown in figure 13. 
There are 12 microphone stations in figure 13, using up 12 of the 
14 tracks on the acoustic data recorder. Five of the 12 stations are on the 
runway. The best location for the runway microphones is along the runway 
centerline, assuming the runway is not an active one. If the only available 
runway (or taxiway) is active, then the microphones would be placed to one 
side of the runway. 
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RUNWAY 
OR 
TAXIWAY "" 
• 
DIMENSIONS IN METERS 
3000-0 
2000- • 
/'" MICROPHONE LOCATIONS (TYPICAL) 
1000-/" 
300-0 
100-0 
• 
a-300 
Figure 13. -Microphone locations (plan view). 
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The intent of spacing a number of microphones under the flight path is 
to make use of the time and ensemble averaging method described in 
reference 46 to improve the resolution of airplane position as well as the 
correlation of airplane position, at an instant of time, with the corresponding 
sound pressure levels, i. e., an improvement in the resolution of the noise 
emission angle e. Since finite sampling times are required to establish 
reasonable values of statistical confidence for the random aircraft noise 
signals (particularly fo:; the low-frequency 1/3-octave bands), since the air-
plane is continuously moving, and since the amplitude of the mean-square 
sound pressure in any 1/3-octave bancl is also continuously changing with 
time (the airplane being a directional noise source), there will be inherent 
errors associated with attempting to relate.: time-averaged sound pressure 
level with a corresponding aircraft position and sound-emission angle. The 
errors can be reduced by ensemble averaging several sets of nominally 
identical and independent flyover noise signals that have previously been time 
averaged. 
In order to appreciate the potential for angular position error, consider 
the geometrical relationships shown in figure 14. The angle of indicates the 
FLIGHT PATH 
H 
b 
I 
/, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
MICROPHONE 
/ 
/ 
GROUND 
Figure 14. -Geometrical relationships for relating sound emission angle to sound reception time at the microphone. 
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position of the airplane on a level flight path at the time when the sound is 
received at the microphone. The angle a indicates the position of the air-
plane when the sound was emitted. The airplane is considered to be a point 
source of sound moving with uniform velocity V (or Mach number M = V /c 
a a a 
where c is the speed of sound in the cOl1stant-temperature ambient air). The 
flight path is at a height H above the microphone. (Item 7 in Appendix A dis-
cusses some· of the problems that arise when determining locations for 
equivalent acoustic point SOUl'ceS for an actual aircraft. ) 
The sound reception time t is assumed to be zero when the airplane is 
directly overhead (i. e., when'" = 90· and a = cos- 1M). The time t is negative 
a 
for'" < 90· and positive for'" >90·. Note that angles are measured from the 
nose of the airplane. 
For the geometry in figure 14, the rela·tion between airplane position 
angle and sound emission angle is given by 
tan of- = sin a/(cos a - M ) 
a 
-1 
= (cot a - M csc a) . 
a 
The sound reception time at the microphone is related to the sound-
emission angle by 
(5) 
t = (H/V ) (M csc a - cot a). (6) 
a a 
The longest time interval for the duration of a single flyover noise signal 
will be for a run at the highest height and slowest airspeed. 
If the ambient noise levels permit data to be obtained for sound-emission 
angles between 20· and 160', then use of equation 6 shows the duration to be 
-I -1 
about 55 s for H = 1000 m, V = 100 m· s ,and.c = 343 m· s • Thus each 
a 
microphone in the line should be spaced 5500 m apart in order for the signals 
to be independent for an angular range of 20·!S a !S 160·, 
A spacing of 5500 m is impractical since there should be four or five 
microphones in the array to yield a meaningful ensemble average. The 750 m 
spacing in figure 13 for the five runway microphones represents a compro-
mise in terms of the heights, airspeeds, and angular ranges for which inde-
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pendent sarnples can be guaranteed. 
the duration would be only about 8 s 
Note that if H = 100 m 'Inri V = 70 m. s-l, 
a 
for 20 0 5 e 5160 0 and the spacing would 
need to be 560 m. Thus, the 750 m spacing will provide many opportunities 
to employ the ensemble averaging procedure to improve the quality of the data. 
The greatest advantage of the ensemble averaging technique in reducing 
the uncertainty in aircraft position occurs during the portion of the flyover 
noise signal when the angular rate of change is largest. For low height runs, 
the rate of change of aircraft position with time can be very rapid. From 
figure 14, the airplane position angle can be expressed as 
tan'" = -H/(V at). (7) 
The rate of change of angle is then 
in radians per second. The rate of change is greatest when t = 0 or around 
the overhead position. 
-1 Again for H = 100 m and V = 70 m· s at t = 0, the rate of change 
a 
becomes 
(8) 
d1/</dt = 0.7 rad. s-l 
-1 
= 40 deg. s • (9) 
-1 The 40 deg. s rate of angular change represents uncertainty of 
:l: 20 deg. s -1 in the determination of airplane position in this example for a 
single microphone measurement. As shown in reference 46, the uncertainty 
can be reduced in direct proportion to the numbe·r of microphones used in the 
ensemble average. Thus, with five lnicrophones, the uncertainty is reduced 
from:l: 20 0 to:l: 4 0 at the overhead position. 
We note that one important requirement with the use of a linear micro-
phone array and ensemble averaging is that the airplane must have reached a 
stabilized flight condition (airspeed, attitude, and power setting) well before 
reaching the first microphone and must maintain the condition until well past 
the last microphone. This requirement is needed to ensure that all micro-
phones sample the same flyover noise signal. 
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Thus, the line of runway microphones should provide a good definition 
of the time variation of the sound pressure levels in each 1/3-octave band 
over a wide range of angles. Variations in height, engine power setting, and 
airspeed will be obtained by making a number of different passes. The quality 
of the data will also be improved by obtaining several repeat runs. 
Five microphones in figure 13 are shown spaced out along a line normal 
to the flight track. The side microphones provide data at longer distances 
and On propagation effects at shallow angles to the surface, and can, if a test 
objective, provide data on the location of noise level contour lines. Non-
symmetrical noise fields caused by crosswind components can also be studied. 
Examples of the ranges in elevation angles and slant distances (at the time of 
closest approach) are shown in table 5. 
TABLE 5. -ELEVATION ANGLES AND MINIMUM SLANT DISTAKCES 
FOR MICROPHONES TO SIDE OF FLIGHT TRACK 
Minimum 
Distance Elevation slant 
to side. angle, distance, 
m deg m 
(a) 100 rn height 
100 45 141 
300 18.4 316 
1000 5.7 1005 
2000 2. 9 2003 
3000 1.9 3002 
(b) 1000 rn height 
100 84.3 1005 
300 73.3 1044 
1000 45 1414 
2000 26.6 2236 
3000 18.4 3162 
.. 
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The two microphones on the other si
de of the runway are intended to 
provide data to check the symmetry 
of the noise source and the noise pro
pa-
gation. Past experience has indicate
d that the noise field of some airplan
es 
is not symmetric. Propagation effe
cts also may not be symmetric due to
 
temperature gradients, winds, and d
ifferences in the terrain. 
The combination of runway micropho
nes, side microphones, several 
passes at various heights and engine
 power settings, and analytical extra
pola-
tion techniques should be able to yiel
d valid curves of noise level versus 
distance at time of closest approach,
 as a function of engine power settin
g. 
The combination will also provide th
e capability of obtaining data to verif
y 
noise-prediction methods and to stud
y the' effects of forward motion on no
ise 
generation. 
Note also that calculation of distance
s between the aircraft reference 
point and the microphones requires k
nowing the coordinates of the locatio
n of 
the microphones and the laser tracke
r relative to some fixed benchmark o
n 
the ground as well as the location of 
the plane of the runway and the runw
ay 
centerline relative to the benchmark
. The x coordinate is taken along t.J,
e 
extended centerline of the runway. L
ateral deviation and height above gro
und 
are given by the y and z coordinates,
 respectively. 1£ line of sight permi
ts, 
the x, y, and z coordinates of the loc
ations of the microphones and surfac
e 
weather measurements can also be d
etermined by the laser tracking syste
m, 
thereby eliminating the requirement 
for surveying these locations. 
Microphone system. - In this section
 we discuss four aspects of the 
microphone system: height above th
e surface, microphone orientation, 
the 
use of windscreens, and the installat
ion of microphones on the towers. 
Height above surface: The micropho
nes should be as far- above the 
surface as possible to o-btain the bes
t measure of the free-field spectrum
 
shape and avoid spectral irregulariti
es caused by ground reflections. Be
cause 
of the requirement that the niicropho
ne system be transportable and the r
equire-
ment for periodic microphone calibra
tions during a test, it is probably no
t 
practical to consider microphone hei
ghts greater than 10 m. The recom
-
mended microphone support is the hi
nged tower arrangement shown in 
figures 7 and 8 with optional guy wir
es or outriggers. 
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The standard height for measuring weather parameters around an airport 
is 10 m, and that height is recommended for the surface weather measurements 
for ANOPO flyover noise tests. To be consistent with the surface weather 
measurements and the needs for transportability, erection, and lowering, a 
10-m height is also recommended for the microphones. Microphone height 
means the distance between the ground surface and the center of the microphone 
diaphragm. 
There is no single criterion that can be given for how high the micro-
phone should be in order to avoid spectral irregularities caused by ground 
reflection effects. The height needed is a function of the lowest frequency of 
interest (say 45 Hz as the cutoff frequency for the 50-Hz band), the impedance 
(phase change) of the reflecting surface, and the angle of incidence of the 
sound wave onto the reflecting surface. 
Som.e guidance, however, can be obtained from. the analytical studies 
that are available. Reference 50, for example, indicates that for an acousti-
cally perfect reflecting surface, the spectral irregularities in the difference 
between the sound pressure measured with and without a reflecting plane present 
becom.e relatively minor when the value of the parameter ~r/I\. is between 2 
) and 3, say 2.5. The num.erator ~r is the difference between the reflected 
path length and the direct path length and I\. is the wavelength of the sinusoidal 
sound signal. 
) 
When the sound-em.ission angle is 90 0 , ~r = 2h where h is the micro-
phone height. Then, using c = fl\. where c is the speed of sound and f is fre-
quency, we have 
~r/I\. = f~r/c = 2.5 ( 10) 
or 
f = 2. 5c/~r = 2. 5c/2h = 1. 25 c/h. (11 ) 
For h = 10 m and c = 343 m· s-l, equation 11 indicates that, for the case 
when the airplane flies over a microphone above an acoustically perfect 
reflector, m.ost of the ground reflection effects are below 43 Hz. For angles 
of incidence other than 90 0 and for reflecting surfaces having a finite acoustic 
impedance, there will still be SGILe spectral irregularities in the spectrum 
above 45 Hz. The magnitude of the irregularities, however, should not be 
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more than ± 3 dB and should be confined to the bands with center frequencies 
of 50, 63, 80, and 100 Hz. For bands above 160 Hz, the resulting spectrum 
should be free of spectral irregularities and, theoretically, should be 3 dB 
above what would have been measured in a free field. If spectral irregularities 
are noted in the four bands from 50 to 100 Hz, it should be feasible to define 
an algorithm to use in a computer program for smoothing the irregularities. 
(See item. 4 of Appendix A. ) 
Orientation: The orientation of the microphone with respect to the flight 
path requires careful consideration. There is a single preferred orientation 
for all m.icrophones and that is with the diaphragm in the plane defined by the 
flight path and center of the diaphragm. This orientation provides grazing or 
90-degree incidence for all times throughout the duration of the recording. 
The advantage of this arrangement is that the microphone and windscreen 
response corrections become independent of time thereby greatly simplifying 
the determination of frequency response corrections during data processing. 
Thus for the microphones along the runway under the nominal flight path, 
the choice is clear. These microphones should be installed on the boom of the 
tower in figure 7 so that the axis of the microphone is parallel to the ground 
and perpendicular to the runway centerline and with the diaphragm end of the 
microphone pointing out away from the tower. 
Grazing incidence should also be used for all microphones to the side of 
the flight path. To achieve grazing incidence for microphones at different 
distances from the runway centerline and to accommodate different heights for 
the test flight paths, however, requires that a theoretical orientation angle 
(relative to the vertical) be calculated in advance for each microphone. Each 
microphone must also be equipped with a small leveling device (e. g., a bubble 
level) and an orientation angle indicator. Prior to each series of runs at a 
given flight path height, each of the side microphones must be set to the 
appropriate orientation angle. During data processing, the assumption will 
be made that the incidence was at 90° throughout the recording unless the actual 
airplane height was significantly different than the target height. 
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Windscreen: The recommended windscreen should always be installed 
) regardless of the wind speed. The reason is for convenience and to ensure 
that the data processing never has to make a choice with respect to wind-
screen installation. 
) 
) 
Microphone towers: The first step in erecting the microphone towers 
would be to locate the sites by surveying or by using the laser tracker from 
the aircraft space-positioning system. If the towers are to be braced with 
guy wires (as indicated in figure 7), then the procedure described in 
Appendix B may be followed. If no guy wires are required, the footing board 
and sole plate can be simply pegged to the ground, the tower attached, the 
boom and microphone attached, and the tower raised. Outriggers or some 
other suitable bracing should be used to keep the tower vertical. 
Recording system. - Once the tape recorder has been set up as 
described above·in the discussion of tape recorder performance requirements 
and the maximum and standard input-voltage record levels have been estab-
liShed, the remaining considerations are the gain settings to be used during 
recording, how to determine the duration of the recordings, and the recording 
mode to be used. 
Gain: The reference level calibration establishes the voltage at the 
input to the signal conditioning amplifier, for each channel, that corresponds 
to 124 dB at the microphone (assuming a pistonphone or comparable calibrator 
producing that level is used to establish the reference sound level). The 
reference acoustic pressure is recorded, along with the IRIG-B time code, 
on each data channel at an input voltage corresponding approximately to the 
standard record level by appropriate adjustment of the 5-dB step attenuators 
in the signal-conditioning amplifier. The tape recorder operator notes the 
gain (attenuator) setting for each channel that yields the standard input-voltage 
recording level for 124 dB at the microphone. Recall that the standard 
record ievel is 10 dB below the maximum record level to allow for random 
peaks in the flyover noise signal. Voice annotations and time code Signals 
can be recorded on edge tracks instead of two of the 14 data tracks. 
To record airplane noise signals requires an estimate, for each of the 
12 microphones for each scheduled test run, of the maximum overall sound 
pressure level (20 to 20 000 Hz bandwidth) that the airplane will generate. 
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The operator then adjusts the gain (or attenuator) setting for each channel by 
the difference between 124 dB and the predicted maximum overall sound 
pressure level. This requirement means that estimates of the maximum 
overall level must be available in advance of the tests. Alternatively, the 
airplane could fly various practice runs at different power settings to provide 
information on the amount of gain required for each data channel. Flying 
several practice runs, however, is time consuming and expensive and may 
mean that favorable weather conditions are lost. 
The desire here is to record the maximum value of the flyover noise 
signal as close as possible each time to the standard record level. The 
reason for this requirement is the limited signal-to-noise ratio (limited 
dynamic range) of the tape recorder. If the tape recorder has a signal-to-
Hoise ratio of 48 dB and 10 dB is used to allow for the high crest factor of 
the signal, then it is unlikely that a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 35 dB 
can be counted on. Thus, if the signal record level is below the standard 
record level, the effective signal-to-noise ratio will be less than 35 dB and 
could be 25 to 30 dB. Since as much of the signal as possible in each 
1/3 octave band should be recovered, over as wide a range of sound emission 
angles as possible, it is mandatory that careful attention be paid to the 
selection of input gain setting. The gain settings used each time for each 
channel should be annotated on the tape for use in data processing. 
The gain settings for the ambient noise recordings must be 
identical to those used for the corresponding flyover noise recordings. 
Furthermore, the gain setting must never be changed during any recording 
(for example, to correct an error). If mistakes in gain setting are made, 
the test run should be repeated or the data point should be regarded as 
lost. 
Duration of recordings: Specifying in advance a procedure for determin-
ing the duration of a recording is not a simple matter, other than saying that 
the total duration should be compatible with the requirements of the data-
processing system including the size of various dimensioned matrices and 
subprograms in the data processing computer program, and the tabular (or 
tape file) output formats. Anoi:!,er consideration is economy of tape since much 
tape could be wasted by starting too early and stopping too late. 
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First, there must be agreement on a definition of duration. For ANOPO 
purposes, duration, in any band, is that time interval between when the f
ly-
over noise signal (as recorded) first becomes 5 dB more than the correspond-
ing steady ambient noise and the last time it is 5 dB above the ambient no
ise 
level. In the field, the duration is that of the wideband (linear) sound pressure 
level as indicated on the strip chart recorder used to monitor signals at 
the 
input to the tape recorder. 
Duration is not that of the top 10 dB or top 20 dJ;l of the signal, nor is 
it the time between when the airplane is some distance before reaching th
e 
first microphone and some distance past the last microphone. Nor is du
ration 
the time between when the tape recorder operator first begins to hear the
 air-
plane (through a headset monitoring the output of some microphone) and when 
he can no longer hear the airplane. Visual sightings of the airplane are
 also 
not valid methods of determining the recording duration. 
The basic intent is to record (at as high a record level as is safe) as 
much of the signal as possible over as wide a range "f sound emission an
gles 
as feasible. The recommended procedure for determining recording dur
ation 
) time is as follows. 
For each run, the crew of the test airplane establishes stabilized flight 
conditions (power setting, height, airspeed, attitude, and configuration) at 
some point well before reaching the end of the runway, say at least 90 s w
orth 
of distance or on the order of 4 to 5 km. The flight crew should be advise
d 
) 
in advance of the time interval over which they are expected to maintain 
the 
conditions and they shOUld be notified of landmarks to the side of the fligh
t 
path by which to gage when they should be set up. The landmarks should
 be 
off both ends of the runway to permit operations in both directions over t
he 
runway. On reaching a stabilized setting at the target test conditions for
 the 
particular run, a member of the flight crew broadcasts a countdown and 
a 
mark signal. The airplane should maintain the target conditions through
out 
the duration of the recording. The recording (of acoustic, space positioning, 
and airplane and engine data) begh1s at (or slightly before) receipt of the mark 
signal. The countdown and mark s~gnals should be recorded on the voice 
track. This method should allow sufficient time to acquire the ambient n
oise 
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recording and the buildup of the signal at the first microphone. (For each 
run, the recording of corresponding ambient noise should immediately precede 
the flyover noise recording and should be at least 20 s long. ) 
The time for terminating the recording can be estimated, in advance, 
for the last microphone on the runway by using equation 6 with a value for e 
of 170·, assuming the ambient noise levels are low enough. The operator in 
the acoustic data van monitors the wideband sound pressure levels from the 
last microphone under the flight path. When the aircraft noise signal is no 
longer above the ambient noise, the recording is terminated and a "data off" 
signal is broadcast. The "data off" signal inllicates that the recordings of 
tracking and airplane/engine data should be terminated and the airplane 
should break off and go around to another pass. A good communication 
system is required to assure the success of the method. 
With these guidelines, the duration of the recordings will be about 9{J s 
for passes at a height of 100 m and about 180 s for passes at 1000 m, assum-
ing a 3000-m spacing between the first and last microphore and airspeeds 
between 70 and 100 m. s-l. 
Recording mode: The recommended instrumentation-grade multiple-
channel tape recorder will have the capability for recording data Signals by 
various techniques. The techniques will likely include frequency modulation 
(FM), amplitude modulation or direct, and pulse code modulation (PCM). 
The PCM mode is used for recording digital, not analog data. 
The FM mode should be used to record acoustic data. The instructions 
of the tape recorder manufacturer should be followed for setting the carrier 
frequency and adjusting the frequency deviation (see earlier discussion under 
Instrumentation Performance Requirements). The 50 or 100 kHz tape-speed 
reference frequency should be recorded in the direct mode or, one of the 
14 tracks, preferably tracks 6, 7, 8, or 9 near the center of the tape. Voice 
annotation, comments, and time synchronizing signals transmitted from the 
test airplane should be recorded on one of the edge tracks and in the FM mode. 
IRIG intermediate-band electronics and a recording speed of 76.2 cm. s-l 
(30 in. s -I) are recommended. 
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Time code signals should be recorded on the other edge track (or a 
spare data track) and should be recorded in the direct (not FM) mode. Direct 
mode recording allows the tape to be searched to find a particular run or a 
calibration using the fast forward and fast rewind speeds, i. e., at 405 to 
610 cm· s -1 (160 to 240 in. s -1). The very high high-frequency response of the 
direct mode (typically to 400 kHz) will accommodate the five- to eight-fold 
increase in the frequency of the time-code generator signals and permit the 
data-processing operator to monitor the timing signal, even though it changes 
very rapidly. If time code signals were recorded using FM electronics, the 
tape might have to be searched at the same speed as the record speed, thus 
considerably increasing data-processing time. 
Ambient noise. - Recordings of ambient noise levels (including the 
contribution of electrical background noise) are required for processing the 
acoustic pressure signals. The questions.are when to record, with what gain 
setting, and for what duration. The guiding principle here is that a separate 
specific sample of ambient noise is required for each different test run. It 
is not sufficient to record one sample (or even two or three samples) and then 
to consider that sampJe(s) to be representative of ambient noise levels for all 
flyover noise recordings. 
The reason for requiring separate recordings of ambient noise for each 
flyover noise recording is, oi course, because the ambient noise level is 
never constant; it always fluctuates. The recommended procedure, as men-
tioned above, is to record at least 20 -s sample, at the gain setting used for 
recording the fly over noise signal, prior to the initial buildup of the souhd 
from the airplane. 
During the flyover noise testing, the values of the linear and A -weighted 
ambient acoustic noise levels should be monitored periodically on the strip-
chart level recorder to ensure that the total ambient levels have not increased 
for some reason. If the ambient noise levels do increase, then the reason 
should be ascertained. If it is determined that high ambient acoustic noise 
levels are going to persist, it may be necessary to terminate the test and 
reschedule for another day, or r",locate the microphones, or move to another 
test site, or abandon atten,pL~ 10 ""tain long-distance or low-engine-power 
data. 
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Calibrations. - Field calibration requires three elements: (1) a single-
requency reference-level determination and sensitivity check, (2) a deter-
mination system frequency response to pink noise, and (3) a determination of 
the electrical background noise level. It is not recommended, or considered 
necessary, to attempt to perform in the field, insert voltage calibrations or 
frequency-response calibrations by the pressure-response (electrostatic 
actuator) method. These procedures are part of the supporting efforts to be 
carried out by a calibration laboratory. 
With instrumentation-grade tape recorders using FM recording tech-
niques and instrumentation-grade magnetic recording tape, and with the 
stability of the components in the acoustical measurement system, there is 
no need to have calibration signals on each reel of tape used during a day's 
testing. Unless a change (intentional or unintentional) is made to the acoustical 
data-acquisition system onCe it is set up (for example, replacing a microphone 
or a preamplifier), it should be sufficient to record calibration signals at the 
beginning and end of each test day. However, if a significant break occurs 
during the testing for some reason (for example, a two-hour break for 
refueling). it is recommended that advantage be taken of the opportunity to 
record another set of calibration signals on each acoustic data channel. 
Additional reference level calibration, for example, will help in assessing 
the drift, if any, in the sensitivity of each channel during the day. 
Calibrations are required for each test day. It is recommended that 
the windscreens, microphones, preamplifiers, power supplies, and oper-
ational or line-driving amplifiers (and associated batteries) be removed at 
the end of each test day. The microphone towers, preamplifier extension 
cables, and signal cables can be left in place until the end of the tests. (The 
weather tower instruments should also be removed at the end of each test 
day.) New calibrations are reqUired at the beginning of a test day when the 
instruments (including fresh or recharged batteries) are reinstalled. 
Although specifically not part of the field calibrations it is appropriate 
to enumerate the laboratory calibration efforts required to suppor' the flyover 
noise-measurement program. The laboratory tests should include all com-
ponents of the data-acquisition and data-processing systems (except the pre-
amplifier extension cables and the microphone signal cables) and should be 
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accomplished in the 60-day period prior to the start of the £lyover noise 
tests. Descriptions of the laboratory calibration efforts are given in Appendix C. 
With the above understanding of the role of laboratory calibrations, the 
recommended procedures for field calibrations are as follows: 
Reference level: With the recommended pistonphone, the nominal 
reference sound pressure level is 124 dB (re 20 MFa) at a nominal frequency 
of 2S0 Hz. The protective grid cap should be in place over the microphone 
diaphragm and the reference tone should be recorded for at least 20 s at the 
standard record level. Experience has shown that it is best to keep the piston-
phone in a warm place when it is not being used for actual calibration. Low 
ambient temperatures have been known to affect the operation of the pistons 
and hence the output waveshape. Some pretest calibrations may be recorded 
in the early morning hours in the winter when the ambient temperature could 
be as low as -10· to -IS·C, although problems have been noted at temperatures 
of O· to S·C. The difference between the reference levels at the beginning and 
end of any test day should not be more than 0.5 dB. If there is opportunity to 
obtain more than two reference level calibrations on a given test day, the 
) maximum difference between any pair of calibrations should not exceed 0.3 dB. 
) 
Frequency response: The system frequency response is defined by 
recording the output of the pink pseudo-random noise generator thorough the 
preamplifier into the data-acquisition system. The pink noise signal should 
be recorded for at least 60 s at the standard record level. The wideband rms 
voltage at the input to the preamplifier should be on the order . ,f S to 10 mV. 
Background noise: Install the dummy microphone in place of the actual 
microphone and record the electrical background noise at the standard record 
level, or as close to the standard record level as allowed by the maximum 
available anlplifier gain. The sample of electrical background noise should be 
at least 30 s long. The purpose of the background noise recording is to assess 
the electrical noise floor of the system. 
Airplane and Engine Data 
Using the calibrated instruments described in the previous section, 
record the time-synchronized airplane and engine parameters listed in table 2 
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on the onboard digital data system. The time synchronization signals sh
ould 
also be recorded. The parameter sampling rate should be at least five s
amples 
per second for the duration of each recording between the two timing mar
ks 
described above for the recording of acoustical data. 
Steady operation of the engines and the airplane is normally required 
throughout each data run. Airplane and engine parameters should 
be monitored during each run and the run should be repeated if significan
t 
deviations from target conditions occur during the run. Variations in air
plane 
attitude and configuration (flap deflection) may be required to minimize the 
change in airspeed that will occur when trying to maintain level flight and
 
constant engine power setting. 
Airplane Space-Positioning Data 
Use the calibrated laser tracking system to record the time-synchronize
d 
aircraft space positioning information listed in table 2. on a digital tape 
recorder. The parameter sampling rate should be at least 10 samples p
er 
second for the duration of each run between the two timing marks. Timin
g 
) 
mark synchronizing Signals should also be recorded. 
) 
Meteorological Data 
Two types of meteorological activities are required to support the fly-
over noise measurements: forecasting and acquisition of meteorological
 data. 
Forecasting. - Two levels of weather forecasting support are required 
in planning and conducting flyover noise tests. One level is that of produ
cing 
general broad-area synoptic weather forecasts for the near -term and mo
re 
long range. These general forecasts will indicate trends of weather fron
ts, 
winds, and precipitation. The second level of forecasting requires speci
alized 
capabilities to predict atmospheric conditions in the specific area around
 the 
test site for scheduled test days. 
The services of many commerical firms and government agencies can 
be obtained to provide the general weather forecasts, both on a historica
l 
basis and for various future times. The unique requirements of the seco
nd 
level of forecasts, however, will need the services of a meteorological 
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specialist. The specialist will be expected to be able to predict if the atm
os-
spheric parameters of interest (temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind 
speed, and wind direction) will satisfy the meteorological test criteria at the 
surface and aloft in the region of the sound field. Furthermore, the spe
cialist 
will also be expected to predict if certain special test conditions will or will
 
not be present (for example, certain temperature or humidity profiles). On 
a given test day, the specialist will also be expected to indicate when unf
avor-
able atmospheric conditions can be expected to become favorable, and vi
ce 
versa (for example, when will the strong inversion burn off? when will the 
wind die down or become too strong ?). 
The person making the specialized weather forecasts should coordinate 
the predictions with the personnel involved in the weather-aloft measurem
ents 
at the test site and with the test director. 
Measurements. - The purposes of the meteorological measurements are
 
to monitor atmospheric conditions throughout the test period to ensure th
at 
they comply with applicable test criteria (stopping the test and rescheduling, 
if necessary, if the conditions do not meet the requirements), and to provide 
) records that will be used in subsequent data processing and analysis. The 
dual purposes apply to both the surface and the weather -aloft measureme
nts. 
) 
Meterological parameters at the surface should be measured at a 
location near the microphone array. Vertical profiles of conditions aloft
 
should be sampled in the region of the atmosphere through which the soun
d is 
propagating to the microphones. Atmospheric pressure can be measured
 and 
recorded at a location near or in the central acoustical data-recording va
n. 
The calibrated meteorological instruments described in the previous 
section should be installed to measure the parameters listed in table 3. 
The 
surface measurements at the weather tower and the barograph station shO
Uld 
be recorded continuously from at least one hour before the scheduled tes
t 
start time until the end of the flyover noise testing. Similarly, the meas
ure-
ments of weather aloft (instrumented light airplane, tethered radiosonde, and 
pibals) should begin at least one hour before the scheduled test start time 
and continue throughout the day. All mea·s'tlrements must be time correl
ated 
as described earlier. 
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The location of the fixed weather measurenlent stations should be in or 
near the array of microphones so that the data may be considered 
representative of average conditions along the sound path. Figure 15 shows 
a suggested arrangement for the fixed weather stations as well as the acoustic 
data van, laser tracking van, the test director's central communication 
station, and the flight tracks for the weather airplane. The distance be1:\veen 
the various fixed stations and the closest microphone should be such that the 
noise produced by operation of the station does not contribute to the anlbient 
noise level at the microphone. 
The terrain around the weather tower should be similar to that around 
the side microphones. The temperature, humidity, ·and wind instruments on 
the weather tower should be approximately 10 m above the local terrain. If 
the barograph is located outside the acoustic data van (as indicated in figure 15) 
it should be in an instrument shelter and about 1.5 m above the ground. 
The tethered radiosonde should be put up and lowered at least nvice per 
hour. The multiplexed data rronl the temperature, humidity, wind speed, 
wind direction, and height probes should be continuously recorded (on time-
synchronized chart paper) during each ascent and descent. The total height 
should be at least 500 m. A height of 1000 m is preferred if it can be obtained 
at the nvice-per-hour rate. 
Pibals should be released approximately every 30 min and should be 
tracked (if visible) to a height of at least 1000 m (for 5 min if the smaller 
balloons are used). Records should be kept of azimuth and elevation angles 
and the reading times. Wind-profile data should be calculated in the intervals 
benveen releasing balloons so that it can be available to the acoustical test 
crew for cOnlparison to the established criterion for wind aloft. Azimuth and 
elevation angles from the theodolite tracking telescope should be read at least 
every 30 s (approximately every 100 m of height). 
The weather airplane should be flown along ascending and descending 
flight paths near the arrays of runway and side microphones as indicated in 
figure 15 by the double-ended arrows for the flight tracks. At least nvo 
ascents/descents per hour should be made. The time-correlated temperature, 
humidity, and height data should be recorded continuously throughout each 
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Figure 15. -Locations of acoustic. tracking, and weather measurement systems (plan view), 
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ascent and descent. The airplane should climb to, and descend from, a height 
of at least 1000 m or the maximum height of the test airplane. .The flight path 
and flight times should not interfere with the operation of the test airplane. 
Moreover, the propeller and engine noise produced by the weather airplane 
should not contribute to the ambient noise level during the recording of the 
noise from the test airplane. The crew of the weather airplane should note 
and report any unusual wind or turbulence conditions. 
The operation of the chilled-mirror dew-point measuring instruments 
on the weather tower and in the weather airplane should be checked occasion-
ally throughout the test day to ensure that dust has not collected on the mirror 
enough to change the reflectance beyond the ability of the instrument to 
compensate. 
Prior to the start of actual recording of flyover noise, the various 
weather-measuring systems should be setup and checked out. The output of 
the separate systems should be compared one with another to determine the 
magnitude of any systematic errors. Compari.son should also be made with 
the meteorological measurements provided by a permanent meteorological 
facility in the vicinity. i. e., one that obtains once per hour readings of 
temperature, dew point, and wind. 
Relative humidity values should be calculated periodically from the 
temperature and dew-point measurements at the tower and from the weather 
airplane. The calculations should be based on standard meteorological tables 
(for example. tables 94 and 96 of reference 51). Three examples will illus-
trate the procedures. 
Relative humidity, h , is defined as r 
h = (lOOp )/p t) r w sa ( 12) 
where p is the partial pressure of the water vapor (at 'me dew-point, or w 
frost-point. temperature) and p t is the saturation vapor pressure of pure sa 
water over liquid water (at the ambient temperature) for a given sample of 
moist air at constant total barometric pressure. 
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Thus, if the air temperature T is 30·C, the dew point Td is 20·C, and 
the air pressure is 1013.246 mb, we find, from the saturation vapor pressure 
tables, 
h = 100 (23.373/42.430) 
r 
= 55. 1 percent (13) 
If the air pressure had been other than 1013.246 mb, the vapor pressures 
would have had to have been changed accordingly. The relative humidity, how-
ever, would have been unchanged because both numerator and denominator 
would have changed by the same ratio. 
If the dew point temperature is less than O·C, the measurement is 
actually that of a frost-point temperature and the table for the saturation vapor 
pressure ·over ice must be used to find p • Thus, if T = 10 deg C and 
w 
T = -25·C, 
d 
h = 100 (0.6323/12.212.) 
r 
= 5. 2 percent. (14) 
If the air temperature is also less than 0 deg C, the value for Psat is, 
by definition, taken as the vapor pressure over water (not ice) while Pw is for 
the frost-point temperature over ice. Thus, if T = -lO·C and Td = -35·C, 
h = 100 (0.2233/2.8627) 
r 
= 7. 8 percent. (15) 
The tables of reference 51 give vapor pressures for temperatures in 
increments o~ 0.1 ·C.lt should be feasible to examine the strip chart records 
and rapidly determine relative humidity values from the temperature and dew 
point measurements at the weather tower and in the weather airplane. The 
humidity data from the tethered radiosonde should be in terms of relative 
humidity directly. Relative humidity calculations should be performed after 
each flight of the weather airplane to keep the test crew aware of weather 
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conditions aloft. Similarly, the results of each ascent/descent probe by the 
tethered radiosonde should also be reported to the test director for evaluation 
and comparison. The strip chart records should be compiled and collected 
at the end of each test day as part of the test records. 
RECOMMENDED TEST OPERATIONS 
This section offers some remarks about special acoustical features of 
the airplane or engine/nacelle, describes recommended airplane flight 
operation!', and presents a typical test matrix. 
Airplane and Engine /Nacelle Configurations 
If a test objective is to evaluate the acoustical effect of changing some 
component of the airplane or engine that generates significant noise or that 
could yield some noise reduction, then special precautions may be required. 
Changes to the airplane could involve flap modifications to increase lift or 
reduce drag. Engine nacelle changes could involve changes to or installation 
of acoustical linings in the inlet or discharge ducts. Separate-flow exhaust 
nozzles for turbofan engines could be replaced by common-flow nozzles with 
or without an internal mixer upstream of the final nozzle. An external jet 
noise suppressor nozzle could be installed. 
For tests conducted to evaluate the acoustical effects of changes to an 
airplane or its engines or nacelles, experience has shown that it is desirable 
to have two airplanes available, a baseline and a modified airplane. Both 
airplanes should be of the same type with identical types of engines. 
Comparison flight tests should be conducted on the same day, if at all 
possible, or within two or three days. Both airplanes will have to be 
equipped with the onboard digital data-recording system and the voice 
communication and time-correlation systems described in previous sections. 
If costs prevent having more than one airplane available, the compari-
Son flight tests should be run as close together in time as feasible on the 
s allle airplane. 
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Airplane Flight Operations 
Each test day should begin and end with a coordination, planning, and 
review meeting conducted by the test director. Representatives from all
 
the groups involved in the test program should attend the meetings. The
 
main pc.rpose of the meetings is to discuss problems that may hinder the
 
test schedule and how best to resolve them. 
The recommended test procedure is a series of nominally level passes 
over the array of microphones along the runway. Traffic permitting, th
e 
airplane should be flown in both directions over the runway to minimize t
he 
time between runs and to provide a measurement of atmospheric effects,
 if 
any, associated with sound propagation in winds of different directions as
 
well as attitude and airspeed differences associated with headwinds and 
tailwinds. Care should be taken to minimize lateral deviations from the 
target flight path. (Note that references 25 and 52 contain the results of 
considerable experience with, and support for', level flights for flyover n
oise 
testing to achieve the specific objectives of USAF data acquisition and air-
craft noise certification, respectively. Item 9 in Appendix A reviews the
 
) acoustical and aerodynamic problems associated with level-flight flyovers 
) 
and describes some of the research needed to take full advantage of the 
potential savings in time and cost that level flyovers offer compared to n
ormal 
(or simulated) takeoff and landing maneuvers. ) 
The configuration of the airplane to be used during the tests should be 
decided in advance. Wing leading-edge high-lift devices (slats, slots, or 
flaps) mayor may not be deployed. Wing trailing-edge devices (flaps or 
flaperons) and landing gear will be used to adjust the drag of the airplane. 
The actual flap deflection angles should be checked (statically) to confirm 
that they are within the flap rigging tolerance limits specified by the ail'p
lane 
manufacturer. 
Airplane flight attitude (pitch angle) will also be used to control drag 
and minimize airplane acceleration or deceleration during the pass. Air
-
plane operating gross weight affects the airplane's lift (and hence the flow field 
around the airplane) and the engine power setting and, consequently, the noise 
level received by a microphone. An adequate supply of fuel should be 
onboard so that test delays for refueling are minimized. The airplane w
eight 
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also affects the allowable range of pitch angle and the magnitude of the change 
in airspeed to anticipate during each pass. For some aircraft, it may be 
desirable to include water ballast tanks in the fuselage to increase (or adjust) 
gross weight. 
In determining target values for engine power settings, consideration 
should be given to the age of the engines, the number of operating hours 
since the last overhaul, and the total number of similar engines that are in 
service. Engine manufacturers provide engine performance data in terms 
of the performance of average (or mean) engines and an engine that meets 
minimal standards. If no valid data base exists, it is recommended that 
minimum engine performance data be used to establish inflight engine power 
settings. If there are a large number of comparable engines in service, 
and it has not been too long since the test engines were overhauled (especially 
for multiengine airplanes), then average engine performance data should be 
used. The differences between average and minimum performance v.>ill be 
most apparent at the highest engine power setting. The average engine will 
produce more thrust and more airplane acceleration than the minimum 
engine (for the same fuel flow rate), and will require a different airplane 
attitude. In any case, the operating characteristics of all installed engines 
should comply with the engine manufacturer's applicable criteria. 
Target airspeeds will be different than normal takeoff or landing 
speeds. This result is ·inevitable since the flight paths are nominally level 
at nominally constant engine power settings. Passes at high engine power 
settings may be initiated at airspeeds less than normal takeoff speeds to 
allow for the acceleration that occurs. Conversely, passes at low engine 
power settings may be initiated at airspeeds greater than normal landing 
speeds to allow for the deceleration. In all cases, the target airspeed 
should be the airspeed when oveT the center microphone in the array of 
microphones under the flight path. The target height will also be that when 
over the center microphone. The test plan will include tests with different 
configurations and airspeeds (but same engine power setting) to help evaluate 
the magnitude of the configuration and airspeed effects. For each pass, 
however, the priInary consi(~e~9..tic!'l should be to maintain t~.eight and engine 
power setting. 
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An adequate number of repeat runs should be planned. The functions of 
the repeat runs are to increase the statistical confidence level of the results; 
to provide an allowance for missed data points, lack of time synchronization, 
noticeable deviation from the flight track, height, or intended target condi-
tions; and to permit detailed study of the reasons for scatter in nominally 
identical runS (conditions). Item 10 in Appendix A discusses some of the 
considerations involved in determining the number of repeat runs required 
. for flyover noise testing. 
Typical Test Matrix 
Since a typical general test objective would be to obtain noise measure-
ments over a range of engine power settings, airspeeds, and heights, a test 
plan might consider beginning with the test matrix of table 6 for one height HI. 
The total test would consist of 36 runs where runs 13 to 24 would be like 
runs 1 to 12 except at height H2 and runs 25 to 36 would be at height H3. 
Choices for HI, H2, and H3 might be 100, 300, and 1000 m; the actual 
values chosen would depend on the airplane, engines, and particular test 
objectives. The entire test, runs I to 36, probably codd be accomplished 
in two days, airport traffic and weather permitting. If feasible, it would be 
desirable to repeat the entire test, runs 1 to 36, to obtain additional data. 
The engine power settings PI to P6 and corresponding airspeeds Al to 
A6 might be chosen as follows: 
PI = maximull1 takeoff-rated referred thrust (no afterburning) for 
an air te=perature of 15'C and a runway at sea level 
P2 = hot-day takeoff-rated referred thrust for an air temperature 
of 40'C 
P3 = 0.85 PI 
P4 = 0.60 PI 
P5 = 0.45 PI 
p6 = 0.30 PI 
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TABLE 6. - TYPICAL TEST MATRIX 
Target Target engine Flight direction 
Run height, power settinga Target indicated up or down 
No. m NI/~ or EPRb airspeed, m.s- l runwa,r 
1 HI PI Al up 
Z HI PI Al down 
3 HI PZ AZ up 
4 HI PZ AZ down 
5 HI P3 A3 up 
6 HI P3 A3 down 
7 HI P4 A4 up 
8 HI P4 A4 down 
9 HI P5 AS up 
10 HI P5 A5 down 
11 HI p6 A6 up 
lZ HI P6 A6 down 
a for all engines 
bN 1 /~ is referred fan speed in percent of the design fan speed where 
NI is the rotational speed of the low-pressure section, 4 tZ = TtZ/Tam,std' 
TtZ = total temperature at the fan inlet in degrees kelvin, Tam, std = 288. ISO 
kelvin. 
EPR is engine pressure ratio and equals P t7 /PtZ where P t7 is the total 
absolute pressure at the discharge of the last turbine stage and P
t2 is 
the total absolute pressure at the fan inlet. 
Power settings PI to P3 bracket the range of takeoff and climbout 
thrusts; P4 to p6 bracket the range of landing approach thrusts. A carpet 
plot of installed engine performance for various airplane Mach numbers, 
similar to the example shown in figure 16, should be obtained from the air-
craft manufacturer for guidance in selecting the proper value of "!ngine 
power setting corresponding to the desired value of inflight thrust. 
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Figure 16. -Installed net thrust per engine as a function of airplane mach number 
and referred fan speed. 
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For all tests, the aircraft configuration will be selected by the flight 
crew appropriate to the situation. The operating gross weight will decrease 
as fuel is burned. Note that the proposed test plan could be used for some 
special tests, such as evaluation of a jet noise suppressor or a study of 
flight effects on engine noise, by using a three-engine airplane and flying with 
the center engine at power and the other two engines at flight or ground idle. 
The test plan, however, is not suitable for nonpropulsive noise tests where 
the flight paths will follow descending trajectories. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Flyover noise measurement procedures have been reviewed. Specific 
proce.dures have been recommended that are applicable to subsonic transport-
category aircraft using conventional means for generating lift and powered 
by turbojet or turbofan engines. The recommended procedures cover: test 
criteria, instrument performance requirements, data acquisition, and test 
operations. 
Flyover noise data obtained according to the recommended procedures 
should be useful for a variety of purposes of the NASA Aircraft Noise Predic-
tion Office, including development of generalized curves of various measures 
of noise level as a function of distance and engine power setting, verification 
of engine and airplane component noise-prediction procedures, and evalua-
tion of noise-suppression designs. 
DyTec Engineering, Inc. 
Huntington Beach, California 92649 
21 December 1976 
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RESEARCH WITH RESPECT TO AIRCRAFT 
FLYOVER NOISE MEASUREMENT T:ECHNIQUES 
Areas where additional research is needed with respect to flyover 
noise measurement techniques are in three categories: propagation eff
ects, 
noise source (s), and testing procedures. Additional tests and analyses are 
needed to improve our understanding and the corresponding state of the a
rt 
in all areas. 
1. Atmospheric attenuation. -If the effects of varying meteorological 
conditions on the attenuation of aircraft noise were more thoroughly unde
r-
stood, it would mean that the extent of the allowable temperature/humidit
y 
envelope could be expanded, that more sites could be used for testing, th
at 
the number of days per year that a site could be used could be significant
ly 
increased, that fewer runs would be required, and that the quality of the 
results would be improved. The improved understanding should encompa
ss 
the vertical and horizontal distributions of temperature and humidity as w
ell 
) as the changes of these distributions with time during a day. This improved 
understanding would then provide a means to properly assess the acousti
cal 
effects of nonuniform or unusual atmospheric absorption and thereby per
mit 
tests under a wider range of weather conditions than recommended in thi
s 
report. The savings in time and cost would be substantial for both the ai
r-
craft industry and government agencies. 
) 
2. Large distances.-If a reliable method were available to account 
for atmospheric effects over long distances for a variety of weather cond
i-
tions, then it should be feasible to conduct flyover noise tests at just one 
height over an array of microphones (say at 200 to 300 m) and extrapolate 
the results to much larger distances. The savings in test costs would be
 
large. Large distances mean slant ranges at the time of closest approac
h 
that are on the order of 5000 m, including locations under and to the side 
of 
the flight path. The study of long-distance propagation is intimately rela
ted 
to the study of atmospheric attenuation (item 1). The study must also con-
sider the changes in engine noise output and directivity that occur at diffe
rent 
heights and airspeeds. 
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3. Sideways propagation.-There apparently are a vCHiety of effects 
associated with sideways propagation other than atr1.ospheric effects. As 
the propagation angle becoITles ITlore shallow, the magnitude of the effects 
apparently increases. Furthermore, the type of the terrain over which the 
sound is propagating seeITlS to play an irn.portant role. Atmospheric turbu-
lence effects ITlay be more iITlportant for sideways than overhead propagation. 
These effects influence the noise received by ITlicrophones to the side of 
a flight path and, at times other than overhead, for ITlicrophones located under 
the flight path. Sideways propagation effects also are iITlportant in deter-
mining the location or extent of noise level contours around an airport. An 
improved understanding of sideways propagation effects will help determine 
the nUITlber and location of side microphones. 
4. Ground reflections.-Reflections from the ground surface influence 
the spectruITl of the sound ITleasured by a microphone at any height above the 
ground. The reflection effect depends on the acoustical impedance of the 
ground and on geometrical factors such as ITlicrophone height, airplane height, 
and sound wave incidence angle. An understanding of ground reflection 
effects would help to improve the understanding of sideways propagation 
problems. A better understanding of ground reflection effects would provide 
an improved means for selecting the height of the microphone above the 
surface. It would also provide a means of choosing or evaluating various 
types of ground terrain around the ITlicrophones. If field measureITlents of 
the acoustical impedance of the ground are required to evaluate ground 
reflection effects, the research should provide a practical means of deter-
ITlining the irn.pedance and also of deciding where it should be measured 
since reflected sound waves impinge on the ground at many locations at 
various distances from the microphone. 
5. AtITlospheric turbulence.-Atmospheric turbulence affects 
the propagation of sound through the atITlosphere. At the ITlorn.ent, how-
ever, the effects are not understood well enough to be. able to specify any 
test criteria related to turbulence, nor what turbulence paraITleters should 
be rn.eas.ured, nor what to do with any turbulence data if it were to be 
ITleasured. We do not know if a test conducted according to the meteorological 
test criteria recommended in this report will or will not encounter problems 
due to turbulence effects. Once turbulence effects are better understood it 
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may be possible to be better able to explain some of the apparent scatter in 
the test results and thereby reduce, or eliminate, a number of repeat runs. 
The turbulence components should include not only those naturally occurring 
in the atmosphere but also turbulence induced by the passage of the aircraft 
(e. g., the wing tip vortices), especially for large airplanes. 
6. Runway elevation.-The elevation of the runway above sea level 
affects the amount of acoustical power produced by the engines and the pro-
pagation of sound through the atmosphere. The magnitude of these effects 
is not known and an analytical procedure for quantifying them is not available. 
Many major airports are located at elevations well above sea level. A com-
plete aircraft noise-prediction program should be able to account for 
differences due to runway elevation. Furthermore, there may be occasions 
when an available test site for flyover noise research tests is at an ~airport 
where the runway elevation is considerably greater than the elevation of 
runways used for previous tests. The results of tests of the same airplane 
and engines conducted at airports with significantly different runway eleva-
tions will not be comparable unless there is a standard procedure available 
to evaluate elevation effects on the sources of noise and on propagation. 
7. Noise source location.-Most analyses of aircraft flyover noise 
measurements and most predictions of aircraft flyover noise levels assume 
that the airplane can be represented by a single equivalent acoustic point 
source. This assumption affects the analysis of propagation losses and 
adjustments from test to reference meteorological conditions. For large 
airplanes, the assumption is poor except at great distances. For airplanes 
with two wing-mounted engines and a third engine in the tail, the distance 
between the wing and tail engine (or time during a flyover at relatively small 
heights) can be quite significant. For airplanes with four wing-mounted 
engines, the distance bet",een engines and the shielding effects can be 
significant for rnicror]c,mes located to the side of the flight path. 
A proper definition of noise source location(s) is needed for each 
1/3-octave band, for each instant of time during' a flyover, and for micro-
phones under or to the side of the flight path. For lOW-frequency jet noise, 
especially at high engine power settings, the prOper location may be several 
equivalent nozzle diameters downstream of the engine exhaust nozzle. High-
) frequency noise may be jet noise or fan noise. Thus, the problem of locating 
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noise sources is tied to definitions of the noise-generating mechanisms (in 
£light) as well as to methods of accounting for multiple-engine installations, 
Definition of the noise source location affects the definition of acoustic 
path length and sound emission angle, quantities that are involved in the 
setting of test criteria and in test procedures as well as in data processing 
and analysis of the re suIts. Acoustic propagation path lengths and sound-
emission angles are usually determined with respect to some arbitrarily 
chosen reference point on the airplane. Identification of the locations of the 
sources of noise also impacts the prediction of aircraft noise from engine test 
stand data or engine component noise analyses. 
8. Signal-to-noise ratio.-The signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio (or dynamic 
range) available from state-of-the-art instrumentation-grade mdtiple-
channel analog tape recorders is barely adequate for the acquis',tion and 
processing of £lyover noise data. With a 10-dB allowance for the high-
amplitude peaks that are present in the random noise signals produced by jet 
airplanes, the available SIN ratio is only 35 to 40 dB. Because of the com-
bination of attenuation of high-frequency signals hy propagation effects and the 
natural high-frequency rolloff that characterizes the spectrum of many air-
plane noise sources, the SIN ratio really should be 70 to 100 dB rather than 
35 to 40 dB. The result is that much of an aircraft's noise signal may be 
lost below the noise £loor of the tape recorder. 
The fact that the instrumentation's background noise floor represents 
relatively low equivalent sound pressure levels and that therefore the corres-
ponding aircraft noise signals must represent even lower sound pressure 
levels should not deter the investigation of methods for improving SIN ratios, 
especially in the higher frequencies. The sound pressure levels that are 
lost below the background noise levels are values for test-day meteorological 
conditions. The values for reference-da.y meteorological conditions may well 
be considerably higher than those for test-day concEtio:1s. The complete 
reference-day spectra should be valuable not only for the spectral informa-
tion, but also for the correspondingly higher values of calculated perceived 
noisiness (or some other measure of human annoyance). 
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Research on way~ to overcome the problem of inadequate SIN ratio is 
needed. Pre-emphasis (electrical boosting) of the signal before recording 
could be used but is not recommended because of other problems that are 
introduced. If propagation effects and long distance extrapolation procedures 
(items 1, 2, and 3 above) were understood and available, then all tests 
could be done at short distances where the signal strength was higher, 
assuming the problems of defining noisp.-source locations were resolved. 
(Indeed for future quieter airplanes, tests at short distances may be all that 
are feasible. ) 
Alternatively, it might be feasible to abandon FM analog recording and 
to obtain much higher SIN ratios by recording digital signals in the pulse 
code modulation (PCM) mode. Through multiplex techniques, the PCM mode 
also reduces the number of data tracks required to tape record a given number 
of microphone signals. PCM techniques, however require suitable high-
frequency, high-speed analog-to-digital converters. 
Another possibility for improving SIN ratio would be to abandon the 
tape recorder entirely and do on-line data processing in the field. This 
) approach means that the data-processing requirements have to be 
) 
well defined. There would be no opportunity for any other type of data 
analysiS (for example, narrow fixed-bandwidth filters instead of l/3-octave 
bands). Also there can be no more than one microphone unless several 
on-line data-processing systems are used. The various options need to be 
studied and evaluated. 
9. Level flights.-The acoustical problems associated with level-flight 
passes need to be more thoroughly researched. There are several acoustical 
and aerodynamic differences between normal takeoffs and landings and level-
flight £lyovers. There is no procedure available to account for these effects. 
The lack of understanding reduces the confidence in projecting the results of 
level-flight tests to p;redictions of noise levels in communities around air-
ports due to actual takeoff and landing operations. 
In most every level-flight maneuver, it will be difficult to maintain a 
target airspeed, within a small tolerance band, for the required duration of 
the pass. The airplane will either accelerate or decelerate depending on the 
engine power setting and the number of engines operating. Furthermore, the 
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airspeed will probably be significantly higher or lower than the corresponding 
takeoff and landing speeds. We need to understand the impact on noise 
generation and to develop procedures to account for the acceleration/ 
deceleration and airspeed effects. 
In attempting to maintain a constant height and near-constant airspeed, 
the pilot will adjust airplane pitch attitude, flap deflection, and the position 
of the landing gear. High nose-up attitude relative to the flight path will 
produce sound-pressure and time patterns that are different than they would 
be during actual takeoff or landing operations. Flying with a high nose-up 
attitude and with flaps extended and deflected may also produce significant 
shielding of forward-radiated noise from fuselage-mounted engines, shielding 
that would not be present during a normal climbout after takeoff. 
There is a desire to use level flights instead of actual takeoff and 
landings because of the simplification in test procedures and the potential 
savings in test time and costs. To take full advantage of the level-flight 
technique, research is needed to explore the reasons for the acoustical 
differences and to develop reliable meanS of accounting for their effects. 
10. Repeat runs.-At present, it is necessary to repeat a test several 
times with the same configuration and the same conditions to obtain a high 
degree of statistical confidence in the results. The issue is how many 
repeats are required and what is an acceptable confidence level. Refer-
ence 46 suggests four or five repeat runs for each engine power setting. 
References 17 and 18 require a minimum of six flights for a given test point. 
This report recommends a minimum of four runS (two up and two down the 
runway) for a given engine power setting and height. 
If the aircraft noise signal can be considered to be generated by a 
stationary ergodic random process, then reference 46 (pp. 143 to 148) shows 
how to calculate the 90-percent confidence interval within which the true mean 
square sound pressure can be expected to be. The amount of uncertainty 
associated with any given sound pressure level depends on the bandwidth B 
of the filter and the sampling time t , i. e., on the number of statistical s 
degrees of freedom m, where m = ZBt s , if the random process is gaussian 
with a so-called chi-squared distribution of the random variables. 
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The greatest variability will be associated with the lowest frequency 
band since the data analyses will likely be performed using constant-
percentage fractional-octave-band filters. For 1/3-octave-band filters, 
the 
bandwidth is about 23 percent of the center frequency. Thus, for the ban
d 
with center frequency of 50 Hz, the bandwidth B is 11. 5 Hz. If the sampling
 
time ts is 0.5 s, the number of degrees of freedom is m = 2 xlI. 5 x 0.5 
= 
11.5. 
From standard statistical tables for a chi-squared distribution, the 
ratio, for m = 1 L 5, of the estimate to the true mean square sound pressu
re 
will exceed 20.35/11. 5 = 1.77 with a probability of 5 percent and .will fall
 
below 4. 90/11. 5 = 0.43 with a probability of 5 percent. Thus, in decibels
, 
there is a 90-percent probability that the true mean will equal the estima
te 
within limits given by 10 log (1/0.43) = 3.7 dB and 10 log (1/1.77) = -2.5 dB, 
or a spread of 6.2 dB. Since the bandwidth of the filters cannot be chang
ed, 
reduction of the statistical uncertainty requires an increase of the sampli
ng 
time ts (increasing the number of degrees of freedom) or use of an ensemble 
averaging technique, assuming that several separate and statistically 
) independent samples of the same noise signal can be obtained. 
) 
The difficulty of the problem here is compounded by the fact that the 
aircraft is moving and thus the noise signal is nonstationary by definition
. 
The strength and directivity of the various noise sources can change rapi
dly 
within the duration of even a 0.5- s sampling interval. Therefore, 
lengthening the duration of the sampling time may not be feasible. Obtai
ning 
statistically independent samples for a wide range of sound-emission ang
les 
at several microphones also may be difficult to achieve because of the 
difficulty of maintaining constant airplane conditions for significant durat
ions 
throughout a given flyover. 
What is required is a procedure for determining an acceptable degree 
of confidence in each of the 1/3-octave-band sound pressure levels. The
p., 
with allowance for experimental problems, a firm requirement for the 
minimum number of repeat runs can be logically established. The savin
gs in 
time and cost could be substantial if fewer repeat runs were needed then 
are 
now considered necessary. On the other hand, if more repeat runs were
 
required there would be a solid basis for the requirement. 
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PROCEDURE FOR ERECTING GUYED MICROPHONE TOWER 
If guyed microphone towers are considered necessary, a procedure 
for erecting the towers could be the following. 
Place a tower base (plywood footing and sole plate) such that the three 
vertices point to good locations for the soil anchors. Install the soil 
anchors such that the distance from the center of the tower will guarantee 
that the minimum guying angle is not less than 300 (0.58 times tower height). 
(Installation of a soil anchor is a two-man job.) Fix the tower base plate by 
driving six pegs into the ground around the perimeter of the base plate as 
shoW!' in figure 7(a). 
With the base plate and soil anchors in place, drive the trailer with the 
towers to a microphone location. Remove a tower. Lay the tower on the 
ground and bolt the base of the tower to the sole plate. Install guy wires to 
two soil anchors. Leave enough length for the guys to allow for slack and 
sag of the wire. Raise the top of the tower and support it temporarily on a 
• 
) sawhor.'e or similar support. Attach the microphone boom and brace with 
suitable bolts. 
) 
Attach the microphone claInp to the boom and the preamplifier to the 
clamp. Adjust the clamp so that the microphone orientation is that specified 
for the particular location. Attach the preamplifier cable to the boom and the 
tower and make the connection to the extension cable. Attach the microphone 
to the preamplifier and install the windscreen. 
(It may be advisable to perform the initial acoustical and electrical 
calibration checks at this time. In this case, attach the extension cable to 
the microphone power supply and proceed with system checks assuming the 
microphone cables ha ve been laid to the central recording station. If the 
cables are to be laid at a later time, then do not install the microphone and 
preamplifier until the microphone signal cable has been laid. Just erect the 
tower without the microphone and let it down to install and calibrate and then 
re-raise the tower. )' 
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Raise the tower by simply pulling on the free guy wire. Attach the 
third guy wire to the third soil anchor and adjust all guys until the three 
levels on tbe tower indicate that the tower is vertical. (Levels would not 
have to be permanently attached to the tower; a hand-held carpenter's sp
irit 
level would be satisfactory if the vertical was checked in at least three 
stations around the tower.) Once a tower is raised, it should be possible to 
lower and re-raise it in only a few minutes sinc.e the length of the guys 
should not need much, ·if any, readjustment, 
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LABORATORY CALIBRATION EFFORTS TO SUPPORT 
FLYOVER NOISE TESTING 
Nine different laboratory tests are required as follows for each data 
channel, except items (8) and (9), which relate to the data-processing system 
only. 
(1) By comparison with a calibrated reference microphone system 
(microphone, preamplifier, and power supply calibrated and certified by the 
National Bureau of Standards or a commercial standards laboratory), deter-
mine the level, frequency, and waveshape of the output of the pistopphone
 
acoustic calibrator. If the wave shape is distorted, determine the need to 
replace (or clean) the pistons. Check the operation of the pistonphone at the 
following three ambient temperatures: 0·, 20·, and 40· C. The output le
vel 
should not be more than +0. 1 dB different from the nominal output level. 
(2) Determine the power spectrum level of the output. voltage, at 
several values for the wide band output voltage, using a narrow-band spec
-
truIn analyzer over the frequency range froIn 20 to 20 000 Hz. The mea
n 
straight line through the power spectrum level data should be within to. 5 dB 
of a slope of -1 dB for a frequency increase by a factor of 21/3. A1:a de
ter-
mine the root mean square value and amplitude probability distribution o
f 
the wide band output of the pink-noise generator at several output voltage 
levels. 
(3) Again by comparison with a certified reference microphone system, 
determine the sensitivity of each microphone in dB re one volt per pasca
l at 
a single frequency such as 250 Hz in the flat portion of the microphone I s 
amplitude frequency response. The sensitivity should be determined usi
ng 
the calibrated pistonphone that will be used in the field. The sensitivity 
value is not used directly in data processing since a reference sound leve
l 
is recorded in the field. The main purposes of determining microphone 
sensitivity are to check against the manufacturer's sensitivity measurem
ent, 
to obtain a history of sensitivity data, and to provide traceability to the 
certification of the Nati",:al n""'"a,, of Standards. If sudden ,.ofl5itivity 
changes of more than 0.2 dB occur, the microphone should be returned t
o the 
manufacturer or a standards laboratory for inspection and calibration. 
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(4) Determine the prebsure response of each microphone and of the 
certified reference microphone over the frequency range from 45 to 
11 200 Hz. An elec~rostatic actuator may be used instead of the closed 
coupler reciprocity method to determine pressure response. The free fi
eld 
correction factors to be used for each microphone are then determined fr
om 
(a) the free field response of the reference microphone (accomplished by the 
National Bureau of Standards, or a Standards Laboratory, at normal (0 deg) 
incidence over the same frequency range), (b) the difference in pressure 
response between that of the reference microphone and the test micropho
ne, 
and (c) the manufacturer's free-field correction curveS for the microphone as 
a function of angle of incidence and frequency. 
(5) Determine the accuracy of all steps on each attenuator in the data-
acquisition system. The actual gain change should be within +0. IdB of th
e 
nominal gain change. 
(6) Using a special insert voltage device available from the microphone 
manufacturer which has a resistor in series with a capacitor whose cap
acitance 
equals the nominal capacitance of the microphone, determine the linearit
y 
of the complete data-acquisition/data-processing system. The linearity 
calibration should be accomplished by recording a pink-noise signal from
 
the calibrated pink-noise generator at the maximum record level. Then,
 
using the calibrated step attenuators on the recorder input signal-conditio
ning 
amplifiers, record again the pink-noise Signal at record levels that are 1
0, 
20, 30, 40 (and preferably 50) decibels below the maxiInum record level. 
For each 1/3-octave band from 50 to 10 000 Hz, the best fit to the set of 
equivalent sound pressure levels and attenuator settings should not devia
te 
from a straight line by more than 0.5 dB over a range of at least 40 dB. 
(7) Determine the dynamic range of the complete system using the same 
special insert voltage device as above. Record the output of the pink-noi
se 
generator at the standard record level (10 dB below the maximum record 
level) followed by a 30-s recording with the generator switched off but still 
connected to the insert voltage device. On playback, adjust the gain of the 
reproduce amplifier to give a wide band output voltage equal to the wideba
nd 
input voltage corresponding to the maximum record level (i. e., 1 V rms). In 
each 1/3-octave band from 50 to 10 000 Hz, the level of the background no
ise 
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) (generator off) should be at l",ast 45 dB less than with the pink noise present. 
) 
) 
A dynamic range of 50 dB is preferred for each band. 
(8) Determine correction factors for each of the twenty four 1 /3-octave-
band filters to account for the nonideal frequency response of the filters. Use 
the procedures specified in reference 53. Evaluate the corr..,ction factors by 
criteria specified for the data-processing system. 
(9) Determine the averaging characteristics of the detector/integrator 
used in the data-processing system. Record a wide band white noise signal 
on any data channel at the standard record level. Evaluate the detector / 
integrator in each of the twenty four 1/3-octave-bands using procedures and 
performance criteria specified for the elata-processing system. 
(Note that the results of the tests done for items (8) and (9) should not 
change with time and therefore the tests need be done only once unless some-
thing is changed in the data-processing system that affects the filters or the 
detector/integrator. Note also that frequency and incidence response of the 
windscreens, as a function of wind speed and wind direction, have to be 
determined in a laboratory. ) 
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Al to A6 
AMRL 
ANOPO 
ANOPP 
ANSI 
B 
BBN 
C 
EPA 
EPR 
F 
FAA 
FAR 
FM 
Fn 
Fn/oam 
H 
HI to H3 
Hz 
ICAO 
IRIG 
Ll.LB , 
L 
P 
rneas 
ref 
L d' p. a J 
L p, meas 
Ma 
Nl 
Nl/~ 
NEF 
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SYMBOLS 
-1 
airspeeds (table 6), m,s 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory 
Aircraft Noise Prediction Office 
Aircraft Noise Prediction Program 
American National Standards Institute 
bandwidth of filter, Hz 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. 
celsius 
Environmental Protection Agency 
engine pressure ratio, Pt7 /Pt2 
fahrenheit 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Aviation Regulations 
frequency modulation 
net thrust, N 
referred net thrust, N 
airplane height, m 
airplane heights (table 6), m 
hertz 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group 
propagation loss caused by atmospheric absorption, in a 
l/3-octave band, under measured meteorological conditions, 
dB 
propagation loss caused by atmospheric absorption, in a 
l/3-octave band, under reference meteorological conditions, 
dB 
sound pressure level, dF,\ 
adjusted sound pressure level. dB 
measured sound pressure level. dB 
airplane Mach number, Va/c 
fan sha:t speed, rpm. (or percent) 
referred fan shaft speed. rpm (or percent) 
Noise Exposure Forecast 
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PI to p6 
Pam 
P 
am, std 
P t2 
P t7 
PCM 
SAE 
SIN 
T 
T 
am, std 
Td 
Tt2 
V 
a 
a 
a. 
1 
a 
ref 
ac 
c 
d 
d. 
1 
dB 
dc 
f 
£1' fZ 
h 
r 
2 
Pmeas 
ILPa 
t:>r 
rms 
rpm 
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engine power settings, (table 6) 
ambient pressure, N.m- 2 
standard ambient pressure, 1. 013Z5 x 105 N. m- 2 
total absolute pressure at the fan or engine inlet, N. m- Z 
total absolute pressure at the discharge of the last turbine 
stage, N. m- 2 
pulse code modulation 
Society of Automotive" Engineers 
signal-to-noise ratio 
air temperature, degrees kelvin (or celsius) 
standard ambient temperature,_ 288.15 degrees kelvin 
dew point temperature," deg"rees kelvin (or celsius) 
total tempe"rature at the fan or engine inlet, degrees kelvin 
airspeed, m. s-l 
atmospheric 
atmospheric 
atmosphere, 
-1 
absorption coefficient, dB· m 
absorption coefficient in the ith layer of the 
dB. m- l 
atmospheric absorption coefficient for reference 
meteorological conditions, dB. m- 1 
alternating current 
-1 
speed of sound, m. s 
propagation path length, m 
propagation path length in the ith layer of the atmosphere, m 
decibel 
direct current 
frequency, Hz 
lower and upper cutoff frequency defining the significant 
transmission of l/3-octave-band filters, Hz 
relative humidity, percent 
measured mean-square sound pressure at the receiver 
microphone, (N. m- 2 )2 
partial pressure of water vapor, N.m- 2 (or millibars) 
saturation vapor pressure of pure water over liquid water, 
N· m- 2 (or millibars) 
micropasca1 
difference between reflected path length and direct path 
length, m 
root mean square 
revolutions per minute 
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"'meas 
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time, s 
sampling time, s 
length coordinate along the extended runway centerline, m 
lateral deviation coordinate in the ground plane and perpen-
dicular to the extended runway centerline, m 
height coordinate above the extended rWlway centerline, In 
pure tone atInospheric absorption constant for the Ineasured 
meteorological conditions, nepers. m- l 
pure tone atmospheric absorption constant for reference 
meteorological conditions, nepers· In-I 
reference pressure ratio P /P td am am, S 
sOWld emission angle, radians (or degrees) 
reference teInperature ratio TtZ/Tam, std 
wa velength, In 
coordinate along a propagation path froIn the receiver point 
to the source point or from the source point to the receiver 
point, In 
coordinate of the receiver point, m 
coordinate of the source point, In 
nondiInensional power transmissibility function for the 
frequency response of a filter 
airplane pOSition angle, radians (or degrees) 
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